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LESSON I.
THE BRITONS, THE ROMANS, AND THE
ENGLISH CONQUEST.
1. The Britons.- Nearly two thousand years ago, the
ii;land in which we live was called Britain. The Britons
who lived in the southern part of it spoke a language like

: Home
>ates of

STONEHENGE,

that which the Welsh now speak. Many of the valleys
were marshy, and a. great part of the rest of the land
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was covered with woods through which there were no
roads. The people lived in the open land where there
was no wood. On Salisbury Plain, for instance, there
are many mounds of earth under which Britons were
buried, and there are also the remains of one great temple,
called Stonehenge, made of circles of enormous stones,
over some parts of which other stones were laid like the
top of the frame of a door.
2. The Romans.-There were many tribes of these
Britons, which often went to war with one another.
Rather more than eighteen hundred years ago, a Roman
army conquered the whole of South Britain up to the
Firths of Clyde and Forth. The Romans, who ruled over
a great part of Europe and part of Asia and Africa, taught
the Britons to build towns, made roads for them, and,
what was better still, forced them to live at peace with
one another. Before long, Christian missionaries arrived,
and the people became Christian. After remaining here
about three hundred and fifty years the Roman armies
left the country because they were wanted to defend Italy.
The Britons who remained had been so long accustomed
to be guarded by the Roman soldiers that they hardly
knew how to fight.
3. The Scots, the Picts, and the Saxons.- As soon as it
was known that the Romans were gone, enemies appeared
from every side to plunder the unfortunate Britons. The
Scots, who at that time lived in Ireland, crossed the Irish
Channel to ravage the coasts. The Picts, who came from
what is now Scotland,~swarmed over the wall which the
Romans had built as a defence from the Solway to the
Tyne; and the Saxons, the Angles, and the Jutes, three
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German peoples coming from the coast which lies on the
east side of the mouth of the Elbe, attacked the eastern
shores. The first to land were some Jutes, who about
the year 449 seized the Isle of Thanet. They came not
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merely to rob, but to settle on the land. So too did the
Saxons, who step by step conquered Essex and Middlesex
and the southern coast from Sussex westwards. The
Angles, or English, from whom comes the name of Eng~
land, took the coast from Suffolk to the Firth of Forth.
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4. The Saxon Kingdoms.-The conquerors were fierce

and cruel. They burnt towns and slaughtered men.
They filled the country with their own people. They
l)-...t \'--~ ~
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the best man was the bravest and not the gentlest. At
first there were many tribes, each with its own chief to
command it. As the fighting went on, the smaller tribes
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joined together and formed seven kingdoms. After one
hundred and twenty-eight years of fighting, the Britons,
whom they called Welsh, that is to say, foreigners, were
driven to the west, and the part left to the Welsh grew
smaller and smaller as the war went on.
5. The Conversion of· England.-Prisoners taken in
war were either kept as slaves or sold beyond the sea.
Some English boys from Northumberland were captured
and carried to Rome. A prie·s t named Gregory passed
through the market where they were exposed for sale.
He asked who they were, and was told that they were
Angles. 'Not Angles,' he said, 'but angels,' looking at
their fair hair, which seemed strange in the midst of
the dark-haired Italian crowd. 'The name of the king
of the country from which the boys came,' said the mer~
chant, 'is Ella.' 'Allelujah,' answered Gregory, 'shall
be sung in the land of Ella.' Many years afperwards
Gregory became Bishop of Rome, or Pope, and remembering the bright-haired boys sent Augustine to convert
the heathen English. Augustine landed in Kent, and
was allowed to preach by the King of Kent. He settled
in Canterbury, and he and his successors have been
Archbishops of Canterbury. Other missionaries preached
in other parts of England, and before very long the whole
of the English people became Christians.
a Hebrew word
meaning ' Praise ye Jehovah.'
arch-bish'-op : arch = chief ; a
bishop over other bishops. The
Archbishop of Canterbury is the
chief clergyman of the English
Church.
Isle of Thanet : the north-eastern
corner of Kent ; at one time
.Al,le-lu'-jah:

that
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separated 'from the mainland by
a wide stream.
mis'-sion-ar-ies: men who are sent
to convert others to their own
form of religion.
Salisbury Plain: a table-land in
Wiltshire.
suc-cess'-or: one who succeeds or
comes after another.
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LESSON IL
THE UNION OF ENGLAND.
1. Egbert and the Danes.-As soon as the Welsh were
beaten back to the west, the English kings began to
quarrel amongst themselves. Sometimes one of them
got the mastery, and sometimes another. At last in 827,
Egbert, King of the West Saxons, who lived on the south
coast, conquered the rest, and made himself the chief king
of all the English. Shortly before his time a new enemy
appeared who were known in England as Danes, though
some of them came from Norway. They were bold
sailors, sweeping over the sea in their light vessels, sailing
up the mouths of the rivers, where .they burnt, slew, and
plundered. Before armed men could gather to resist
them they had leapt on board with their booty and were
out of reach upon the sea.
2. The Danes and the :Monasteries.-The Danes were
especially fond of attacking monasteries, as the houses of
the monks were called. Monks were men who retired
from the life of the world to· devote themselves to prayer
and to religious thoughts. At first they had been poor,
but gradually those who lived around the monastery
brought presents, and the monks had gold and silver
chalices for their churches, and jewelled bindings for
their books. The Danes, therefore, knew where a valuable booty was to be found, and they knew too that the
monks could not fight. They slew the monks, burnt
the monasteries, and joyfully rowed away with their
plunder.
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3. The Danes settle in England.-Before long the
Danes ceased to be content with plunder. They came in
swarms, and settled in the land, especially in the north
and east. At one time it seemed as if they would conquer all England, as the English had conquered it from
the Britons. At last, however, they met their match.
Alfred, the noblest of Egbert's grandsons, gathered the
English forces for one last struggle and defeated the
Danes. He was not strong enough to drive them out of
England, but he forced them to content themselves with
only part of the country. By the Treaty of Wedmore in
878, a line was drawn running from the Thames a little
below London to Chester on the Dee. The Danes were
to have all to the north-east of this line. The English
were to have all to the south-west.
4. Alfred and his Successors.--If Alfred had been no
more than a warrior, that which he had done would
most likely have been undone after his death. He knew,
however, that though a people is foolish if it does not
learn how to defend itself against its enemies, it is more
likely to be able to defend itself if it thinks of other
things besides fighting. Alfred fitted out a fleet which
might prevent the coming of fresh swarms of Danes ;
but he also set a good example to his people, in order
that they might set a good example to others. No other
king ever showed forth so well, in his own person, the
truth of the saying ' He that would be first amongst you
let him be the servant of all.' He was himself subject
to a painful disease, but he gave himself no rest in doing
good. He chose the best and wisest men of his friends
and set them to teach others. He translated any Latin
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books which came in his way, if he thought that his subjects could learn anything from them. When he djed
he left behind him better laws, better education, and a
higher life than his subjects had known before. Under
his successors the more civilised English of the south
proved themselves stronger than the rude but hardy

A SILVER PENNY OF OFFA, KING OF lllERCIA.

A.D.

757-796.

A SILVER PENNY OF ALFRED THE GREAT, STRUCK AT LONDON.

Danes of the north. The Danes were not slaughtered
as great numbers of the Britons had been slaughtered,
but they were forced to submit to the English Icings.
Seventy-six years after the Treaty of Wedmore, the
English king ruled over all England more completely
than Egbert had done. Englishmen and Danes were
alike subject to his government.
boot'-y: spoil taken in war by
force; plunder.
chal'-ice: a cup or bowl; a cup
used in the sacrament of the
Lord's Supper.
civ'-il-is-ed: no longer barbarians;
haying made progress in refinement.
jew'-el-led : set with p1·ecious
stones.
Lat'-in: the language spoken and

written by the Romans in early
days ; for hundreds of years
after the Roman empire came
to an end, it was the language
in which the learned men of all
European countries wrote.
plun'-der: robbery.
trans-la't-ed : changed from one
language into another. (L. trans
=over: latus = canied.)
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3. Archbisli

LESSON III.
THE DANISH CONQUEST.
1. Edgar and Dunstan.-For some years there was
peace in England. Edgar, to whose reign men afterwards looked back with regret, was called 'the Peaceful.'
The man who really governed in his name was Archbishop Dunstan. Dunstan was a second Alfred in his
love of education, and in the honour which he paid to a
Christian life. He had been a monk, and loved books,
music, and art. He brought schoolmasters from beyond
the sea to teach the English, who in their long wars
with the Danes had forgotten much of the knowledge
which Alfred had taught them..
·
2. Ethelred the Unready. - The English were the
better for Dunstan's peaceful guidance, but they needed
a strong king to lead them against foreign invaders. The
Danes in England had been brought to submission, but
there were fresh swarms in Denmark who were eager to
burst in again like wolves prowling round a ~ heepfold.
In the dayo of King Ethelred the Danish invasions began
once more. Ethelred is usually called the 'Unready,'
but the old word by which men who lived in his time
knew him, meant the man who was without counsel. He
never knew how to defend England against the Danes.
When they marched in plundering hosts from one end
of England to the other, all that he could think of was
to offer them large sums of money to go away. They
took the money with great glee, and went off, but of
course they came back again to get more.
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3. Archbishop Elfheah.-There wei·e brave men in
England who could fight the Danes, and who might have
driven them away, if Ethelred had come to their help;
but braver than the bravest warriors was Elfheah, the
Archbishop of Canterbury. The Danes took him prisoner,
and asked him for money. He replied that he had none
of his own, and that he would not, in order to save his
own life, force the poor people who lived on his estates to
pay money to the Danes. His captors, who were feasting
upon the oxen which they had seized, pelted him with
beef bones, and, as he would not yield, they killed him at
last. The English Church reckoned him a martyr and a
saint. Long afterwards, one of his successors, the pure
and holy Anselm, was asked whether any one could be a
martyr who did not die for the faith. 'Yes,' he answered,
'he who dies for righteousness dies for the faith.'
4. Canute's Reign.- After Ethelred's death, his son
Edmund Ironsides fought well against the Danes, and
the Danish king Canute agreed to share England. Then
Edmund was murdered, and Canute became sole king of
England. Though he was fierce and cruel whilst he was
striving for the mastery, he became gentle after he had
gained it. The Danish conqueror treated Englishmen
with kindness as the Englishman Dunstan had once
treated Danes with kindness. He kept peace with a
strong hand. He reverenced the monks, and once as he
was rowing on the water which then flowed round the
monastery of Ely, he bade the boatmen row him ashore
that he might listen to the singing of the churchmen.
Once, when he had gone on a pilgrimage to Rome, he
sent a letter to his subjects.
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Every cottager kept his hive of bees, to gather honey
in the open ground, and the swine were driven into the
woods to fatten on the acorns and beechmasts which fell
to tbe ground in autumn. There were sheep and cattle
in plenty, and horses in such abundance that when the
Danish pirates landed they found it easy to :find enough
for every man to ride. Yet with all these horses, the
English, in those early days, never learnt to fight on
horseback. They rode to battle, but, as soon ·as th y
came near the enemy, they left their horses and fought
on foot.
2. The House of a Rich Man. --The houRes of rich
men were built in a yard surrounded by a fence. In the
centre was the hall, and round it were the farm buildings,
the chamber where the ladies of the house lived, and the
bowers,-a word which now is sometimes used for arbours
in gardens, but which then meant the small rooms,
each with its separate door, opening into the yard, in
which the unmarried ladies of the family slept.
3. The Hall.-The hall was the place in which the
whole family, with the guests and the followers of the
great man, met for their meals. The walls were covered
with curtains worked in patterns of bright colours.
There were no :fire-places, but the :fire was lighted on a
broad stone called t};le hearth. It was necessary to keep
this at some distance from the wall, lest the whole
wooden building should catch fire. There was no chimney, and the smoke had to g t out of a hole in the roof.
The windows were very narrow, and as there was no glass
to put in them they were covered with linen which was
oiled to let in the light. In poorer houses there was no
B

2
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covering at all, and th~ word window, which meanel
wind's eye, tells us how the cold must have come in
through these holes.
4. The Dinner.-When dinner-time came, as there
was no fixed table in the hall, long boards were brought
out and placed on tressels. From this custom we still
speak of paying for our board or being boarded when we
agree with a landlady to provide us with food as well as
with lodging. When the company assembled, those who
came in hung up their armour on hooks on the wall. As
there were few inns, any passer-by was allowed to enter.
One of the kings, indeed, found a robber sitting in his
hall, and was murdered by him when he tried to turn
him out. At these meals there was always plenty of
bread, but the butter to be eaten with it was salt, and,
except in summer, the meat was also salted. As there
were no turnips or other roots which the cattle could be
fed on in winter, it was necessary to kill large quantities
when the cold weather came on, because there was not
enough hay to feed them all. On the table there were
dishes, but neither plates nor forks. Each man took hold
of his meat with his fingers, and either bit off a piece, or
cut it with a knife. The master of the house sat at the
head of the table. When his wife came in she handed
round something to drink, and then sat down by her
husband.
5. Drinking.-As soon as dinner was over the ladies
left the hall and went to their chamber or to their bowers.
The men sat drinking, often through the whole evening.
The cups or glasses which they used were made with the
bottoms sharp or rounded in order to force the holders
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to keep them in their hands till they had drunk all that
they contained. From this we get the name of tumblers,
because in old days glasses would tumble over if they
were placed on the table. The drink was usually ale or
mead. Ale was very different from the liquor now
called by the name, as hops were not known in England
till long afterwards, and it was quite sweet because it was
made of malt alone. Mead was made from honey. In
very great houses wine was to be had which had been
brought from the Continent. In some parts of England,
especially in Gloucestershire, wine was made, but it was
so sour that those who drank it put honey into it to
sweeten it. It was thought to be disgraceful to leave
the company whilst the drinking lasted, and it often
happened that many of the company made themselves
drunk and quarrelled, stabbing one another with their
knives. Wandering minstrels, who would play and sing
and tell amusing stories, were always welcome, especially
if they were jugglers as well, and could amuse the company by throwing many knives up at the same time and
catching them as they fell, or could dance upon their
hands with their legs in the air.
a'-corn: seeds of the 011,k.
jugg'-ler: one who performs tricks
by sleight of hand.
min'-atrel: one who composed
verses and sang them to his own
music.

I

pi'-rate: a robber on the seas; one
who attempts to capture ships
a.t sea. on his own account.
tress'-el : a movable support to
form part of the framework for
a table to stand on.
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3. Story of King Ine.- There is a story told of King
Ine, that after he had left one of his houses, his wife,
who was vexed at his riotous· living, told a servant to
invent an excuse for calling him back. When the king
returned he found the floors covered with dirt, and a sow
with her young pigs lying in the bed in which he had
slept the night before. The queen, by whose orders this
had been done and who accompanied him, asked him
what had become of all the fine things with which the
hall had been brightened. 'Are not all these things,'
she said, 'smoke and vapour? Have they not all passed
away? Woe be to those who attach themselves to such,
for they in like manner shall consume away.' Ine, who
had been a great warrior before, resolved to change his
rough and boisterous life for one that would be gentler
and better.
4. The Monks.-Many others besides King Ine grew
tired of a life in which, when men were not fighting or
hunting, they had nothing to do except to eat and drink.
These men usually became monks. These monks devoted
themselves to prayer, and lived peaceably and quietly.
Some of them wrote books, and from them we learn all
that we know about the times in which they lived. One
of them, Bede, wrote a history of his country. H e was
weak in health, and before he had finished his work he
felt himself to be dying. 'Go on quickly,' he said to the
other monks, as they wrote down the words which he was
dictating, ' I know not how long I shall hold out, and
whether my Maker will not soon take me away.' When
the next morning came, the monks feared to trouble him.
' Most dear master,' they said, ' there is still one chapter
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wanting. Do you think it troublesome to be asked
any more questions ? ' Though death was before him
Bede clung to his task. · 'It is no trouble,' he answered;
' take yom pen, and make ready and write fast.' When
the evening ·came, the work was still unfinished. ' Dear

master,' ·said a boy, 'there is yet one sentence not
written.' Bede spoke the sentence, and as soon as it
was written he died, murmuring with his last breath:' Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the
Holy Ghost.' His work and his life ended together._
bois'-ter-ous: rough; wild; noisy;
stormy.
dic-ta'-ting: telling another what
. to write.
·

I ri'-ot-ous:
wild; reckless.
ten'-ant: one who holds land or
houses of another to whom he
pays rent.
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LESSON VI.
THE NORMAN CONQUEST.
1. The Normans.-Edward the Confessor had lived
from childhood in his mother's country-Normandy.
That part of France was so called because it had been
seized by the Normans, or Northmen, as the Danes and
Norwegians were called upon the Continent. The Duke
of the Normans was a subject of the King of France;
but the king was weak and the duke was strong, so that
the duke never obeyed the king unless he wished to do
so. Yet he and his subjects learnt to speak French,
and to live as Frenchmen did. The rich men who had
lands fought on horseback, instead of :fighting on foot
like the English or like their own ancestors. They were
also more . polite and better educated than the English,
though they were more cruel and unjust to those who
were in a lower rank of life than themselves.
2. Edward favours the Normans.- Edward, after he
became king, showed that he despised English people
and English ways. He talked French instead of English.
He sent for Normans and promoted them, making one
of them Archbishop of Canterbury. The English were
very angry, and an English earl named Godwin took
the lead in complaining of them. At first the king was
strong enough to drive Godwin into exile, but Godwin
soon came back and forced the king to send away the
Normans.
3. Harold, King of the English.-After Godwin's death,
his son Harold ruled England, and when Edward died
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without children, was chosen to be king, though he was
not of the royal race.. William the Duke of the Normans at once laid claim to the throne. He had no right
to it whatever, but by putting together a number of
reasons, none of which were worth anything, he managed
to make it seem as if he had a real claim. At all events
he had a powerful army, and with this he crossed the
Channel and land~d at Pevensey.
4. The Battle of Hastings.- When William landed
Harold was at Stamford Bridge, in Yorkshire, where he
was fighting against a Norwegian king who had invaded
the north of England. Harold won the victory, and then
hurried southwards to meet William. He could not
take all the armed men of England with him. Though
England had long been governed as one country, Englishmen did not care to fight for districts a hundred
miles from their homes, though: they were ready to fight
for the district in which they lived. A man whose home
was at York did not trouble himself about the safety
of men whose homes were at Exeter or Dover. If
Englishmen had been united, Harold would have beaten
_William, but the men of the centre and the north of
England would not fight for Harold, because he and his
father had lived in the south. Only the men who came
from the south and his own trained soldiers stood by
him. His brother Gurth begged him not to risk a battle,
but to lay waste the land between London and Pevensey,
so as to starve William out. Harold answered that not
a foot of English g1·ound should be desolated by him.
He drew up his soldiers at Senlac, on a long hill a few
miles nor th of Hastings.
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5. The Battle of Senlac.- The Battle of Senlac (or of
Hastings, as it is sometimes called) was fought in 1066.
Harold's Englishmen were as brave as William's Normans, but they fought on foot whilst the Normans
fought on horseback. They stood behind palisades
with their shields fixed in front of them, and could
neither advance nor retreat without separating their
shields and leaving gaps through which the enemy
could break in. The Normans were driven back at
first as they tried to reach the top of the hill. They
tried again, and then pretended to fly. Some of the
Englishmen were simple enough to think that the victory
was won, and rushed out in triumph. The ormans
turned back, and driving them uphill broke through the
palisade. Then the Norman horsemen pressed along
the hill-top slaying as they went. The EngliAh, hard
pressed as they were, continued the fight for many
hours. Harold and his chosen warriors held out the
longest. Then William called for his archers, and bade
them shoot into the air. Down came an arrow crashing through Harold's eye. The victory was with the
ormans.
6. The Conquest of England.-William soon -reached
London, and was crowned at Westminster. It took
him three years and a half more to conquer England.
Englishmen had not yet learned that union was strength.
At one time the West, at another time the North,
resisted separately. Each district was overpowered in
time, and the Conqueror became master of the whole
country.
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an'-ces-tor: one from whom a
person has descended ; a forefather.
de'-so-lat-ed: laid waste.
des-pis'-ed: thought little of.
ex'-ile: one who has been sent
away from his native country.

pal-i-sade': a fence of pointed
pales or stakes firmly :fixed in
the ground.
Pev'-en-sey : on the coast of
Sussex.
pro-mot'-ed: raised to a. highe1·
position.

LESSON VII.
THE CONQUEROR AND HIS SONS.

the Conqueror.-William made every one
obey him in the land which he had won. 'Stark he
was,' writes an Englishman of the time, 'to men who
withstood him ; so harsh and cmel was he, that none
withstood his will. Earls that did aught against his
bidding he cast into bonds. Bishops he stripped of
their bishoprics, abbots of their abbacies. He spared
not his own brother ; first he was in the land, but the
king cast him into bondage. If a man would live and
hold his lands, meet it were that he followed the king's
will.'
2. The Normans and the English.-William had to find
land for the horsemen who had ridden with him at
Senlac, and he ga-ve them the lands which belonged to
all Englishmen who had ever fought against him. As
there were very few Englishmen who had not at one
time or another fought against him, befol'e long all
large estates had passed into the hands of the Normans.
The English kept the small estates, or became dependent on the great Norman landowners. Yet though he
favoured the Normans, the Englishmen liked to have
l. William
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him for a king rather than to have no king at all. The
new Norman landowners would have robbed and ill-treated
them still more if William had allowed them to do so.
· As William kept order, the English were ready to take
his part against any of the new Norman landowners
who might try to resist him. In the towns, where the
Englishmen were not so much afraid of the Norman
lords, and were therefore less ready to support the king,
William built castles, to prevent the townsmen rising
against him. One of them is known as the ·Tower of
London.
3. The Yale of York and the New Forest.-William did
worse things than these ; he laid waste the fertile Vale_
of Yorh, in order to prevent the Scots and Danes from
:finding anything to eat there if they came to invade
England. Every house was burnt, every blade of corn
destroyed. The inhabitants perished, or sold themselves
into slavery to get food. In the south, William wasted
for pleasure what fertile lands there were in the district
which has since been known as the New Fmest.
4. Doomsday Book. -The Conqueror took care to make
people pay all the rents and taxes which were due to the
old kings. In order that he might know what every man
owed him, he drew up a list of every one's property, called
'Doomsday Book,' because it was so carefully prepared
that it was considered to settle all questions as truly as
they would be settled at Doomsday, or the day of the
Last Judgment. There were many whose lands were
entered in the book who would have been glad to pay no
more taxes at all, and who wished that some of their
property had been forgotten. ' There was . not,' they
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complained, ' a single rood of land, nor was there an
ox, nor a cow, nor a pig passed by. It is shameful to
tell that which he thought it no shame to do.' If William
was hard to those from whom he gathered taxes, he was
harder to thieves and murderers. It was said, that in
his days a man might go from one end of the kingdom
to the other with his bosom full of gold.
5. William Rufus.-William II., Rufus, or the Red
King, as he was called, was the second son of the Conqueror. · He was desperately wicked, with more than
ordinary wickedness. Whenever a bishopric or abbey

A SILVER PENNY OF WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR, STRUCK AT ROIIINEY,

was vacant, he refused to appoint a successor, in order
that he might take for himself all the money which would
have belonged to the bishop or abbot. Yet even the Red
King had a little cJnscience, at least when he was ill and
thought he was going to die. On one occasion when he
was very ill, those who were about him begged him
to appoint Anselm to the archbishopric of Canterbury.
Anselm was a learned man, and as holy and gentle as he
was learn ed. H e knew that he could not live with the
king without making him angry. 'The plough of England,' he said, 'cannot go straight if you yoke to it a
fierce young bull and a quiet old sheep.' In spite of his
objection, he was d!agged to the king's bedside, and a
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crozier was forced into his hands. When the king was
well again he quarrelled with Anselm and drove him out
of the country. William was soon afterwards shot in the
New Forest either by accident, or, as is more likely, by
some one who had been driven from his home when the
forest was made.
6. Henry !.-Henry I., the youngest son of the Conqueror, married an English wife. 'rhrough her the
kings of England are descended not merely from William
the Conqueror, but also from Alfred and Egbert. Henry's
rule was too stern and his taxation was too heavy for
him to win the love of his English subjects, but they
knew that he kept the Norman landowners in order, and
they called him the Lion of Justice, and served him
faithfully for thirty-five years. With their help he overcame his eldest brother, Robert, Duke of Normandy, took
Normandy from him, and shut hi~ up in Cardiff Castle
as a prisoner for life.
ab ·-ba-cies: the monastery and

lands ruled over by an abbot.
the extent of a
bishop's rule.
Car'-diff: now the largest town in

bish'-op-ric:

South Wales.
cro'-zi-er: a staff with a crook at
the top carried before bishops
on solemn occasions.

LESSON VIII.
STEPHEN AND HENRY II.
1. Stephen and the Nobles.-When Henry

I. died,

his sister's son Stephen was chosen to be king by the
nobles and the clergy. In those times any one of the
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ILLY

royal family who was so chosen might be king. Soon
afterwards Matilda, the daughter of Henry I., came to
England and declared that she ought to be queen,
because all the great men had promised her father to
take her for their queen. The great men were wellpleased that there should be a quarrel between Stephen
and Matilda. Some of them pretended to obey one and
some the other, but in reality they obeyed neither. They
built castles with strong stone walls which the country
people could not break down. They robbed all the industrious people round them, and stored up the booty in
the castles. ' They fought among themselves with deadly
hatred; they spoiled the fairest lands with fire and
rapine.' They burnt houses and destroyed the crops·.
If they suspected any man of hiding his wealth they car•
ried him to their castles and tortured him. 'They hanged
up men by the feet, and smoked them with foul smoke.
Some were hanged up by their thumbs, others by the
head ; and burning things were hung on to their feet.
They put knotted strings about men's heads and twisted
them till they went ·to the brain. They put men into
prisons where adders and snakes and toads were crawling!
and so they tormented them. Some they put into ~
chest, short and narrow, and not deep, and that had
sharp stones within, and forced men therein so that th~y
broke all their limbs. In many of the castles were hateful
and grim things called neckties, which two or three men
had enough to do to carry. This instrument of torture
was thus made: it was fastened to a beam and had a
sharp iron to go about a man's neck and throat, so that
he might noways sit or be asleep but he bore all the iron.

v.

C

·
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-Many thousands they starved with hunger. Men said
openly that Christ and His saints were asleep.'
2. Henry II. restores Order.-At last Matilda left
England, and soon afterwards Stephen died. Henry II.,
Matilda's son, who succeeded him, pulled down the castles
of the robber lords, and forced them to obey the law and
to keep the peace. All who had suffered from their
cruelty rejoiced to see Henry ruling, and were ready to
fight for him against the lords.
3. Henry II. and the Cler.gy.-Henry wanted to keep
order amongst the clergy as well as amongst the lords.
Since the Conquest any clergyman who committed an
offence was tried by a court consisting only of clergymen,
and who could not put him to death even if he had committed a murder. Henry wished that clergymen should
be tried, like other people, by the king's courts. He
appointed his friend Becket Archbishop of Canterbury,
hoping that he would give his help in making this change.
Becket, however, refused to do what the king expected,
and after a long and bitter quarrel was forced to leave
the country. After a time the king made peace with
Becket and allowed him to return. Becket had scarcely
landed in England when he again displeased the king.
Henry flew into a passion and called out, ' Who will rid
me of this turbulent priest?' Four knights took him at
his word and hurried to Canterbury. Becket's friends
persuaded him to take refuge in the Cathedral. Becket
did so, but showed no signs of fear. He refused to shut
the doors against the armed knights. 'No one,' he said,
' should be debarred from entering the House of God.'
Most of his attendants fled, but he stood firm as the
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knights rushed in shouting, ' Where is the traitor ? '
'Behold me,' he answered, ' no traitor, but a priest of
God.' After a sharp struggle Becket was dashed to the
floor and slaughtered. Becket was soon thought to be a
saint, and for more than three hundred years crowds
of pilgrims flocked to Canterbury to pray at his tomb.
Even now are to be seen the grooves made in the stone
floor by the worshippers as they dragged themselves
forward on their knees.
4-. Henry's Last Days.-Henry's days ended in trouble.
He had large dominions in France, and his sons, whom
he set to rule for him over various parts of his French
dominions, rebelled against him and sought help of their
father's enemy, the King of France. At last he discovered that his youngest and best-loved son, John, had
taken part in the rebellion. He fell sick and died.
'Shame, shame on a conquered king,' were the last
words spoken by him.
at-tend'-ant: one who attends or
accompanies another; a servant;
a follower.
de-bar',red: prevented; stopped ;
kept out.
do-min'-ion: the ext,ent of country
ruled over ; a lordship.
groove: a long hollow place worn

or cut out.
.
rap'-ine: the act of carrying away
or seizing forcibly.
tor'-tur-ed: put to extreme pain Ly
violence. This was usually done
in order to extort a confession.
tur'-bu-lent: causing disorder ;
restless ; tumultuous.

LESSON IX.
RICHARD I. AND THE CRUSADES.
1. The Crusades.-Richard I., the eldest of the sons

of Henry who survived their father, only visited Eng-.
land twice in his reign. Soon after his death he took
c2
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part in one of those expeditions which were called
Crusades, or Wars of the Cross. They were so called
because they were undertaken to win back Jerusalem,
where our Lord was put to death on a cross, from those
who were called Mahometans, because they believed in a
religion which had been first preached by Mahomet. The
Arabs, who were the first Mahometans who had conquered

Jerusalem and the Holy Land, settled themselves there
more than two hundred years before the time of Alfred.
Though they did not believe in Christianity, they allowed
Christians to come in peace, to pray at the spots where
our Lord was born, was . crucified, and was buried.
Whilst William the Conqueror was ruling in England,
Jerusalem was conquered by the Turks, who were also
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Mahometans, and who came from the middle of Asia,
and did not then rule at Constantinople. The Turks
were much more brutal than the Arabs, and ill-treated
the Christians who came to pray in their country. A
man named Peter the Hermit went about Western
Europe in the time of William Rufus, calling on all men
to take arms to rescue Jerusalem. Crowds of armed men
set out to do as he bade them (1069). They were called
Crusaders, and fixed a cross on their dress as a sign that
they were the warriors of · Christ. Large numbers of
them were starved or killed on the way, but a small
number who were better . armed than the rest reached
Jerusalem, butchered the inhabitants, and set up a
Christian kingdom there. Their leader, Godfrey of
Bouillon, was the first king. He refused to be crowned,
because, as he said, he would not wear a crown of gold
where his Saviour had worn a crown of thorns.
2. Richard I. goes on a Crusade.-Towards the end of
the reign of Henry II. Jerusalem was again taken by the
Mabometans. When Richard I. became king he resolved
to join any other European kings who were willing to
accompany him in a new crusade for the recovery of
Jerusalem. He was a good warrior, who loved fighting
for the sake of amusement. He was also quarrelsome,
and was determined not only to do more than any one
else, but to make men acknowledge that he h_a d done
more than any one else. Men like this never succeed.
Befqre he reached ~he Holy Land, he had quarrelled with
the King of France, and after he arrived there he quarrelled with the Duke of Austria. He won battles, but he
could not i·etake Jerusalem. Once indeed he came near
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· enough to it to see it; but he turned his head away. If he
was not worthy, he said, to regain the Holy City, he was
not worthy even to look at it.
3. Richard's Return.-Richard on his return home
was seized by his enemy the Duke of Austria, who
handed him over to the Emperor Henry VI., who ruled
over Germany and a great part of Italy. The Emperor
kept him in prison, till he was ransomed with a great
sum of money by his friends in England. The rest of
his life he spent in fighting in France. At last he was
shop down by a man who aimed at him from a castle
wall. The castle was taken before he died, and he
ordered his attendants to spare the man by whom
he had been shot. He was long remembered as Cmur
de Lion, or the Lion-Heart. He was never base or
cowardly, and his conduct was often noble, but he had
no thought of making the people over whom he ruled
either better or happier.
ac-com'-pa-ny: go with as a comstans from consto = to stand firm.
panion.
brut'-al: like a brute; unfeeling;
inhuman.
Christ-i-an'-i-ty: the religion of
Jesus Christ.
con'-stant: fixed in one place; not
moving; unchanging. (L. Con-

Con= with and sto = to stand.)
ex-pe-di'-tion : the setting out of a
number of persons for a particulJ1,r object.
ran'-som-ed: paid for in money;
freed from captivity by payment
of money.

LESSON X.
JOHN.
1. The Loss of Normandy.-John was as wicked as
William Rufus had been. He feared not God, nor
regarded man. At the beginning of his reign he was
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afraid lest his nephew Arthur should claim the crown,
and Arthur disappeared. No one knew how he was
murdered, though some people thought that John
drowned him with his own hands, in that part of the
river Seine which runs through ormandy. The· King
of France ordered John, who was Duke of ormandy as
well as King of England, to come to Paris to be tried for
murder, and when John refused to come, took from him
not only Normandy but his other dominions in the north
of France.
2. Johh's Tyranny.-Though John was unable to
de/end Normandy, he was able for some time to do ashe pleased in England. He had a number of hired
foreign soldiers who forced every one to obey him. He
compelled rich noblemen to pay him money whenever he
took it into his head to invent an excuse for asking them
to do so,. and on one occasion he threw into prison a
wealthy Jew who had never done him any har·m, and had
one of his teeth pulled out every·day till he agreed to pay
an enormous sum to save the rest.
3. The Interdict and the Excommunication.-John
treated the clergy almost as badly as the nobles ·and the
Jews. Because they acknowledged Stephen Langton to
be Archbishop of Canterbury instead of one of John's
friends, he plundered them and ill-treated them. The
Pope took up the cause of Stephen Langton, and ordered
the clergy to put a stop to all the public services of the
Church. The Holy Communion was no longer to be
administered; no funeral service was to be heard at the
burial of those who died; baptism was only to be administered in private. A . religious king would have bee11:
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shocked at the mischief which his evil deeds had caused.
John was delighted to find an excuse for seizing the
goods of the clergy who obeyed the Pope by shutting up
their churches. The Pope then excommunicated the
king, that is to say, deprived him of the 1·ight of par.
taking of the Holy Communion. When a person was
excommunicated all pious Christians were expected to
avoid his company. John disliked the company of pious
Christians, and treated the clergy even worse than before.
Then the Pope invited Philip II. King of France to invade
England and to take John's crown from him. Jqhn
was at last frightened. He found that his own subjects
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hated him so much that they would not fight for him,
and though his hired soldiei·s had been strong enough to
enable him to oppress Englishmen, they were not strong
enough to resist Philip. John at once made his submission. He ·laid his crown at the feet of Pandulph, who
had been sent by the Pope to England to threaten him, .
and offered to pay to the Pope a sum of money every
year to show that he regarded him as his superior. He
also promised to acknowledge Langton as Archbishop.
4. The Great Charter.-The clergy had gained a victory
with the help of the Pope, but nothing had been done to
stop John's aggressions upon the laity. The new Archbishop was too noble to wish that the clergy alone should
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JOHN

profit by John's failure. He assembled the nobles, and
they gathered an army and attacked John when his hired
soldiers were no longer with him. Sulkily he agreed,
at Runnimede, an island in the Thames near Staines,
to give them all that they ask d (1215). His promises
were writt n on a large piece of parchment, and are

SHIPS 01!' JUNG JOUN'

'.l'Il\1E,

known as ' The Great Charter,' or by the Latin name of
Kagna Carta. The King was no longer to take money
from his subjects·, except according to the law, or by thefr
own gi·ant, nor was he to imprison them or punish them
at his pleasure. All that John gave, he gave not to the
nobles alone, but to every class of his subjects, high and
low, rich and poor.
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5. Final Troubles of the Reign.- John was not likely
to keep his promises .longer than he could help. He
slipped away from his subjects, got together again an
army of hired soldiers, and drove the nobles before him.
The nobles called on the King of France for help, and
offered the crown to his son Louis. Ever since the

JOHN'S ARMY CROSSING THE WASH.

Norman Conquest the nobles had spoken French, and
many of them had had lands in France before the time
when Philip seized Normandy, so that they did not feel
it disgraceful to ask for French help, as we should now.
John, however, seemed likely to get the better of his
enemies. One day, however, as he was crossing the sands
of the Wash, the tide rose and swept a way his baggage,
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in which was a large quantity of money. He was much
vexed at the loss, and fell ill and died at Newark.
ad-min'-is-ter-ed: conducted.
ag-gres'-sion: an act of hostility;
violent proceedings against any
one.
bag'-gage: the tents, provisions,
and other necessaries of an
army.
e-nor'-mous: vast; of very large
size.

ex-com-mu'-ni-cate: to put out of,
or expel from, the CO?nmimion,
of the church.
la'-i-ty: the people as distinct from
the clergy.
parch' -ment: the skin of a sheep
or goat prepared for writing on.
New'-ark: a town in Nottinghamshire on the river Trent.

•

LESSON XL

HENRY III.
1. Henry III.-John's eldest son,-Henry III., was but
nine years old when his father died. No child had ever
ruled England before ; but though many Englishmen
had preferred Louis to John, they preferred an English
child to Louis. The French prince was therefore forced
to go back to his own country. When Henry grew up
he did not ma.ke a good king. He was not cruel and
violent like his father, but he was weak and false. He
seldom kept his promises, and he was so fond of spending
more money than he had that he was always trying to
get hold of the money of others. The best thing that
he did was to rebuild Westminster Abbey. The Abbey
which had been rebuilt by Edward the Confessor had the
round arches which are still to be seen in many churches,
such as the Cathedral of Durham or the church at
Romsey. Henry's Abbey had the pointed arches which •
had come into fashion ·in the time of Henry II .. and
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which are still to be seen in most old churches, and in
modern ones which have been built to imitate them.
2. Henry III. and Parliament.-When Henry wanted
money, which was very often, he had to ask the consent
of a body called the Parliament. It was something like
our present House of Lords, and was composed of the
barons or great landowners, and the bishops and abbots
or beads of monasteries. For a long time, this Parlia, ment gave him all that he asked, though not without
grumbling. At last Simon de Montfort, who was a
Frenchman who had married the king's sister, and who
inherited the earldom of Leicester from his English
grandmother, headed them in their resistance. Henry
had not only squandered money himself, but had sent
much to the Pope, and had given money, and English
lands and offices as well, to the foreigners who were
related to his mother and bis wife.
3. The Barons' War.- The barons, with Earl Simon at
their bead, took arms against the king. ' Sir Simon the
Righteous,' as be was popularly called, was a great
warrior. He forced the king to leave the government
to the barons; but the barons as soon as they had won
the victory quarrelled amongst themselves, and the landowners who had not much land appealed to the king's
son Prince Edward to help them against the wealthier
barons, who were oppressing them. In this way the
king recovered a great part of his power; but be did not
know how to use it wisely, and Simon de Montfort grew
strong again. At the battle of Lewes he defeated the
king and took both him and Edward prisoners. Once
more the barons quarrelled with the king, and Edward
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escaped from prison and raised an army against them.
Earl Simon was defeated and slain at the battle of
Evesham (1265). Edward used his influence with his
father, and persuaded him to rule much better than
before. At Henry's death he succeeded as Edward I.
bar'-ons : the principal lords.
in-her'-it-ed: received by right of
cath-e'-dral: the church of a
birth.
bishop.
Lew'-es: in Sussex.
lves'-ham: in Worcestershire, on _ pre-fer'-red: liked better.
the river Avon.
squan'-der-ed: spent uselessly.

LESSON XII .

THE ENGLAND OF EDWARD I.
1. The Houses.-Great houses in the time of Edward I.
were not very different from those which were built
before the Conquest, except that they were oftener made
of stone and had an upper room to which the master of
the house and his friends could retire. Here and there
the houses were castles with strong stone walls to keep
out enemi~s, but the kings very seldom allowed their
subjects to build castles after the terrible days of
Stephen, and castles were therefore only found in a few
places where the king appointed an officer whom he
could trust as their keeper, or had great confidence in
the owner that h would not rebel against him. In the
villages the houses of poor men were still built without
chi1~meys, and with only very small holes, if there were
any at all, to let in th~ air.
2. The Life of a Peasant.-The life of a peasant was a
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very hard one. He might be a labouring man working
for wages, or he might have a small piece of land, for
which, instead of paying rent as a farmer does now, he
had to pay a certain number of days' work in sowing or
reaping on his lord's fields. He had only one rough
coat to wear, for he could not afford to buy linen to
make himself a shirt, and the:re was no calico to be had.
His bread was of a dark colour, made in part of barley
or rye. His salt meat was often spoiled because salt
was dear and he had not bought enough. Sugar was so
dear that only rich people could buy it, and neither
potatoes nor tobacco had yet been beard of. The eating
of salt meat and the want of vegetables in winter brought
on many diseases from which we are now free. Not
only was the life of these men much less comfortable
than it would be now, but men were rougher and more
violent than they are now. Murders and robberies were
terrihly frequent. Orders were given that all trees and
bushes should be cut down on either side of the high
roads, lest robbers should hide in them. The law was
very hard, and thieves wer~ hanged just as much as murderers, so that a man who was a thief would be tempted
to murder the person whom he had robbed because he
might as well be hanged for murder as for robbery, and
a tnurdered man would, at least, not be able to bear witness against him.
3. The Forests.-One kind of robbery was always
popular ; the kings and great men were great hunters, and
there were large uncultivated grounds known as forests
set apart for the keeping of deer or other game. Those
who lived near the forests were tempted to kill the deer.
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When they were caught they were treated very cruelly,
and they often revenged themselves on the officers who
tried to catch them. Amongst the people, the men who
killed the king's deer were thought highly of, and long
after Edward's time the people used to sing about Robin
Hood and his man Little John, who were said to have
lived in Sherwood Forest near Nottingham, shooting the
king's deer, robbing the rich, and doing kin~ acts to the
poor .
4. Song of Robin Hood.-One of these songs tells of
Robin Hood, that
As he walked the forest along
Some pastime for to spy,
Then was he aware of a proud bishop
And all his comp~ny.
0 I what shall I do, said Robin Hood then,
If the bishop he doth take me ?
No mercy he'll show unto me, I know,
But hanged I shall be.

Robin Hood upon this caught sight of a house, and
called on 'the old wife' who lived in it to help him.
If thou be Robin Hood, said the old wife,
As thou dost seem to be,
I'll for thee provide, and thee I will hide
From the bishop and his company.

For I remember, one Saturday night,
Thou brought'st me both shoes and hose;
Therefore I 'll provide thy person to hide
And keep thee from thy foes.

The old woman changed clothes with Robin, and the
bishop thought she was Robin and carried her off. As
they were riding through the forest they came upon the
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real Robin and Little John with a hundred bowmen.
Robin Hood soon seized the bishop and robbed him ol
his money.
And then they brought him through the wood
And set him on his dapple grey,
And gave him the tail within his hand
And bade him for Robin Hood pray.
cal'-i-co: a thin cotton cloth first
brought from Calicut, a town in
India.
dap'-ple: marked with spots.
hose : stockings or socks.
old wife: old woman.
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the fields.
pop'-u-lar: liked by or in the favour
of the people.

LESSON XIII.

EDWARD I., EDWARD II., AND THE WARS WITH
SCOTLAND.
1. Edward !.-Edward I. was a good ruler in England, and he made wise and just laws for bis people. In
order that he might be sure that they were the best· that
could be made, he called those who were interested in
them togethe1· to give him advice. In the end, he
summoned a full parliament, in which the lords and
the bishops and abbots sat in the House of Lords, and
members chosen by the counties and boroughs sat in the
House of Commons.
2. Edward and Scotland.- Edward was not content
with ruling over England; he wished to join the whole
island together in one kingdom. He began by conquering Wales; later in his reign the king of Scotland fell
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over a cliff and was killed. This king had no sons, and
his little granddaughter, who was a princess in Norway,
was sent for, but died on the way. There were several
distant cousins of the last king, and the Scots asked
Edward to decide which of them had the best right to
be the king. Edward came down to Norham Castle by
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the '11weed, and invited the chief people of Scotland to
come to him ; he told them that before he would decide
anything, those who claimed the crown must swear that
they would look upon him as the superior of the king of
Scotland. He asked this because in old days the kings
of Scotland had acknowledged the superiority of the
English kings, though Richard I. had sold his right
D
v.
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EDWA

,when he wanted money for his crusade. After the
claimants had sworn, Edward decided ·in favo.ur of John
Balliol, who really had the best right.
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3. Balliol and Wallace.- Balliol had not been long on
the throne when Balliol refused to submit to Edward in
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EDWARJJ

all that Edward wished, and Edward marched with an
army against him. After he had deposed him he ap•
pointed English governors to rule Scotland as if it had
been part of England. The English governors, however, ill-treated the Scots, and one of the Scots, named
William Wallace, gathered his friends, and rose against
the English. Wallace, at the head of an army, placed
himself at the end of a long bridge near Stirling. The
English crossed the bridge to attack him, and Wallace
waited quietly till half of them were over. Then he fell
on these and killed them or took them prisoners before
their companions could come over to help them. Edward
was angry and came himself with an army and defeated
Wallace at Falkirk. Some years afterwards Wallace was
taken prisoner and put to death in London.
4. Robert Bruce.- Edward tried to rule Scotland as
well as he could, but the Scots did not wish to be ruled
by a foreigner. They found a new leader in Robert
Bruce, the grandson of one of the claimants who had
been rejected by Edward. Edward died as he was on
his way to Scotland to seize upon Bruce. His son
Edward II. was a foolish youth who cared for nothing
but amusement. Yet for a time his father's old soldiers
kept Scotland down. Bruce failed again and again, and
had to hide himself wherever he could. There is a story
that one day, when he despaired of _success and was lying
on a bed trying to go to sleep, he saw a spider springing
forward six times to fasten its thread to a wall, and failing every time. The seventh time the spider succeeded.
Bruce thought that he too would try again. By this
time he had more chance of success, as the English were
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quarrelling amongst themselves. He took one fortress
after another, till the strong castle of Stirling was the
only one which remained untaken.
5. Bannockburn.-Ev n th foolish Edwa1·d IL set out
with an army to set Stirling free. Bruce met him at
Bannockburn (1314), clos to the town. He dug pits in_
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front of hi army, placing in th m sharp stakes and covering them with tmf supported on thin sticks. The horses
of the English knights galloping over the turf fell through
and were kill d by th stak s. Then the Scots attacked the
English who wer 1 ft. Suddenly a number of servants
belonging to the Scottish knights cam over a hill, and
the English, thinking that a new army was coming against
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them, turned and fled. Stirling Castle gave itself up, and
Bruce was obeyed by all Scotland as its king. Edward II.
did not try again to conquer Scotland. Edward went
home and behaved so badly that even his wife joined his
enemies, and with the goodwill of all Englishmen dethroned him, and made his son Edward III. king in his
stead. Soon afterwards he was brutally murdered at
Berkeley Castle.
Berkeley Castle: in Gloucestershire.
claim'-ants: those who make or
lay a claim.
de-pos'-ed: turned off the throne.

re-ject'-ed: refused; thrown away.
su-pe-ri-or' -i-ty: state of being
superior or higher in rank.
turf: a layer of earth with grass
growing on it.

3. 'l

LESSON XIV.
THE FRENCH WAR.
1. E.dward III. quarrels with the King of France.-

Edward III. had not been long on the throne when he
went to war with Philip VI., King of France. Edward
had still subjects in the part of France round Bordeaux,
which had come to him from the mother of his ancestor
King John, and the sailors of Bordeaux quarrelled with
French sailors. Besides this he wanted to help the
townsmen of Flanders to defend themselves against Philip,
because they bought wool in England to make into cloth,
and he was afraid lest, if Philip conquered them, they
would no longer come to England for wool. As there
were large flocks of sheep in England feeding on the open
downs and commons, and as there were then no large
manufacturing towns in the country like Leeds and Man-
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chester now, the loss, if the trade with Flanders was
stopped, would be very great.
2. Edward claims the French Throne. -Edward had not
been long at war when he claimed to be the rightful king
of France because his mother was the sister of the last
king, whereas Philip was only his cousin. The French
answered that no woman could reign in France, nor any
man who was descended from the royal family through
a woman. What they really wanted was that the king
of France should always be a Frenchman and not a
foreigner.
3. The Battle of Crecy and the Siege of Calais.-At Crecy
Edward gained a great victory over the French (1346).
The French gentlemen still fought on horseback like the
Normans at Senlac. The English gentlemen also fought
on horseback, but there were many Englishmen who
fought on foot with bows. At home they had been used
to practise shooting on the village green when work was
done. The French, too, had archers, but they were despied by the gentlemen on their own side. _Just before
the battle began a shower came on and wet their bowstrings, so that when it ceased raining they could not hit
the mark at which they aimed. By Philip's orders the
French gentlemen rode in amongst them and killed them
for not being able to shoot better. The English archers
had cases in which they kept their bows, so that they
were able to shoot well when the sky cleared up. The
French hor emen were shot down before they could reach
the English ranks, and a charg of English knights
headed hy Edward's young son, who was called the
'Black Prince,' compl t d the vi tory. Soon afterwards
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Edward took Calais, turned out the French inhabitantg,
and filled it with Englishmen. It remained an English
town for more than 200 years.
4. The Battle of Poitiers.-Ten years after the Battle of
Crecy the Black Prince won another victory, at Poitiers.
King John, who after the death of Philip VI. was King of
:B7 rance, was taken prisoner. The Black Prince treated
John kindly, and not only set him down to the dinner
which bad been provided for himself, but stood behind
his chair to wait upon him like a servant. In those days
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knights and gentlemen were very kind to one another
even when they bad been fighting a few minutes before;
but they were often very cruel to the poor. The English
.burnt the cottages of the French peasants, carried off their
little store of money, cut down their vines, and reaped
their corn or trod it under foot. On one occasion, because
some soldiers in the town of Limoges 1·esiAted the English, the Black Prince, who bad been so gentle to King
John, ordered all the people to be massacred. It was
no wonder that Frenchmen bated the very name of an
Englishman.
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5. The Peace of Bretigny.-So desolate had France
become that it was difficult for an English army to find
food in it. One day, as the soldiers were marching
amongst ruined crops and burnt cottages, they were overtaken by a thunderstorm. They fancied that they heard
in the thunder the voic of God proclaiming their wicked:
ness aloud. Edward made a peace with France which is
known as the Peace of Bretigny, by which a large part
of France was given up to him, and large sums of money
were to be given to him besides.
lor-deaux': a town in the southwest of France on the river
Garonne.
Cal'-ais: a French town on the
Dover Strait, facing England.
Cre'-cy: in the north corner of
France near the river Somme.
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Li'-mo-ges: a French town on the
river Vienne, a tributary of the
river Loire.
mas'-sa-cred: murdered brutally in
cold blood.
Poi-tiers': a town in the west of
France.

xv.

THE BLACK DEATH AND THE PEASANTS' REVOLT.
1. The Labourers.-Englishmen who had fought and
plundered in France found it difficult, after their return,
to live without extravagance. Gentlemen tried to make
themselves rich by dealing hardly with their tenants.
The estates bad at one time been cultivated by villeins,
that is to say, by men who paid for their piece of gi·ound
and their cottage by working for the landlord instead of
paying him rent in money. Most of these, however, had
been allowed to pay money instead of working, and the
landlord bad therefore to hire labourers to do his work.
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THE BLACJ.

He was constantly trying to get as much work done as
possible and to pay as low wages as possible, and he also
tried to make the villeins who had freed themselves
work for him as well.
2. The Black Death.-At the time when villeins and
labourers were grumbling a terrible plague known as the
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Black°Deat~ ·appeared in England. No such plague has
been known sin_ce. Probably at least one half the people
died.
3. The Statute of Labourers.-After this the labourers
found that their work was worth twice as much as it
had heen now that there was only one worker where
there had been two before. The landlords and rich
people who were in Parliament did not wish to pay
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double wages, and made a law, called the Statute of
Labourers, by which every labourer was to be punished
if he asked · more wages than he had had before the
Black Death. The labourers were very angry, and a
preacher named John Ball went about telling them that
they had a right to as much as their labour was worth,
and that they ought to have no more landlords. A verse
hich he constantly repeated was:-
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When Adam delved and Eve span,
Who was then the gentleman ?

4. The Peasants' Revolt.-After the death of Edward
III., his grandson Richard IL succeeded. The war with
France had broken out again before Edward's death,
and Richard had to lay heavy taxes on the people ·to
pay for the war, as the English were not as successful
as they had been before, and so could _n ot get so much
plunder. One of the tax-gatherers went into the house
of Wat Tyler, a Kentish man, and insulted his daughter.
Wat Tyler killed the man, and thousands of villeins rose
in insurrection, asking that the taxes should be put
down, and that no one should be obliged to work for a
landlord without proper payment. A large body of
peasants, with Wat Tyler leading them, reached London
and murdered th Archbishop of Canterbury and others
of the great lords. Young Richard went out to meet
them. Wat Tyler spoke insolently to the king, and
Walworth, the Mayor of London, slew him with his
dagger. A shout for vengeanc was raised. Richard
rode boldly forward calling out, 'I am your king, I will
be your leader.' • As he promised to free them from
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bondage, the peasants dispersed. In some parts of the
country riots broke out, and the gentlemen took courage
and attacked and slaughtered the rioters. Even if the
king had wished it, he would not have been allowed t-0
keep his promise, and the peasants were thrust back
into bondage. Their bondage, however, did not last
for ever. It was found that a man worked harder if he
worked for wages than if he worked without pay because
he was forced to do so, and before very long all the
estates in England were cultivated by free labourers.
5. End of Richard II. - Richard II. reigned for many
years after the peasants' revolt, but he wa,s not a great
or just king. In his time the English were driven out
of all France except Calais. He stripped many great
men of their property, and some of them he put to
death. At last his cousin Henry, whom he had banished
and whom he had tried to deprive of his lands, returned
from exile and attacked Richard. Richard could find
no one to fight for him, and was dethroned and cast
into prison. Not long afterwards he was murdered, a1
his grandfather Edward II. had been.
bond'-age: slavery.
del'-ved: dug.
dis-pers'-ed: spread abroad in all
directions.
ex-tra'-va-gance : wastefulness ;
spending more money than can
be afforded.

in'-so-lent-1y: rudely; insultingly.
in-sur-rec'-tion: a rising in arms
against the authority of those
who govern.
re-volt': insurrection.
ven'-geance: punishing another
in return for an injury.
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LESSON XVI.
THE SECOND FRENCH WAR.

1. Henry IV. and Henry V.-The new king, Henry IV.,
had a troubled reign. The great men rebelled against
him as h had rebelled against Richard, and he had
hard work to put them down. His son, Henry V., was
a great warrior, and he thought that if he made war
upon France the great men would follow him gladly.
He had the more hope of winning victories as the
French noblea were quarrelling amongst themselves.
2. The Battle of Agincourt.-As Henry marched
through France, sickness broke out in his army and
swept away thousands of his soldiers. With the few
men remaining he pushed on towards Calais, where he
hoped to be able to embark for England. At Agincourt,
his way was barred by at least 50,000 Frenchmen, whilst
his army consisted of no more than 9,000. Henry had
no fear. As he walked through his camp in the night,
he :Oeard some one wishing that a few thousands of the
stout men who were in England had been at Agincourt
to fight on the morrow. 'No,' said the king, 'I would
not have one man more. There would be less honour
for those who are to fight.' The next day the French
horsemen, splendid in their bright armour, charged upon
the little English host. The ground was wet with rain,
and the French horses could hardly move in the deep
mud. The English archers poured in their long arrows
as they had done at Crecy, and the English horsemen
dashed at them to finish their defeat (1415).
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3. The Song of Agincourt.-A song written afterwards
tells us what was thought in England of the victory:Agincourt, AgincoUI't !
Know ye not Agincourt ?
When English slew and hmt
All their French foemen ?
With OUI' pikes and bills brown
How the French were beat down,
Shot by our bowmen.
Agincourt, Agincourt !
Know ye not Agincourt ?
English of every sort,
High men and low men,
Fought that day wondrous well, as
All our old stories tell us,
Thanks to our bowmen.
Agincourt, Agincourt l
Know ye not Agincourt ?
When such a fight was fought
As when they grow men
Our boys shall imitate,
Nor need we long to wait,
They'll be good bowmen.
Agincourt, Agincourt !
Know ye not Agincourt ?
When our fifth Harry taught
Frenchmel'..I. to know men,
And when the day was done
Thousands then fell to one
Good English bowman.
Agincourt, Agincourt l
Know ye not Agincourt ?
Dear was the victory bought
By fifty yeomen.
Ask any English wench,
They were worth all the French,
Rare English bowmen.
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4. The Loss of France.--'-Henry found it. easy to
conquer France; but it was not b cause . one Englishman was really stronger than many Frenchmen, but
because, whilst the French were divided, in the English
'army, 'high men and low men ' ~ as the song saysfought ' wondrous well ' together. The French king was
obliged to give his daughter in marriage to Henry, and
the son of that marriage was to be King of France. When
Henry died, his son, Henry VI., was but an infant. He
was crowned King of France as well as of England, but
he could not keep the country. The French made up
their quarrels, and fought with all their strength. They
were led on by a young girl, whom the English called
Joan of Arc. She fancied that she heard angels' voices
bidding her to deliver her native land, and not to rest
till she had saved Orleans, which the English were
besieging, and had seen Charles VII., the native King of
France, crowned at Rheims. ' I must go to the king,'
she said, ' even if I wear my limbs to my very knees.
I had far rather rest and spin by my mother's side-for
this is no work of my choosing-but I must go and do
it, for my Lord wills it.' 'My name,' she said when
she reached the king, 'is Joan the Maid. The Heavenly
King sends me to tell you that you shall }Je anointed
and crowned in the city of Rheims, and you shall be
lieutenant of the Heavenly King, Who is King of France.'
Charles let her do as she wished, and she led the French
to beat off the English from Orleans, after which she
saw Charles crowned at Rheims. Then the English
took her captive and burnt her alive. They never propered again, and in thirty-one years after the death of
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Henry V. they had lost all their possessions in France,
except Calais.
A'-gin-court : in the north-east
of France in the department of
Calais.
be-sieg'-ing: surrounding with
armed men to try and for.:e a
way into a place.
bill: a cutting weapon.
im'-i-tate: to copy.
Or'-leans: an inland town of France

on the river Loire.
re-bel'-led: rose against.
Rheims : a town in the north-east
of France.
wench: a young woman.
yeo'-men: a word formerly applied
to men who lived on the land
and were in rank next below a
gentleman.

LESSON XVII.
THE WARS OF THE ROSES.
1. The Last Years of Henry VI.-Not long after the

end of the French wars, Henry VI. went mad, and the
great barons fought with orie another for power. Some of
them pretended to defend Henry's throne, and others
took the side ·of the Duke of York, who after a time
claimed the crown because he was descended from a son
of Edward III. who was older than the ancestor of
Henry VI. Many battles were fought, and the Duke of
York was at last defeated and slain. His son, however,
won a victory over Henry's party and became king as
Edward IV.
2. Edward IV. and the Nobles.-Edward IV. was
popular, because people wanted a king who was not mad.
Only a strong king could keep the great nobles in order,
and the great nobles had followers who would do anything they were told by their masters to do. They
would beat people or even murder them if their ·masters
had a quarrel with them, and if the wrongdoers were
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brought to trial, the jury did not dare to say that they
were guilty. Edward did his best to prevent the illtreatment of his subjects by the nobles. A story told by
a writer who lived some time earlier will help us to
understand why it was that people were glad that
Edward should be very pow rful. This writer said that
the mice took couns 1 how to kill the cat. One little
mouse, however, advised them to leave the cat alive. He
could not deny that the cat ate many mice, but then, he
added, the cat ate rats as well. If the rats were allowed
to grow in number they would soon destroy the mice.
Such a king as Edward IV. was like the cat, the nobles
were like the rats, the mass of the people resembled the
mice. The nobles would be cruel tyrants if there was
no one to keep them in order.
3. The Benevolences and the Printing-Press.-Edward,
after reigning for some years, was turned out of his kingdom ; but he soon came back, and got power again. He
was in want of money, and asked people who were rich to
give him what he called a Benevolence. This was supposed
to be a present, but in reality his subjects were too much
afraid of him to refuse. Once he asked a rich old lady
for ten pounds. She told him that he was so goodlooking that she would give him twenty. He gave the
old woman a kiss, which pleased her so much that she
offered him forty. Few, however, gave their money ais
readily as this. During Edward's reign Caxton brought
to England the art of printing, which had been invented
on the Continent. He set up the first printing-press at
Westminster (1476). The I{ing and his courtiers visited
Caxton to see the new thing which he had brought in.
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4. Edward V. and Richard III.- When Edward died
he was succeeded by his son Edward V. The boy did
not live long. His uncle dethroned him, put him in
prison with his little brother, and had both the boys
murdered. The uncle reigned as Richard III. After
this Englishmen turned against him. Henry Duke of
Richmond, a distant cousin of Henry VI., landed in Wales
to claim the crown. The two rivals met at Bosworth in
Leicestershire. Richard had no chance of winning the
battle, for, after it had begun, Lord Stanley "".ith all his
men deserted to Henry, and the Earl of Northumberland,
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who had also com to fight for Richard, looked on without fighting at all. Richard rushed into the thick of
the fight and was slain. Lord Stanley picked up his
battered crown and placed it on Henry's head. From
that moment the Duke of Richmond ruled England as
Henry VIL
blr'-ons: in feudal times this titlewas given to all the great lords
of the realm.
be-ne'-vo-lence: good-will, or some-

tbipg given out of good-will.
court'-ier: one who frequents the
court and attends upon the
king.

LESSON XVIII.
HENRY VII.
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1. Henry VII. --The new · king married Elizabeth,
daughter of Edward IV., and hoped that in this way he
might bring the friends of the House of York to like him
as well as did the friends of the House of Lancaster, to
which he himself belonged. He was not a man likely to
be much loved. He took no part in the amusements of
the people, and he did all he could to gather money in
any way that it was possible to do ; but he kept the
nobles in order, and would not allow them to plunder or
ill-treat any one. He took care not to allow any one but
himself to have cannons, and since gunpowder had been
invented cannons and guns of all kinds were much more
important in battle than bows or lances. Henry was,
therefore, able to put down all who rebelled against him.
2. The King and the Nobles.-In the time of the Wars
of the Roses, the nobles had been accustomed to give
E 2
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uniforms which were called liveries to their follower.,,
having the nobleman's badge worked upon the coat, so
as to enable the men to recognise one anothrr when they
were fighting. Henry now had to put in force a law
which had been made in the time of Edward IV., by
which liveries were forbidden. One day he visited the
Earl of Oxford, who was one of his chief friends and supporters. When he left the house, the earl drew up a
large number of servants dressed in his livery to do
honour to the king. 'My lord,' said Henry, 'I thank
you for your entertainment, but my attorney must speak
to you.' The attorney-general brought the earl before a
court and had him fined 15,000l. It has often been
thought hard that he should have been punished, but
Henry, no doubt, thought that even those who had
served him most ought to be made to obey the laws.
Still, no doubt, Henry was all the better pleased that he
was able to get so much money.
3. Henry gathers Money.-Henry had other ways of
making himself rich. He loved money not as a miser
does, for the mere pleasure of gazing at the gold and
silver, but because it would enable him to hire ·soldiers
and to pay for the expenses of war if a rebellion happened.
He was afraid, however, of making himself unpopular if
he made the poor pay taxes, so he tried to get what he
could from the rich, and if any one broke the law, even if
he did not mean to do so, the king sold him a pardon
instead of punishing him. A story is told of his chief
minister, Cardinal Morton, that when he wanted to ask
a rich citizen for money for the king, he used :first to find
out whether ·the man spent much money or not. If he
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did, Lhe cardinal would say to him, 'You spend Ho much
that you must be rich and can afford to give a good sum

LS

to the king.' If the man lived quietly with a small house
and few servants, he said to him, 'You must have saved
a good deal, and can afford to give a good sum to the
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king.' This way of asking was called Cardinal Morton's
fork, because it was like a fork with two prongs, and if
he did not catch men on one he caught them on the
other.
4. Great Power of the King.- Henry, however, did
not succeed merely because he had plenty of money. In
his days there was peace and order. The people preferred being treated harshly by one king rather than by
several ·hundred noblemen. They liked, as the old
story said, to be governed by the cat rather than by
the rats. They were not yet in the habit of joining
together to defend themselves. There were no newspapers to tell them what was going on all over the
country, so that those who lived in one country scarcely
knew anything that was happening in another. They
therefore trusted the king, and were glad to see him
strong. The king was in this way able to do much
good ; but he was also able to do much harm, and the
English people afterwards had to take away from the
descendants of Henry VII. much of the power which he
had been allowed to gain.
ac-cus'-tom-ed: used to.
attorney-gene1al: the chief law

officer to the crown, whose duty
is to see after all cases in which
the crown is interested.
can'-nons: large guns.
liv'-e-ry: originally meant anything delivered, or given out,

and so a uniform given out 'by a
lord to his followers.
re'-cog-nise: to know at sight.
u'-ni-forms: dresses all made of
the same colour and pattern.
un-pop'-u-'.ar : not liked by the
people.
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LESSON XIX.
THE FIRST YEARS OF HENRY VIII.
1. Popularity of Henry VIII.-The eldest son of
Henry VII., Arthur, Prince of Wales, died in his father's
lifetime. The nexi brother succeeded as Henry VIII.,
and married Arthur's widow, Catherine of Aragon.
For some time be and the new queen lived happily
together. Henry VIII. was very popular. He was
strong and active, could leap further and shoot an
arrow nearer the mark than any one of his · subjects.
Bluff King Hal, as he was called, had a ready jest
and a hearty word for all men. For some time he
left tho management of affairs to Cardinal Wolsey ;
but he had a strong will of his own, and whenever he
gave himself the trouble to attend to business, he knew
how to get what he wanted better than the cleverest of
his subjects.
2. Henry's Wars.- Henry dearly loved :fighting for
its own sake. The Kings of France were now stronger
than they had been in the time of those miserable wars
with the English and Spain. What had been divided
into several States was now united into one. After
Henry had been on the throne for some time, the King
of Spain was chosen Emperor, and so ruled Germany as
Charles V. Francis I., the King of France, was constantly at war with him, and Henry took the part of
the one of the two who happened to be the weakest
a.t the time.
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3. Condition of the People. - Whilst Henry and his '

soldiers were :fighting, the people at home were studying
and thinking more than they had been able to do during
the Wars of the Roses. The printing-presses were at
work, and men could get books more cheaply than before. One man at least, the great and good Sir Thomas
More, w1·ote a book called the 'Utopia,' in which he
tried to show men how they could best help their fellowcreat'ures. When the king went to war he hired men to
be soldiers, and when the war was over he turned them
away to get their livelihood any way they could. They
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had forgotten how to work, and must starve unless they
procured food by wrong-doing. They often became
robbers, and even murderers. Sir Thomas More pleaded
the cause of these wandering vagabonds, and asked that
they should be made to work that they might gain
their living in an honest way.
4. The Inclosures.- Another mischief came from the
way in which lands were managed. The price of wool
was high, and landlords found that they could get
more money by keeping sheep upon their land than by
letting it to tenants to grow corn upon it. The land,
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which before this time bad been left op n without
hedges, as a great part of the land in Franc·e is now,
was often inclosed by the landl0rds with a fence, and
turned into pasture land for sheep. As much fewer
men were needed to ke p a flock of sheep than to
manage the growth of corn on the same land, many
tenants were turned out, and were often driven to live
by robbery and murder, like the discharged soldiers.
Sir Thomas More was very anxious that the land should
be re-planted with corn.
5. The Discovery of America.-In the reign of Henry
VII. Columbus, in a ship belonging to the King of Spain,
had crossed the Atlantic and discovered America (1492).
As yet only Spanish ships were allowed to visit the New
World, as it was called. The time came afterwards when
Englishmen would make their way thither, and when
many who had lost their employment as farmers would
gain a livelihood as sailors.
Ar'-a-gon : a province in the east vag'-a-bond: one who wanders
from place to place and has no
of Spain.
.
printing press : a machine used
settled home. (L. vagor = to
for printing.
. wander.)

LESSON XX.
QUARREL BETWEEN HENRY VIII. AND THE POPE.
1. Beginning of the Reformation.- When Henry VIII.
had been nine years on the throne a great change in the
teaching of t~ligion began in Germany. Martin Luther
taught men to believe something different from that
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which those who obeyed the Pope had taught them to
believe, and he also taught them to refuse to obey the
Pope at aij.. Those who followed Luther were after a
little time called Protestants. This change was much
disliked by Henry, who wrote a book against Luther
full of abusfre language.
2. The King's Divorce.-Henry, however, though he
disliked Luther, quarrelled with the Pope in a very selfish
way. He was tired of his wife, Catherine, and he wanted
to marry a young woman named Anne Boleyn. He
wished the Pope to declare that Catherine had never been
his wife at all, because she had been married to his
brother Arthur before he had married her himself. As
the Pope refused to do what he wanted, he got Parlia.
ment to make a law that an matters relating to the
Church in England were to be settled in England. The
king then married Anne Boleyn, and Archbishop Cran.
mer declared that Henry had never properly been married
to Catherine. As the law about marriage was considered
to be a Church matter, Cranmer's sentence was considered to be quite sufficient. Catherine declared truly
enough that she had always been a loving and faithful
wife to Henry, and she refused to acknowledge that
any one but the Pope had any right to declare that
she had not been lawfully married. Henry, however,
treated her with contempt. After this he refused to
allow the Pope to bear any rule over the Church in
England.
3. Henry's Treatment of Catholics and Protestants.

Henry did not become a Protestant or change the religious
services in the churches. He burnt Protestants alive for
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believing otherwise than he did himself; but he also cut
off the heads of Catholics who refused to speak of him as
the supreme head of the Church of England, which was
a new title which he got Parliament to give him.
4. Character of Sir Thomas More.- The noblest of a11
those who were executed was Sir Thomas More. He was
the first man who tried to make the lives of poor men
happier than they were. In his own home he was both
wise and geptle. He brought up his children in a way
which was very unusual then. Both then and long
afterwards it was thought that the only way to drive
knowledge into the heads of boys and girls was to flog
them frequently and severely. Luther used to tell how
he had once been beaten fifteen times in a single day.
Of one young lady, a little before the days of More, it
was told that she had 'since Easter, the most part been
beaten once in the week or twice, and sometimes twice in
one day, and her head broken in two or three places.'
More knew better. 'I have given you kisses enough,' he
wrote to his children, ' but stripes hardly ever.'
5. More's Arrest and Execution. -After the king's
marriage with Anne Boleyn Parliament made a law requiring all persons, asked by the king to do so, to swear
that Henry's marriage with Anne was lawful. When
More was sent for 'from his house at Chelsea he sat
silently in the boat which carried him on the Thames.
At last he gave a start and c1·ied, 'I thank our Lord, the
field is won ! ' He meant that he had resolved to follow
his conscience. He would not swear that Anne was
Henry's lawful wife, and therefore he was thrown into
prison. Aft r a while another law was made, according
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to which all who refused to give to Henry the title of
supreme head of the Church were to be put to death.
More would not call him that, and was sentenced to
death . He was carried to execution on Tower Hill. He
was always fond of a jest, and when he came to the
scaffold he said, ' See me safe up ; for my coming down
I can shift for myself.' After he had laid his head on
the block, he raised it again for an instant and moved
his beard away. 'Pity that should be cut,' he said,
'that has not committed treason.' The axe fell, and
the head of the .noblest Englishman of Henry's day was
severed from his body.
Chel'-sea: in the time of Henry
VIII. a village at some distance

from London, to the west, on the
north side of the river.
con-tempt': scorn.
su-preme': greatest; of the highest
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the Pope : the Bishop of Rome,

thought by Roman Catholics to
be divinely appointed to govern
the whole Church.
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LESSON XXI.

THE LAST YEARS OF HENRY VIII.
1. The Suppression of the Smaller Monasteries.-Henry's
way of life was expensive, and he was fond of gambling.
As he was always in want of money he looked about for
some means to procure it. He suddenly became convinced that the monks and nuns in the smaller monasteries were very wicked, and he sent men to find out
whether it was so or not. No doubt there were many of
the monks and nuns whose conduct was bad, but those
who were sent to inquire took care to tell as bad a story
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as they could, as they knew that it would please the
king. When their report was made, Parliament, which
was always ready to do what Henry wanted, passed an
Act putting an end to all the small r monasteries and
giving the money to the king.
2. Execution of Anne Boleyn and Death of Jane
Seymour. -Henry was very anxious to have a son. His

first wife Catherine had only a daught r, Mary, and now
that he had married Anne Boleyn he had another
daughter, Elizabeth, who was afterwards a famous queen.
Hemy soon grew tired of Anne. He -accused her of horrible crimes, and had her head cut off. Then he married
Jane Seymour, who died after having a son, who was
afterwards Edward VI. Henry had three more wives,
making six in all. 'J1he fourth he divorced, the :fifth he
beheaded, and the sixth, luckily for her, lived longer
than her husband.
3. The Pilgrimage of Grace.- Before long there was a
rebellion in the north of England. · Yorkshire and Lancashire, Durhain and Northumberland are now very rich
and full of people, because the invention of the steamengine has brought work to that part of the country, in
which there is plenty of coal. In Henry's time, and
long afterwards, these counties were very poor, and had
few people in them. These people were more fond of old
ways than those who lived in the south, and they did
not like to see the monasteries pulled down. Their insurrection was called the 'Pilgrimage of Grace.' So
hard was it to put down the rebels, that the king promised to pardon them and to hold a Parliament in the
north to hear what they had to say. After they had
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gone home, trusting in Henry's promise, the king,
having heard that there had been some few disturbances,
made that an excuse for breaking his word. The leadel's
of the Pilgrimage of Grace were seized and executed;
and not very long afterwards the larger monasteries
were seized by the king and the monks turned out.
4. Destruction of Images and Translation of the Bible.-

Henry did not mean to make any religious changes at
all, but he ordered the destruction of some of the images
which at that time were in the churches, because the
priests and monks got money from those who went to
pray before them. Another thing Henry did, of which
he did not understand the importance. He ordered that
the Bible should be translated into English, thinking
that those who read it would see that there was nothing
said in the Bible about the Pope's authority. He did
not consider that many of the rnaders would learn from
it to believe many things which he did not himself
believe, and when he found this to be the case he had
many of the poor people burnt alive. One man, named
Forest, was actually burnt because he believed that the
king ought to be subject to the Pope. 'I will die,' said
Forest, when he was asked to change his opinion. 'Do
your worst upon me. Take me, cut me to pieces joint
from joint. Burn, hang, do what you will; I will be
true henceforth to my faith.' Forest was burnt, and so
were many others, dying because they would not say
that to be true which in their heart they believed to be
false.
5. Henry's Last Years.-Henry could not persuade all
men to believe as he did. One set of men believed that
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the Pope ought in all matters of religion to be above the ,
king; and another set of men believed that to be true
which they found out for themselves in their Bibles, and
Henry could not prevent it. Even Henry allowed some
slight changes to be made in the services of the Church.
First the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, and the Commandments, and then some other prayers, were allowed to be
·said in English instead of Latin, though all the other
prnyers were still said in Latin. Some people have
thought that Henry meant to make even greater changes.
If it was so, he di d before he had time to carry out his
wish.
power or right ;
state of being in power or office.
creed: a declaration of the articles
of religious belief.
di-vorc'-ed: put away; freed from

au-thor'-i-ty :

a marriage.
ex-pens'-ive: dear; costly.

gamb'-ling: playing for money in
games of chance.
sup-press'-ion: a putting down.

LESSON XXII.

EDWARD VI.
1. The Beginning of Somerset's Protectorate.- As soon
as Henry was dead, his chief ministers met together and
declared themselves very desirous of doing all that the
late king wished. They then said that they remembered
that he wished to give them all large sums of money,
and to raise them to higher titles than they had before.
Having got the money and the titles, they asked the
Duke of Som rset, who was the brother of the mother of
young Edward VI., to govern the kingdom as Protector,
though it was quite certain that Henry had not wished
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that Somerset should have this power. Somerset persuaded Parliament to order the use of a new Prayer
Book ~hich was all in English, and he threw down the
images in the churches which Henry had left, and made
many changes which most Englishmen did not like at
all. Like the other great men of the time, he was eager
to get as much Church property as he could. He built
for himself a great house in the Strand, w:qich was called
Somerset House, from his name. In order to make
room for it he pulled down a church and blew up a
chapel with gunpowder. At the same time he dug up
part of a churchyard, and carried away the bodies of the
dead to make room for houses and shops.
2. Somerset's Overthrow and the Government of Northumberland.-Somerset did not govern wisely. He made
a war upon Scotland which cost much money, though
he defeated the Scots. There was also trouble in Devonshire, because the people rose against the new Prayer
Book ; and in Norfolk there was a rebellion headed by
Ket the Tanner, because the rich men continued to
inclose land to keep sheep on, so that the poorer men
had no land to plough. Somerset thought that the poor
men were right, but the other great men did not agree
with him. and took the protectorate away from Somerset,
and after a little time had him executed. He was succeeded by the Duke of Northumberland, a greedy man
who pretended to be a very pious Protestant, and he had
a second Prayer Book drawn up more Protestant than the
last; but he was, in reality, a selfish, wick~d man. He
and his friends plundered the country. They took
money which ought to have been used to pay the men
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who worked for the king, and their e'7il example was
widely followed. 'The peopte of this country,' said
a preacher, ' say that their g ntlemen and officers were
never so full of fair words and ill deeds as now they be.'
Then, as at all times, men were judged by their deeds

rather than by their words, and most people thought
that those who called themselves Protestants did so only
to find an xcu e for their wickedness.
3. Latimer's Preaching.- Even in these evil days the
new faith was bearing better fruit. In many towns
merchants and shopkeepers were giving money to found

v.

F
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schools in which children might be freely taught. Latimer, a bold preacher of righteousness, told the great
lords, to their faces, that they ought not only to be
ashamed of then- wickedness, but to give back to the
poor all that they had taken from them by trickery and
violence. The great lords listened to the preacher, but
they did not do what he told them was their duty.
4. Death of Edward VI.- Whilst Edward was still ,
young he fell so ill that every one knew that he would '
soon die. Northumberland was frightened, because he
knew that Edward's sister Mary, who was the heir to the
throne, was a Roman Catholic, and would certainly turn
him out of office when she became queen, and probably
have his head cut off. He therefore persuaded Edward
to name as his successor his Protestant cousin Lady Jane
Grey, who was Northumberland's daughter.in-law. Edward had Iio right to do this, and as soon as he was dead
the people refused to have any queen but Mary. They
all hated Northumberland, and they thought that if Jane
were queen Northumberland would continue to rule.
Northumberland's own soldiers threw their caps into
the air and: shouted 'God save Queen Mary!' Mary
entered Lotidon in triumph. Jane was sent to the
Tower as a prisoner, and Northumberland had his head
cut off as a traitor.
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ex'-e-cut-ed: put to death by law.
Prayer Book: a book containing

the prayers used in the churches.
pre-tend'-ed: made believe.
pro-tect'-or: a regent, a person

ruling in the name of a king
who is unable to rule, on account
of youth, or for any other reason.
pro-tect'-or-ate: a government of

a protector.
re-bel'-lion: a nsmg against the
king or government.
Strand: one of the best-known
streets in London, running from
west to east.
trait'-or: one who betrays a trust.
The word is generally used of
those who rebel against a king.
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LESSON XXIII.
MARY.
1. The First Years of Queen Mary.- Mary at once put
an end to the use of the new English Prayer Book, and

brought back into the churches the Latin prayers which

had been used when the English Church obeyed the
Pope. Most of her subjects were pleased at this, but
there were many who would have been glad to pray as
their fathers had prayed, who yet were not well pleased
when they heard that Mary was going to marry her
cousin, who was a Spaniard, and who not long afterwards
became King Philip IL of Spain. Englishmen did not
like to have a Spaniard meddling with the government
of th ir country. There was a rebellion, and, though it
was put down, the queen was so afraid of another that
she had poor Lady Jane Grey's head cut off, lest people
should want to make her queen, and she also sent her
own sister Elizabeth a prisoner to the Tower.
2. The Restoration of the Pope's Authority.- Not long
after Mary had been married to Philip she tried to
persuade Parliament to submit to the Pope's authority.
Most of those who sat in Parliament were ready to do
this, but they were afraid lest the Pope should want
them to give up the lands which had once belonged to
the monasteries, and of which a great part had been
divided amongst the lords and the principal gentlemen
by Henry VIII. As soon as the Pope promised not to
take these lands from them they submitted to him, and
passed a law for burning Protestants. Protestants were
'F

2
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unpopular on account of the bad deeds of Northumberland.
3. The Protestant Martyrs.--Before long people found
out that there were Protestants in England who could
die as bravely for their faith as Sir Thomas More had
died for his. Rowland Taylor, for instance, a Suffolk
clergyman, was condemned to be burnt. As he left his
prison in the early morning he found his wife and children waiting for him in the street. One of his daughters
cried out, 'Oh, my dear father! Mother, mother ! here
is my father led away! ' Th~re were no lamps in the
streets then, and his wife could not see him. 'Row- f
land, Rowland!' she called out, 'where art thou?'
'Dear wife,' he answered, 'I am here.' He was allowed •
to stop for a moment, and he knelt down with his family,
on the stones, to say the Lord's Prayer. 'Farewell, my
dear wife,' he said, as soon as he had risen from his
knees; 'be of good comfort, for I am quiet in my conscience. God shall stir up a father for my children.'
'Thanked be God,' he said, when he was brought to the
place where he had once lived, and where it was appointed
that he should die, ' I am even at home.' After he was
tied to the stake, a wretch threw a faggot at his face.
' ' Oh, friend,' he said gently, 'I have harm enough;
what needed that ? ' Light was set to the wood, the
flames blazed up, and Rowland Taylor entered into
rest. Many another shared his fate. Amongst them
two bishops, the meek Ridley, and Latimer, the bold
preacher of righteousness, were burnt at Oxford. 'Be
· of good comfort, Master Ridley,' cried Latimer from
amidst the flames. ' Play the man; we shall this day
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light such a candle, by God's grace, in England as I trust
shall never be put out.'
4. The Last Days of Mary.-Latimer spoke truly. The
sight of men dying for their faith gained the hearts of
many a man who had before scorned and detested the
Protestants. Mary, too, was growing more unpopular
every day. She had joined her husband in a war against
France, in which the Spaniards got all the glory and the
English lost Calais, the fortress which they had held
ever since the days of Edward III. It was all the worse
for Mary that the town was lost not because the soldiers
who defended it were cowardly, but because she had
neglected to repair the walls and to supply it with the
guns which were needed for keeping it against the enemy.
Mary grew sad and weary of life, knowing that her sister
Elizabeth was more popular than herself. When she
died she knew, too, that she had failed to crush the
Protestants, and that the doctrines which she believed to
be true would probably be silenced under her sister's rule.
fag'-got: a bundle of sticks used
for fuel.
re-bel'-lion: a rising against the
king or government.
111.b'-ject: (1wun) one under the

"

authority of a king.
sub-mit'-ted: yielded; gave up;
surrendered.
un-pop'-u-lar: not liked by the
people.

LESSON XXIV.

THE FIRST YEARS OF ELIZABETH.
1. Elizabeth's Accession.-When Elizabeth heard of
her sister's 'death she was sitting under a tree in Hatfield Park. 'It is the Lord's doing,' she said, 'and it is
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marvellous in our eyes.' Yet, though she was queen,
she had a hard task before her. There was, indeed,
almost universal rejoicing that there were to be no more
men and women burnt alive, nor any more Englishmen
sent to fight for the King of Spain ; but there were some
Englishmen who wanted to have nothing but the old
Roman Catholic prayers, and others who wanted to have
nothing but the new Protestant prayers, and of these some
would have liked to have the Protestant prayers made
different from those which had been used in the days of
Edward VI. Elizabeth was afraid of letting everybody
use those prayers which he liked best for fear lest
quarrels should break out, and in the end the Prayer
Book used at the end of the reign of Edward VI. was
altered a little and was ordered to be used in all churches.·
obody was to be punished for believing either the
Roman Catholic doctrine or any other; but the queen
expected every one to go to church.
2. Mary Queen of Scots.- One of Elizabeth's chief
difficulties was that her cousin, Mary Queen of Scots,
claimed to be Queen of England as well, on the ground
that Elizabeth's mother, Anne Boleyn, had never been
properly the wife of Henry VIII., and that Elizabeth
had therefore no right to the throne. As Mary was a
Roman Catholic, she was likely to be favoured by the
English Roman Catholics. After a while, however, Mary
quarrelled with her own subjects in Scotland, having
been accused of murdering her husband, and was thrown
into prison by them. After a time she escaped from
prison, and, being defeated in a battle, fled to England.
Elizabeth was afraid lest, if Mary could go about
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England as she pleased, she might stir up a rebellion,
and she therefore placed her in confinement, giving
her in charge to the owners of one country house after
another, with· directions not to let her escape.
3. The Rising in the North.-Mary's captivity did not
bring p ace to England. The Pope declared Elizabeth
to be a heretic, and ordered her subjects to refuse to
obey her. Many of the English lords were friendly to
Mary, and thought that she was the lawful Queen of
England. The Duke of Norfolk wanted to marry her,
that he might be the husband of the lady whom he
expected to take Elizabeth's p1ace as queen. In the
north of England most of the people were longing, as in
the days of Henry VIII., to see the old religion restored.
There was a great rebellion known as the 'Rising in the
North.' The rebels placed the Earls of Northumberland and Westmoreland at their head, and trooped into
Durham Cathedral, where they tore up the Bible and
the Prayer Book, and found a priest to say mass once
more. It was the last time that mass was said in any
one of the old cathedrals of England. Elizabeth was
angry when she heard the news. As an old ballad
says:Her grace sho turned her roundabout,
And lilrn a royal queen she swore,
· I will ordain them such a breakfast
As never was in the north before;'
She caused thiJ:ty thousand men to be raised,
With horse and harness fair to see;
he caused thirty thousand men to be raised,
To take the earls in the n01·th country.

The greater number of the English Catholics refused
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to fight for the earls. Elizabeth's troops put down the
rebellion without difficulty. She was usually merciful,
but this time she was too frightened to be merciful, and
large numbers of the rebels were pitilessly hanged.
4. Execution of the Duke of Norfolk.-Long afterwards Elizabeth learned that there was a plot to assassinate her, and that there had been some thought of
bringing a Spanish army to England to put Mary in her
place. She discovered that Norfolk knew of this, and
she had Norfolk tried and executed. Her great object
was to keep the peace, to have no wars against foreign
nations and no reuellions at home, and by keeping the
peace she made herself popular with her subjects.
as-sas'-sin-ate: to murder by surprise or secret assault.
cap-tiv'-i-ty: state of being shut
up or deprived of liberty.
con-fine' -ment : being shut up ;
without freedom.
Hatfield Park: in Herts. The old
hall was burned down. The

present house is the seat of Lord
Salisbury.
he'-re-tic: a name given by the
Roman Catholics to all who do
not believe as they do in matter
of religion.
u-ni-vers'-al : extending to the
whole; without limit.

LESSON XXV.
PROSPERITY OF THE COUNTRY.
1. Improvement in Houses and Food.-In Elizabeth,s

time the greater part of the houses were still built either
entirely or in great part of wood, yet, though the poor
seldom tasted wheaten bread, but fed on barley, rye, or
peas, the living in England was, as a rule, much better
than that on the Continent. ' These English,' said a
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Spaniard who was in England in Mary's time, ' have

their houses made of sticks and dfrt, but they fare commonly as well as the king.' In London, where the
houses were plain outside, the insides were better furnished than they had been before. In one respect there
had been a great improvement. Glass had become
pkmtiful, and glass windows were set up where before
there had been but wooden lattices. In the reign of
Henry VII. the great Earl of Northumberland, when he
left one of his houses for a time, took care to have the
glass of the windows taken down and packed away, because glass was far too rare and precious to be left to
the chance of being broken. Chimneys, too, were used
where there had been no chimneys before; and as there
was now little danger of war, the gentlemen built houses
with large rooms, and surrounded them with pleasant
gardens, because they had not to think of making them
defensible against an enemy. Among other additions to
comfort was the frequent use of pillows in beds, which
before this had only been used by those who were sick,
Meat, too, was eaten where salt :fish had been eaten before, and those who ate it were all the healthier for the
change. Many things, however, were wanting which we
should hardly know how to do without. There were no
lights in the streets, and no policemen to seize upon
thieves and rioters. In large towns, like London, some
of the inhabitants were chosen to keep watch at night,
and they were often old and useless.
2. Manufactures.-In the time of Hemy VIII. and
Edward VI. the wool cut from the Lacks of the sheep had
been sent abroad to be made into cloth. Englishmen
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were now beginning to manufacture for themselves.
Wool was woven into broadcloth in the west of England,
and rougher woollen stuff was made in Essex and in the
rest of the eastern counties, as well as at Manchester
and Halifax and a few other places in the north. Iron,
again, was forged in Sussex, in Kent, and in part of
Hampshire, because the great forest which once had
covered a great part of those counties was not yet all cut
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down, and the wood could he used to heat the furnaces.
Coal was burnt in the north, and was carried in vessels
to towns along the coast, but it was not yet generally
used. Sheffield, too, was already known for its cutlery.
3. The Poor Law.-The employment given by these
manufactures went far to provide a livelihood for those
who had been driven from their homes by the inclosures.
Y~t there were still many who were unable to find work,
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and for these Parliament provided by a 'Pom; Law.' In
Elizabeth's reign it was first order d that each parish
should provide work for those who were able to work,
but who could find no work to do. After this no one
who was a · robber or a murderer could say with truth
that he would have died of starvation if he had remained
an honest man.
4. Magnificence of Dress.- Whilst many Englishmen
were becoming comfortable by means of industry, there
were some who lived very luxuriously.
Men who
attended the queen's court especially clothed them-

A. 'l\ULLED' IIA.LF-SOVEREIGN 0~' ELIZABETH

(1561-1572).

selves in gorgeous attire, dressing themselves in silk and
velvet of all the colours of the rainbow. It was sometimes said that a courtier would wear the value of a
whole estate upon his back.
5. Commerce.-The more that was manufactured in
England the more there was to sell. Ships and vessels,
most of them of a small size, were built in great numbers,
and sailors were employed to carry the productions of
England to various parts of the Continent. The cloth,
for instance, which was made in England was sent to be
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dyed abroad, because Englishmen had not yet learned
how to dye it properly
at-tire': clothing ; dress.
cut'-le-ry: articles used for cutting

with, as knives, scissors, &c.
de-fens'-i-ble : in a state to resist
an attack.
gor'-geous: showy; gay ; splendid.
i:u-clo'-sures: land enclosed by rich

landowners which had formerly
been open.
lat'-tice ; a network of crossed laths
or bars of wood, called also lattice-work.
lux-u'-ri-ous-ly: richly; surrounded
with costly things.

LESSON XXVI.
MARITIME ADVENTURE.
1. Voyages of Discovery.- English sailors, however,
were not content with carrying goods to France or
Spain; they wanted to find out new countries far
away where they could buy and sell. Many of them
thought there was a short cut to India, round the
north of America. One bold sailor, Martin Frobisher,
discovered the strait which leads into Hudson's Bay, and
even fancied that there were rich mines of gold on its
shores. Men were so anxious to believe that gold was
to be found that they sometimes gave the oddest reasons
for thinking that their wishes would be gratified. One
of Frobisher's men thought that there must be gold
near because he had seen many spiders, and he had
heard that ' spiders were true signs of great store of
gold.' A few years later John Davis discovered Davis's
Straits, which lead into Baffin's Bay. Sir Humphrey
Gilbert, who went to found a colony further to the south
on the coast of America, was obliged to come back be-
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cause his men quarrelled with one another. His vessel
was hardly more than a large boat. A storm arose ; and
one of the ships which accompanied him came so near
that those on board could hear Sir Humphrey speak.
'Heaven,' he cried out cheerfully, 'is as near by sea as
by land.' That night his vessel sank, and the brave old
man was heard of no more. Other attempts were made
to found colonies in America. Sir W 3:lter Raleigh sent
out settlers to a country which he named Virginia, in
honour of Elizabeth, the virgin queen. They all died or
were killed by the Indians, and no English colony was
planted in America till after Elizabeth's death.
2. Ill-feeling against Spain.---Gradually the English
nation came to look on the Spaniards as enemies. There
was a rebellion of the Protestants in the Netherlands
against Philip II., who ruled there, and Philip's generals
were very cruel in trying to put it down. Englishmen
were angry with the Spaniards for treating Protestants
badly, and they were the more ready to fight them because
the Spaniards possessed the rich lands round the Gulf of
Mexico and in the West India Islands. Philip forbade
English sailors even to buy or sell in these lands, but the
sailors were determined to go there whether he would or
not, and to take that by force which he would not allow
them to buy. They came to think that it was quite fair
to plunder Spaniards in America, whether there was war
in Europe or not. One of the most famous of these
sailors was Francis Drake. One time he landed at
Panama and seized a great quantity of silver. Before he
returned he was invited by some Indians to climb up a
tree, from the branches of which he could see the Pacific.
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Then he threw himself upon his knees, and prayed to
God that he might one day sail on that sea where no
Englishman had ever sailed before .
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DRAKE 'S VOYAGE .

3. Drake's Voyage round the World.-F ive years after
this Drake sailed with five small vessels for the Pacific.
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He had to go thr~:mgh the Straits of Magellan, because it
was then supposed that there was no other way, as it was
believed that Tierra del Fuego reached all the way to the
South Pole. All the five vessels except his own were
either sunk by storms or put back to England. When
Drake found himself alone on the Pacific, he sailed boldly
to Valparaiso, where he found a huge Spanish ship. The
Spanish sailors did not think it possible that any but
Spaniards could sail on that sea, and when they saw
Drake coming they made ready to feast him. Drake's
men took them by surprise and seized the ship. They
carried off wedges of gold weighing 400 lbs. Further on,
at Tarapaca, Drake found piles of silver bars on the quay,
and tumbled them into his boat. Just as he was going
to row to the ship with his booty, down came a string
of llamas with another load of silver. This too was
seized, and Drake sailed on, plundering as he went.
At last he resolved to go home round the north of
America, thinking, as every one else thought then, that
America came to an end towards the north much sooner
than it really does. Drake, however, sailed a long way
without finding an end to America, and at last came
home across the Pacific Ocean and the Cape of Good
Hope. The Spaniards called him a pirate, and required
Elizabeth to deliver him up to them or to punish him ;
but Elizabeth was proud of his daring and knighted him.
ac-com'-pan-i-ed: attended ; went
in company with.
Hudson's Bay : a large ~nland sea
in the north-east 0£ North America.
lla'-mas: a small kind 0£ camel
found only in South America.

Pa-na-ma': the isthmus which
joins North and South America.
Straits of Magellan: leads from the
Atlantic into the Pacific Ocean
between the island of Tierra del
Fuego and the mainland of South
America.

EL
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Neth'-er-lands: the low countries,
including the modern Belgium
and the modern kingdom of the
Netherlands, the latter of which
is usually, but incorrectly, called
Holland.

plun'-der-ing: robbing.
Tierra del Fuego : an island near
the extreme south of South
America.
Val-par-ai'-so: a town on the west
coast of South America.

LESSON XXVII.
ELIZABETH'S TRIUMPHS.
1. The Association and the Execution of the Queen of
Scots.-About the time when Drake came back, mission-

aries arrived in England to teach the Roman Catholic
religion. Elizabeth was frightened lest those who became
Roman Catholics would want to kill her or dethrone her,
and to take Mary Stuart from prison to make her queen.
She was therefore very harsh to the Roman Catholic
missionaries and to those who were converted by them,
and put many of them to death and forced others to l)ay
large fines. Some of the Roman Catholics formed a plot
to murder Elizabeth, and the members of the House
of Commons, not wishing to have Mary for their queen,
bound themselves in an Association, promising that if
Elizabeth were killed they would put to death, not only
her murderers, but also any person for whose benefit she
had been murdered. This meant that if Elizabeth were
killed, they would kill Mary. After a while there was
another plot to murder Elizabeth, known as Babington'
conspiracy. Elizabeth's Ministers said that they bad
found letters written by Mary in which she gave her approbation to the plot. It is not certain whether this was

true or not ; b'
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true or not ; but, at all events, Mary was taken to
Fotheringay, in Northamptonshir , and there she was
tried and beheaded.
2. Drake singes the King_of Spain's Beard.-Philip resolved to bear Elizabeth's behaviour no longer. He prepared a large fleet and army to conquer England and
to force it to submit to the Pope. Drake was at once sent
to the coast of Spain. He sailed into Cadiz harbour and
set fire to the store-ships which were laden with provisions for the Spanish fleet. He then steered round
Cape St. Vincent 1 and as Portugal then belonged to the
King of Spain, he burnt every vessel which he could catch,
whether it was Portuguese or Spanish. When he reached
home he boasted that he had singed the King of Spain's
beard!
3. The Sailing of the Armada.- It took the Spaniards
a whole year before they could get together a fresh stock
of provisions to replace what Drake had destroyed. Then
at last their fleet, the Invincible Armada, as the Spaniards
called it, set sail (1588). It was intended to go up the
Channel to the coast of Flanders, where Philip's best
general, the Prince of Parma, was waiting to be taken on
board with his army, in order that he might be carried
over to England. Elizabeth had no regular army and
scarcely any regular navy, but she called on every
Englishman who could bear arms to come forward to
defend his native land. Scarcely a man refused. The
Catholics wer as forward as the Protestants.
4. The Armada in the Channel.- When it was known
that the Armada bad been seen in the Channel, the news
was carried over the country by lighting up the beacons
v,

0
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which stood on the top of every high hill to give notice
of danger.
Night sank upon the dusky beach and o'er the purple sea;
Such night in England ne'er had been, nor e'er again shall be I
From Eddystone to Berwick bounds, from Lynn to Milford Bay,
That time of slumber was as bright and busy as the day.
For swift to east and swift to west the ghastly war flame spread ;
High on St. Michael's Mount it shone ; it shone on Beachy Head.
Far on the deep the Spaniard saw, along each southern shire,
Cape, bay, and cape, in endless range- those twinkling points of fin.

The commander of the English fleet was Lord Howard
of Effingham. He was at Plymouth with a few of the
Queen's ships and a number of small merchant vessels,
which were ready to fight as well as the queen's ships.
When the Armada appeared the captains were playing a
game of bowls. Drake would not hear of stopping the
game. ' There is time enough to finish our game,' he
said, ' and to beat the Spaniards too.' Up the Channel
the great fleet ·swept, followed after it had passed by
the little English vessels, firing at them and damaging
them. Wh n the Spaniards put into the friendly port
of Calais, the English sent in fire-ships at night and
frightened them away.
5. The Destruction of the Armada. -The Armada
never reached the coast of Flanders to take up the Prince
of Parma. A storm rose and drove it to the north.
Every day some of the huge ships were wrecked or sunk.
Drake was in high spirits. ' There was never anything
pleased m better,' he wrote to a comrade, 'than seeing
the enemy flying with a southerly wind to the northwards.' After a few more days even Drake had had
enough. The winds finished what English valour -had
G

2
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begun. The Armada struggled round the Orlmeys and
tried to reach home round Scotland and Ireland. Most
of the ships were dashed ashore· on the rugged Irish
coast, and the sailors butchered by the Irish. Out of a
hundred and fifty vessels only fifty-four returned to Spain.
Philip was deeply gri~ved ; yet when his admiral returned
he did not reproach him. ' I sent you,' he said, ' to
fight against men, and not with the winds.' Elizabeth
went in state to St. Paul's to return thanks for the
victory, and ordered a medal to be struck with the motto,
'God blew with His wind and they were scattered.'
ad' -mi-ral : a commander of a fleet.
ap-pro-ba'-tion: approval; state

of being pleased with.
a number of
persons joined together for some
purpose.
bea'-con: a signal fire.
Ca'-diz: a seaport in the south of
Spain.
con-spi'-ra-cy: a banding together
for an evil purpose.
fines : money paid by way of
punishment.
as-so-ci-a'-tion :

Flan'-ders: a country of which a

small part is now in the north
of France, but the greater part
now forms the western part of
Belgium. In Elizabeth's time
it was under the King of Spain.
in-vin'-ci-ble: that cannot be defeated or beaten.
na'-vy: the war ships belonging to
a country.
pro-vis'-ions: food.
sin<-ged: burnt off the outside.
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LESSON XXVIII.

THE LAST YEARS OF ELIZABETH.
1. Continuation of the War with Spain.- Elizabeth
reigned for fifteen years after the defeat of the Armada.
A terrible vengeance was taken on Spain. Spanish
towns in America were sacked and Spanish wealth was
carried off. The Spaniards were brave men and fought
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. hard. Drake died in the West Indies on one of his
plundering expeditions.
2. Death of Sir Richard Grenville.-Tbe most heroic
death in the whole war was that of Sir Richard Grenville. His little ship, the 'Revenge,' was left alone
amidst fifty-three Spanish ships, some of them of enormous size. He refused to fly, and fought against this
odds all through the afternoon. Speaking in the name
of one of the crew, our living poet, Tennyson, has told
the rest of the story : -
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Elizabeth's time
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And the sun went down, and the stars came out far over the
summer sea,
But never a moment ceased the fiJht of the one and the fiftythree.
Ship after ship, the whole night long, their high-built galleons
came,
Ship after ship, the whole night long, with her battle-thunder and
flame;
Ship after ship, the whole night long, drew back with her dead and
her shame.
For some were sunk and many were shatter'd, and so could fight
us no moreGod of battles, was ever a battle like this in the world before ?
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And the night went down, and the eun smiled out far over the
summer sea,
And the Spanish fleet with broken sides lay round us all in a ring;
But they dared not touch us again, for they fear'd that we still
could sting,
So they watched what the end would be.
And we had not fought them in vain,
But in perilous plight were we,
Seeing forty of our poor hundred were slain,
And half of the rest of us maimed for life
In the crash of the cannonades and the desperate strife ;
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And the sick men down in the hold were most of them stark and
cold,
And the pikes were all broken or bent, and the powder was all of
it spent;
And the masts and the rigging were lying over the side.

The little ' Revenge ' could hold out no longer. When
the Spaniards boarded it at last they found Grenville
sore wounded. His last words were befitting one who
had fought so well. 'Here die I, Richard Grenville,' he
said, ' with a joyful and quiet· mind ; for that I have
ended my life as a good soldier ought to do, who has
fought for his country and his queen, his honour and
religion.'
3. Conquest of Ireland.-Though Ireland had long
been subject in name to the English crown, only a small
part of it really obeyed the queen. Elizabeth was afraid
lest the Spaniards should gain possession of it, and sent
the Earl of Essex to complete the conquest. Essex
failed, and after his return to England tried to rouse
people to rebellion, and was executed. Lord Mountjoy
was then sent to Ireland, and succeeded in bringing the
whole country under English rule.
4. The Monopolies.- Elizabeth had very little money,
and she tried to reward her favourites by giving them
monopolies- that is to say, the sole right of selling some
article or another. Of course they charged more than
wonld have been the case if the sale had been free.
\Vhen the House of Commons complained, E lizabeth at
once promised to give up the practice. When she knew
that her subjects were determined to have their way
she never thought of resisting them. 'I have more
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cause,' she said to the House of Commons when they
came to thank her, 'to thank you all than you me.
Though you have had, and may have, ma.ny princes
more mighty and wise sitting in this seat, yet you never
had, or shall have, any that will be more careful and
loving.'
5. Elizabeth's Death.-This was the last time that
Elizabeth spoke to her people. When she died, after a
reign of forty-five years, she left a country united and
contented. As we look back to that time we can see tha,t
Englishmen were :fierce and cruel in their revenge upon
Spain. Yet we can also see that the victory of England
was one for which all Europe has been the better. Spain
was a land in which no man could speak against the
king or the Church. England was not so free as it is
now, but it was much freer than any other country then.
Great writers and great poets arose at the end of Elizabeth's reign. Shakespeare, the greatest of them all,
declared that the well-being of his countrymen depended
on their union with one another, when he wrote:This England never did- nor never shallLie at the proud foot of a conqueror,
But when it first did help to wound itself.
con-tin-u-a'-tion: going on with-

out a pause or break.
ex-ped-i'-tion: a hostile march or
voyage undertaken by a number
of persons.
gal'-le-on: a large Spanish vessel
with a very lofty stem and
stern.
he-ro'-ic: acting like a hero; cou-

rageously.
re-bel'-lion: a rising against the
government.
sack'-ed: given over to plunder
and ravage.
venge'-ance: inflicting puniehment on another in return for
an injury.
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LESSON XXIX.
THE FIRST YEARS OF JAMES I.
1. Accession of James !.-James I., who succeeded
Elizabeth, was the son of Mary Queen of Scots, and the
great-grandson of Henry VII. He had long reigned in
Scotland, and now, for the first time, the same king was
the lawful ruler of England and Scotland, though each
country kept its own separate Parliament.
2. James and the Puritans.- Many of the clergymen
in England had long wished to be allowed to leave out
some parts of the Prayer Book in the service of the
Church. James summoned EOme of them to Hampton
Court and heard what they had to say, but in the end
refused to grant their request. The House of Commons
wished that favour might be shown to the Puritans, and
as in this as well as in other matters James did not
please the Commons they refused to give him money.
He was an extravagant man, and his expenses were
much greater than his income.
3. The Gunpowder Plot.-The Catholics were more
badly treated than the Puritans. One of them named
Catesby resolved to b.low up with gunpowder the House
of Lords at the opening of Parlil;Lment, when the king
with his sons would be in it, as well as the Lords and
Commons. He intended after this to make James's
little daughter Elizabeth queen, and to bring her up as
a Catholic. He let some other Catholics into the secret,
one of whom was Guido Fawkes, or, as he is now
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commonly called, Guy Fawkes. These men hired a coal
cellar which ran under the House of Lords, and placed
in it sev ral barrels of gunpowder, covering them with
faggots and pieces of wood.
4. Discovery of the Plot.-The plotters wanted more
money than they nad, because they wished to buyhorses and armour, to enable them to defend themselves
after th king and Parliament had been blown up.
They ther fore informed som rich men of their plan,
hoping to g t money from them. One of these had a
brother-in-law in the House of Lords, and did not wish
that he should be blown up with the rest. He therefore
told him what was going on, and the brother-in-law sent
information to the Gov rnm nt. On the night before
the day of them eting of Parliam nt, Guy Fawkes went
to the cellar to be ready to set fire to the powder in the
morning. He was taken prisoner, and his companions,
hearing what had happ ned, fl d into the country.
Some of th m were killed, but most of them were taken
and executed.
5. James's Favourites.-James quarrelled with his
Parliaments after the discovery of the Gunpowder Plot
ev n wors than before, b cause he wanted to have
cv rything his own way, and did- not like to take good
advice. He thought it best to have a young man always
with him who would amuse him with lively conversation,
and wl o would do as he was bidden. The first young
mau he chose was a Scotchman, Robert Carr, whom he
made Earl of omerset. Aft r a while the new earl·
was accused of committing a· murder, and though it is
not quite c rtain whether the charge was true, he was
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condemned to death, but afte1·wards received a pardon
from the king. James's next favourite was George
Villiers, who was soon made Earl of Buckingham, and
some years afterwards Duke of Buckingham. He was
a gay young man, fond of dancing and riding. When
he first came to Court he was so poor that he had to
borrow money to buy himself a suit of clothes, but the
king gave him great wealth. Buckingham was at first
kind and affable, but he soon grew conceited, and spoke
roughly to all who would not treat him with great
respect.
6. The Spanish Marriage Treaty.-As James was in
great want of money he offered to marry his son, Prince
Charles, to the daughter of Philip III., King of Spain,
who was known as the Infanta, hoping that she would
bring a large sum of money with her when she came.
His subjects did not like to see their king friendly with
the King of Spain, for they had not forgiven the
Spaniards all that had happened in Elizabeth's time,
and they thought that if Philip III. had a chance he
would be as ready to meddle in England as his father,
Philip II., had been before. After a time it was known
that Philip would not give his daughter to the prince
unless James would promise to allow the Catholics to
worship in England without interference ; and as the
Catholics were very unpopular in England, especially
since tho discovery of the Gunpowder Plot, the proposed
marriage was even more disliked than it had been at
first.
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THE FIRST YEARS OF JAMES I.
af.fa-ble: easy to speak to; condescending.
con-ceit'-ed: having a very high
opinion of oneself.
con-vers-a'-tion: talk.
ex-tra'-vag-ant: careless of money;
spending money too freely.
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fag'-gots: bundles of sticks used
as fuel.
Hampton Court : a royal palace on
the banks of the Thames a few
miles above London.
in-ter-fer'-ence: meddling with
other people's affairs.

LESSON XXX.
THE END OF THE REIGN OF JAMES I.
1. Raleigh's Voyage.-One of those who hated Spain
most was Sir Walter Raleigh. He had been for some
time in prison on account of a false accusation brought
against him at the beginning of James L's reign. He
now offered, if James would let him out, to go to a place
in America near the River Orinoco to bring home a
quantity of gold from a mine· of which he knew. James
wanted gold and let him go, telling him that if he hurt
the Spaniards in America his head should be cut off when
he return d. When Raleigh arrived at the mouth of
the Orinoco he stayed to guard the river against any
Spaniards who might come, and sent his son, young
Walter Raleigh, and his friend Captain Keymis up the
river to the mine. When Keymis had nearly reached
the place where the mine was, he found a Spanish
village in the way. He · ]and d his men and burnt the
villag , drivino- the Spaniards into the woods. Young
Raleigh was shot dead in the fight. Keymis never
reached the mine, as the Spaniards who lay hid in the
woods fired on his men from behind trees whenever they
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attempted to move. Keymis had to return to Raleigh
and to tell him that no gold was to be had. Raleigh
lost his temper and scolded his faithful servant. Keymis,
in despair, killed himself, and Raleigh, after trying to
persuade his other captains to attack some Spanish
ships, came home to England.
2. Raleigh's Execution.-Though Raleigh had not
himself attacked the Spaniards, he had failed to give
strict orders to Keymis to leave them alone, and James
resolved to have him executed. Raleigh was now the
most popular man in England, as he was the enemy of
the Spaniards, and the Spaniards were detested. When
he was led to the scaffold he saw one of his friends trying to push his way through the crowd. 'I know not,'
he called out, ' what shift you will make, but I am sure
to have a place.' When he laid his head on the block,
some one told him that he ought to have placed his head
towards the east. 'What matter,' he answered, 'how
the head be, so that the heart be right?' The axe
descended, and his voice was silenced for ever.
3. The Thirty Years' War.- A great war broke out
in Germany, in which some of the Protestant princes
were :fighting against the Catholic princes. Amongst
the former was Frederick, who had married James's
daughter Elizabeth, and who was the ruler of the
Palatinate, a country of which the chief town was
Heidelberg. Frederick was defeated, and was in danger
of losing the Palatinate. James summoned a Parliament
and asked for money to defend his son-in-law's inheritance. The Parliament asked him to break off the
marriage treaty with Spain, and was anxious to see
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him at war with Spain. He angrily dismissed the Parliament, and tried to protect the Palatinate without
it, but as he had but little money he entirely failed to
do so.
4. Prince Charles's Visit to Madrid.-Amongst the
armies which conquered the Palatinate was a Spanish
one. Buc~ingham, who was now on even better terms
with Prince Charles than he had been with James, persuaded the young man that if he would go to Madrid
to make love to the Infanta the Spaniards would be
so pleased that they would get the Palatinate back for
Frederick and Elizabeth. Charles was delighted with
the idea, and he and Buckingham set off together. The
King of Spain, who was now Philip IV., the Infanta's
brother, pretended to be pleased to see them, though in
reality he was very sorry that ·they had come. His sister
had told him that she would not marry Charles because
he was a Protestant. Charles was therefore not allowed
to see the Infanta in private. One day, hearing that she
was in a garden, he jumped over the wall. To his surprise, she shrieked and ran into the house. At last Philip
told Charles that he must go back to England, after
promising to give religious liberty to the Catholics, and
that if he really did what he promised to do the Infanta
should be sent after him to be his wife. The young
lady not very willingly agreed to this, and got an
English grammar and dictionary, to learn the language
which she would have to speak after her marriage.
Charles returned home, and, being angry at the way he
had b en treated, refused to marry the Infanta unless
the Palatinate was given back. On this the Infanta
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put away her grammar and dictionary, and the marriage
treaty was broken off.
5. Death of James !.-Charles pe-rsuadecl his father
to summon Parliament and to make preparations for
war. He promised Parliament that if he married a
Catholic wife he would not give liberty of worship to the
English Catholics, on which the Parliament voted money
to prepare for war. Charles then proposed to marry
Henrietta Maria, the sister of Louis XIII., the King of
France. He was told that unless liberty was granted to
the Catholics he could not have her. On this he and his
father agreed to grant them liberty, and so his promise to
the Parliament was broken. James then sent an army
of 12,000 Englishmen to conquer the Palatinate, though
he had no money to pay them when they landed on the
Continent. When they arrived in Holland it froze hard,
and the ·boats in which they were were unab]e to move.
If the kind Dutch had not brought them bread and cheese
they would have been starved. As it was, after two or
three weeks .only 3,000 of them were well enough to
fight. Such a small number could not conquer the
Palatinate. About the time of this failure James died.
ac-cu-sa'-tion: a charge brought
against any one.
dic'-tion-ary: a book which contains the words of a language
with their meanings.

in-her'-it-ance: an estate or possession which is handed clown
from father to son.
pre-tend'-ed: made believe.
sum'-mon-ed: called together.
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LESSON XXXI.

CHARLES I. AND THE DUKE OF BUCKINGHAM.
1. The Expedition to Cadiz.-Charles summoned Parliament to give him money for a war with Spain, but the
Commons knew that Charles did whate".er Buckingham
asked him to do, and they knew also that he had broken
his promise about the Catholics. They gave him to
understand that as long as Buckingham had the management of the war they would not trust him with money.
Charles angrily dissolved his :first Parliament, and sent
a fleet and army to attack Cadiz. When the army
arrived, instead of attacking the town it marched in
another direction to look for a Spanish army, which was
not to be found. The English soldiers broke into a
village where there were cellars full of wine, and this
wine they swallowed so greedily that they were soon all
drunk. It was a lucky thing for them that there was no
Spanish army near them, as they would all have been
killed. The next day they marched to attack Cadiz, but
the town was too well fortified to be taken, and the fleet
and army had to come home without doing anything at
all. In some books of nursei·y rhymes is still to be
found the following account of this expedition :There was a fleet that went to Spain,
When it got there, it came back again.

2. The Forced Loan.-Charles summoned a second
Parliament, but that Parliament accused Buckingham
of all sorts of crimes, and Charles dissolved it without
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getting any money from it. He the.n asked his subjects
to give him money for the war. Scarcely any one would
give him any, and it was ag~inst the law to make men
give money. Charl , however, discovered that there
was no law forbidding him to make his subjects lend,
ev n though there was not the slightest chance that they
would ever be repaid. He therefore ordered the collection of what was known as the forced loan, and imprisoned those who refused to pay it.
3. The Expedition to Rhe.-Charles wanted the money
because he was now at war with France as well as with
Spain. The King of France was at war with his Protestant subjects, and was besieging Rochelle, which was
inhabited by Protestants. Buckingham went to deliver
it, but, though he tried to take a fort on the Isle of Rhe,
he failed entirely and had to come home.
4. The Petition of Right.--A third Parliament was
summoned and asked for money. It declared itself ready
to give the money if Charles would consent to the Petition of Right, which required him amongst other things
to agree never again to levy taxes 01· forced loans, or to
imprison men without a proper trial. Charles very unwillingly consented, and got money enough to enable
him to send out a new expedition to relieve Rochelle.
6. Murder of Buckingham.-Buckingham was to have
taken the command of this expedition. There was
scarcely an Englishman who did not hate him for
squandering the money and lives oi his countrymen on
foolish plans. John Felton, who had been wronged by
him, fancied that he would be doing God service by
murdering him. He bought a knife arid went to Ports-
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mouth, where Buckingham was. He waited outside the
room in which the chief officers of the expedition were
breakfasting, and as Buckingham stepped out struck him
in the breast with the knife, saying as he did it, ' God
have mercy on thy soul! ' Buckingham staggered and
fell dead. Felton slipped away, but his hat fell off his
head, and he was soon recognised. He was sentenced to
death and executed. So generally detested was Buckingham, that even good and honest ·men were pleased to
hear that he had been assassinated.
de-test'-ed: bated.
dis-solv'-ed: broke up.
for'-ti-fi-ed: shut in by strong
walls and forts.
le'-vy: to raise by authority either
taxes or men for an army.

re'-cog-nis-ed: known at sight.
Rochelle : a town in France on the
shores of the Bay of Biscay near
the I sland of Rhe.
squan'-der-ed : wasted ; thrown
away.

LESSON XXXII.

UNPARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT
1. Breach between Charles and Parliament.-When
Parliament met again after Buckingham's death it got
into new quarrels with the king, partly because it insisted that he should not raise duties upon imports and
exports without its consent, but still more because certain
ceremonies had been introduced into some of the churches
which the House of Commons did not like. After a
while the Commons wanted to punish the custom-house
officers who had taken duties by the king's orders.
Charles bade the House to suspend its sittings for a few
days. It was thought that he did not mean to let it
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meet again, and two young members stepped forward
and held the Spealrnr down in his chair to prevent his
breaking up the House. Then resolutions were passed
that those who pr ached doctrines which the Puritans
did not like or who paid or collected duties not voted by
Parliament were enemies of the country. Charles at
once di solved his third Parliament, and did not summon
another for elev n years.
2. Laud's Rule in the Church.-Church affairs were
now managed by William Laud, who after a while became Archbishop of Canterbury. He was determined
that all the clergy should read the whole of the services
as they were in the Prayer Book, instead of leaving out
what they pleased, and· that they should use all the ceremonies which had been ordered at the Reformation. He
gave great offence to the Puritans by ordering the removal of the communion-table to the east end of the
churches, instead of allowing them to stand in the middle
of the buildings, as in most chmches they had stood for
many years. People who did not like these things were
obliged to attend their parish churches, and no one but a
clergyman of the Church of England was allowed to hold
any services at all. It was supposed that Laud wanted
to bring England urider the Pope again, and though this
was not true, the belief that it was so made him very unpopular.
3. The Court of Star Chamber.--The Court of Star
Cliamber, which had been set up by Henry VIL to keep
the great lords in order, was -qsed by Charles I. to punish
those who found fault with his government. Some men
who had attacked him were condemned by it to stand in
H2
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the pillory- a piece of wood with a hole in it to fit the
neck~ and then had their ears cut off. Others were
im.pris6ned and fined. In the Court of Star Chamber
there was no jury. It was composed of two of the judges
and of the members of the king's council. As they had
all been appointed by Charles they always took his side,
and thereby became even more unpopular than himself.
4. Ship-Money.- Charles had made peace with France
and Spain, and with peace came an increase of trade.
When a war broke out between France and Spain,
Charles wanted a -fleet to protect English merchants.
He was, however, afraid of summoning Parliament to
ask for money, because the House of Commons was sure
to ask him to get rid of Archbishop Laud. One of his
lawyers told him that he had a right to make his people
pay money to keep a fleet to defend the country, and he
accordingly ordered his subjects to pay him 'ship-money,'
as it was called, for this purpose.
5. Hampden's Case.- John Hampden, a Buckinghamshire squire, refused to pay. A court, composed of the
twelve judges, was called on to say what the law was.
Seven out of the twelve declared that the king had a
right to levy ship-money if he thought that the country
was in danger. The king thought this settled all disputes, and continued to demand ship-money year after
, year. The people, however, thought that it was very
strange that Charles should think that the country was
so often in danger when nobody else could discover
any danger at all, and a great many refused to pay, so
that Charles had great difficulty in getting what he
wanted.
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outward forms,
religious or otherwise.
com-mu'-ni-on table : the table
upon which the vessels are
placed for the sacrament of the
Lord's Supper.
cus'-tom house: the department
of the country that collects duties
on goods going out of or coming
into the country.

ce'.re-mo-nies :
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du'-ties: taxes on goods entering

or leaving a country.
ex'-ports: goods carried out of a
country. {L, ex= out of; porto

= to carry.)

im'-ports: goods carried into a
country. (L. im = in, into; porto

= to carry.)
squire: a title given to a country

gentleman.

LESSON XXXIII.
THE SCOTTISH TROUBLES AND THE BEGINNING

OF THE LONG PARLIAMENT.
1. The Riot at Edinburgh.-Wbilst Englishmen were
growing discontented Charles bad been preparing a new
Prayer Book which was to be used in Scotland. It was
something lik the English Prayer Book ; but the Scots
w re used to prayers of a very different kind, and thought
that the new prayers w re like those of the Roman
Catholics. As soon ~s the clergyman began to read the
new service at the principal church in Edinburgh, there
began an uproar so loud as to drown his voice. One
woman threw a stool at his head, which luckily missed
him. The people of Edinburgh took up the cause of the
rioters, and the people of Scotland supported the people
of Edinburgh. They signed a national covenant, binding
themselves to stand up for their religion. They held a
General Assembly-a sort of Church Parliament-at
Glasgow, where they declared that they would have no
more bishops.
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2, Charles's March to the Borders.-Charles summoned

an English army to chastise the Scots ; but though he
marched with it to the Borders, he had not money enough
to pay it for more than a few weeks. He was therefore
obliged to make peace. He and the Scots, however,
interpreted the treaty of peace in different ways, and he
determined to make war again. He sent for Wentworth,
who had governed Ireland for some years, and created
him Earl of Strafford, hoping to have from him good
advice as to the best way to conquer the Scots. Strafford
advised him to summon an EngliRh Parliament.

A TWENTY-SHILLING PIECE OF CHARLBS I., STRUCK AT OXFORn, A.n. 1013.

3. The Short Parliament.-The new Parliament at
once asked Charles to promise never to levy ship-money
again. He was ready to agree to that, if only he could
have money to enable him to carry on the war. The
House of Commons, however, though it was quite ready
to give him money, wanted him to make peace with the
Scots, and he dissolved Parliament after a meeting so
brief that it has always been known as the Short Parliament.
4. The Scottish Invasion.-In spite of his want of
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money Charles r solved to go on with the war with Scotland. Strafford did everything in his power to help him
to money, a~d by his activity now gained the hatred of
Englishmen, specially as it was thought that he wanted
to bring over an Iri h army to make Englishmen
obedient, and Irishmen were in those days detested and
despised in England. When at last an army was got
together, the soldiers had no wish to fight the Scots, and
were badly drilled. Before th y could arrive at the
Borders the Scots crossed the Tweed and defeated part
of Charles's army at Newburn, near Newcastle. Charles
could no longer hope to beat the Scots, and was obliged
to promise to pay them money till peace was made. In
ord r to get this money he was obliged to call another
Parliament.
5. The First Months of the Long Parliament.-Wh en
th Long Parliament, as it is called, met, it began by
setting at liberty the men who had been imprisoned by
th tar Chamber. Then it sent Strafford and Laud to
the Tow r. Strafford was sentenced to death and beheaded. Many changes in the law followed. The Court
of Star Chamber and other tyrannical courts were
abolished, and the king was obliged to consent to a law
forbidding him to dissolve that Parliament without its
own consent.
6. The Grand Remonstrance.-Ahnost the whole of the
House of Commons had agreed so far ; but more than
half the number wanted to alter the Prayer Book, and
did not trust the king; whilst nearly half wanted not to
alter the Prayer Book and did trust the king. The
majority presented to Charles the Grand Remonstrance,
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asking him to appoint such Ministers as would be approved
of by Parliament, and to consent to the meeting of an
assembly of divines to remodel the Church.
7. The Attempts on the Five Members.- Charles refused to do as he was asked, and resolved to accuse :five
mern hers of the Commons and one of the Lords of treason.
As the Commons refused to deliver up their members,
Charles came himself to take them, followed by four or
:five hundred armed men. Leaving them at the door of
the House, he entered a.Ione, when he was surprised to

A COACH :

TIME 0:li' CHARLES I.

:find that the five were nowhere to be seen. He commanded the Speaker to tell him where they were. 'Sir,'
said the Speaker, 'I have neither eyes to see nor ears to
hear save as this House shall please to direct me.' The
king went away in displeasure. The five members took
refuge in the City, where the citizens refused to give them
up. A few days later the citizens in arms escorted the
members to Westminster, and Charles left London rather
than witness the triumph of his enemies.
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a-bol'-ish-ed: did away with.
ac-ti'-vi-ty: full of life and quick

es-co rt'-ed : went with to act as a

movement.
Bor'-ders: the country lying on
either side of the boundary line
which separates England from
Scotland.
chas-tise' : to punish.
cov'-en-ant: agreement; a contract
or bargain.
dis-con-tent'-ed: not satisfied; not
agreeing with.
di-vines' : clergymen.

in-ter'-pret-ed: put meanings upon

guard.
it.
ma-jor'-i-ty: the greater number

or the larger part.
re-mod'-el: to fashion or model

anew.
ty-ran'-ni-cal: overbearing; harsh;

acting like a tyrant,
West'-min-ster: the part of Lon-

don containing the Houses of
Parliament.

LESSON XXXIV.
THE CIVIL WAR.
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1. Beginning of the War.-There was no regular army
in England, and king and Parliament argued for some
tim as to which ought to command the militia-that
i to say, th farmers and shopkeepers who were called
out for a few days every year to be drilled, to make them
fit to defend the country in case of invasion. At last
Parliament formed an army, putting it under the command of the Earl of Essex, and . Charles set up bis standard at Nottingham, calling on all loyal subjects to come
to his defence. The king's supporters were ge.nerally
known as Cavaliers, meaning horsemen or gentlemen,
whilst those who took the side of Parliament were nicknamed Roundheads, because, being Puritans, they cut
their hair short. For some time the king prospered.
He fought a battle at Edgehill (1642) at which both sides
claimed the victory, but he pushed on towards London
and reached Brentford. If be had taken London the
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war would have been over, as the London merchants were
so rich that without them the Parliament could not have
paid its army. Though the king was not able to get to
London, yet on the whole he gained more than he lost,
and almost all the North and West of England took his
side. His followers gained victories, and Parliament was
BATTLE
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2. The Self-denying Ordinance and the New Model.After the Scots came things went better for the Parliament. Their army, together with that of the Scots,
gained a gr at victory at Marston Moor, in Yorkshire.
Essex, how v r, was unfortunate in Cornwall, and Parliament, wishing to get a better officer than Essex and
some of the other members of the Houses, bad passed
what is known as the Self-denying Ordinance, by which
the members of either House were required to leave
their posts in the army. A new, well-disciplined a~·my
was formed and put under the command of Sir Thomas
Fairfax, and by this the king was thoroughly beaten _at
r aseby, in orthamptonsbire. After a time his cause
was so hop less that he gave himself up to the Scots,
and the war came to an end.
3. Presbyterians and Independents.-In the new .army
there were large numbers of such Puritans as were now
styl d Independents, who thought that all Puritans
should be free to worship God as they thought right.
Their leader was Oliver Cromwell, who was second in
command under Fairfax. The Presbyterians did not
agree with him, and thought that all men ought to be
made to worship in the same way, and that no separate
congregations ought to be allowed to meet. The majority
in Parliament was Presbyterian. After the war was over
Parliament wanted to send the soldiers home without
paying them. The soldiers refused to be so treated, and
marched to London and turned the leading Presbyterians
out of Parliament. Th army was now master of England. It had already taken possession of the king, and
had lodged him at Hampton Court. Its officers offered
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to restore to him a great part of his authority, and even
to allow the restoration of the bishops, if he would agree
that no one should be compelled to attend their churches.
Charles would not hear of this, and made his escape to
the Isle of Wight.
I
4. The Second Civil War and the Execution of the
King.-Charles was placed in confinement in Carisbrooke
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Castle, and a fresh negotiation began between him and the
Parliament. Whilst he was arguing in a friendly way he
was inviting the Scots, who, as Presbyterians, hated the
Independents, to invade England. A Scottish army crossed
the borders, and was supported by a Royalist insurrection
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in England and Wales. Th Scots and the Royalists were
defeated by Fairfax and Cromwell, but the soldiers were
very angry with Charl s when they came back because
they thought that he had tricked them. They resolved that
he should be brought to trial. As neither the Lords nor
Commons would consent to this, they turned out about
nin ty of the Commons and all the House of Lords.
Those who were left in the Commons ordered a court to
be made to try the king. Charles refused to answer
. wh n he was brought into the court, because, as he said,
it had no right to try him. He was condemned to death
for all tha.t, and his head was cut off on a scaffold outside the windows of his own palace at Whitehall (1649).
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Brent'-ford: a small town on the

Thames a few miles above London.
con-gre-ga'-tion: a gathering of
people for public worship.
de-spond'-ent : dispirited ; disheartened ; in low spirits.
Edge'-hill: a range of low hills on
the north-west border of Oxfordshire.
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in-va'-sion: entering a country to

carry on war.
ne-go-ti-a'-tion: meeting together

to try and make peace.
regular army : an army kept by

the State in times of peace as
well as of war.
sca.f-fold: a wooden erection put up
for an execution.

LESSON XXXV.
THE COMMONWEALTH AND PROTECTORATE.
1. The Commonwealth.- The government of England
was now a Commonwealth-that is to say, a government
in which ther was no king ; but it was not one with
which th peopl had anything to do. About eighty
members of the old House of Commons were left after
the others had either gone away to fight for the king or
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had been turned out by the soldiers, and these now
governed England.
2. Cromwell in Ireland and Scotland.-Cromwell was
sent to subdue Ireland for the Commonwealth, and he
did it with pitiless severity. He was then sent to conquer Scotland, as the Scots had set up the late king's
son as Charles IL At Dunbar he lay with his army at
the bottom of a hill, at the top of which were the Scots.
He could not go up to :fight them, and he could not get
away, as the enemy had blocked up the road. One day
the Scots came down the hill. The next morning he fell
upon their army. ' Let God arise, let His enemies be
scattered,' he cried, as his troopers, never conquered yet,
plunged into the Scottish ranks. The Scots turned and
fled, and the victory was won (1650) . The next y~ar
another Scottish army marched into England with the
yqung king. Cromwell followed them and scattered them
to the winds at Worcester (1651) . 'The dimensions of
this mercy,' he wrote, 'are above my thoughts. It is, for
aught I know, a crowning mercy.' Cromwell was right.
The young king fled to the Continent, and as long as
Cromwell lived no enemy lifted up his ha_nd against
him in England.
3. Expulsion of the Long Parliament.- The eighty
members who called themselves a Parliament did not
govern England well. Cromwell grew tired of them, and
one day he called a number of his soldiers into the
House and turned the members out. Nobody in Engla,nd was sorry. 'We did not see a dog bark at their
going,' said Cromwell.
4. The Barebones Parliament. - Cromwell and the
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and thes

officers summoned a number of men to meet together to
consider what was to be done. This assembly is usually
known by the nickname of the Barebones Parliament,
after a certain Praise-Goel Barebones who was a member
of it. After acting for some months it gave up all its
power to Cromwell .
5. Cromwell's Parliaments.-Cromwell was now to be
called Lord Protector and to govern . England. He was
to have a single House of Parliament; but he could not
get on with it, and dissolved it, gathering taxes which
had not been granted by Parliament just as Charles I.
had done. He allowed all Puritans to worship as they
liked, but he would not allow the members of tho Church
of England to use in public the service in the Prayer
Book. Abroad he -joined France in a war against Spain.
His soldi rs helped the French to gain victories, and at
sea Blake, the great sailor, defeat d the Spanish fleet.
Yet the English people did not like Cromwell. He and
the Puritans wanted everybody to be like themselves,
and tried to stop many amusements which they thought
to be wicked. After a while Cromwell gathered a second
Parliament, and for a time he got on well enough with
it, because be began by turning out all the members
who were lik ly to disagree with him, but in the end be
quanelled with that Parliament too. Not long afterwards Cromwell died.
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6. Richard Cromwell and the Restored Parliament. -

Cromwell's eldest son Richard succeeded his father as
Protector; but he was a good-natured, lazy man, and
the soldiers turned him out · of office, setting up the
remains of the old Long Parliament again. These men
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soon quarrelled with the soldiers, and the soldiers turned
them out. Before long the soldiers changed their minds
and brought them back again.
7. The Restoration.-George Monk commanded the
English army in Scotland. He crossed the Tweed and
marched to London. As the soldiers in England were
quarrelling amongst themselves he could do as he pleased.
At last he decided that there should be a new Parliament.
The old Long Parliament voted its own dissolution, and
a new Parliament was chosen. As soon as it met it
asked the young king to come home and to reign as
Charles II (1660) .
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se-ver'-i-ty: harshness ; cruelty.
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quer.
suc-ceed·-ed: followed after.

3. John Bunyar

LESSON XXXVI.
THE RESTORATION.
1. Character of Charles !!.-Charles II. once said that

whatever happened, he was determined not to go on his
travels again. He was consequently ready to give way
in many things rather than that his people should drive
him out of the country. He loved pleasure, and his
pleasure was usually of a low and bad kind. His subjects
called him the 'Merry Monarch.' He had, indeed, no
idea of sacrificing his time and his .amusements in order
to do his duty. It was said of him that
He never said a foolish thing,
Nor ever did a wise one
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the soldiers turned
hanged their minds

Yet he was clever enough not to give offence, and though
he nev r did good, he managed to die in his bed in
England, instead of having his head cut off, like his
father, or being driven into exile, as his brother afterwards was.
2. Laws against the Puritans.-The Parliament and
people, after the Restoration, were very angry with the
Puritans who had ruled so long. The bishops were
restored, and laws were passed which were expected to
put an end to the Puritans. Their clergy were turned
out of the churches, and their religious meetings suppr ssed. They were now known as Dissenters, because
they gave up all thought of forcing the whole church
to accept their doctrines, and only asked permission
to have separate places of worship open to those who
dissented from the Church.
3. John Bunyan.- Amongst the Dissenters, one of
the most noteworthy was John Bunyan, who wrote the
' Pilgrim's Progress.' He was born in Bedfordshire of
very poor pa.rents. As a young man he was irreligious, but he afterwards changed his character entirely.
After the Restoration he was thrown into prison, and
kept there for twelve years because he preached to those
who were willing to listen to him.
4. John Milton.- John Milton, the Puritan poet, had
written beautiful poems when he was a young man, in
the reign of Charles I. When the Long Parliament met,
he thought it his duty to give up writing poems almost
entirely, and to write books about the condition of thr.
Church and of the State.
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Afterwards Milton became blind, and wrote 'Paradise
Lost,' which was published in the time of Charles IL
The Resto;:ation m9,de him very s.ad, and after 'Paradise
Lost' was :finished, he wrote a poem about Samson. His
own blindness led him to think about Samson's blindness
at the end of his life, and when he wrote about the
Pbilistin s who ill-treated Samson, he was really thinking
of the riotous courtiers of Charles II
5. Lord Chancellor Clarendon.- Charles's ch1ef minister,
at the beginning of the reign, was Lord Chancellor
Clarendon, who had once been the Edward Hyde who
had supported the king's cause in the Long Parliament.
He had b en very active in restoring the bishops, and
though he did not wish to have the old oppressive government of Charles I. restored, he thought it was very wicked
for anybody to resist the king.
The Parliament agreed with Clarendon, because it
was compose1 of men who hated the Dissenters, as the
Puritans were now called, and its members could not
imagine that any one who was not a Dissenter could ever
wish to resi t the king.
6. The Dutch War and the Plague.-In 1664 there
was a war with the Dutch, and in 1665 a terrible sickness, called the plague, broke out in London, and spread
to many parts of the country. The streets were narro'1
and dirty, and the upper stories of the houses. were made
larger than the lower, so that they nearly met those on
the opposite side of the street, and left little room for
fresh air to circulate. Want of fresh air and impure
water are the chief causes of illness.
1

2
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So bad was the plague that the doctors did not know
what to do. A red cross was painted on the door of
every house in which any one was sick of the plague,
above which were written the words, ' The Lord have
mercy upon us.'
The dread of catching the plague spread far and wide.
'How fearful people were,' wrote one who lived at the
time, 'thirty or forty, if not a hundred miles from
London, of anything that they bought from any mercer's
or draper's shop; or of any goods that were brought to
them, or of any persons that came to their houses!
How they would shut their doors against their friends;
and if a ma11 passed over the fields, how one would avoid
another!'
So many died that it was impossible to bury the
dead in the usual way. Carts went about the streets at
night collecting the corpses. The bodies were then
thrown into a large pit, as there was no time to make
coffins for them.
7. The Fire of London.-The year after the plague
had died away, a great fire broke out in London and
burnt for three days. All the City, from the Tower
to the Temple and from the Thames to Smithfield, was
consumed. The old St. Paul's, the largest cathedral in
England, perished in the flames.
Great as the suffering caused by the fire was, it did
good in the end, for it destroyed the old houses which
kept the air out of the streets, so that the plague never
came to London again.
8. End of the Dutch War.-Soon after the fire of
London, the Dutch sailed up the Thames, and burnt or
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cir'-cu-late; move about freely.
dra -per: one who deals in drapery
or cloth.
e:r.'-ile ~ banishment; being sent
away from one's native land.
ir-re-li'-gi-ous: not religious.
mer'-cer: a merchant who deals

in silks ard woollen cloths.
op-press'-ive: bearing hardly upon;

harsh.
ri' -ot-ous : wild ; uproarious.
sac'-ri-fic-ing: giving up for the

sake of others.
sup-press'-ed: put down.

LESSON XXXVII.
CHARLES II. AND LOUIS XIV.
1. The Cabal Ministry. -A few weeks after peace was
made with the Dutch Clar ndon was succeeded by five
other Ministers, Clifford, Arlington, Buckingham, Ashley,
an l Lauderdale. These men are known a:s th Cabal,
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because the initials of their names spelled that word,
which at that time signified any body of men specially
consulted on public business. Clarendon had wanted
to prevent the Dissenters from wor·shipping in their
own way, whilst the Cabal and the king himself were
ready to allow them to do so. The House of Commons
thought as Clarendon had done on this subject, and
was hostile to the Cabal, especially as its members
wished that the Catholics as well as the Dissenters
should be allowed to meet for worship.
2. Louis XIV.- The Catholics were the more feared
because they had a powerful friend in Louis XIV., the
King of France, who had a very large army and navy,
and Englishmen were afraid lest he should send soldiers
over to help the Catholics and to injure the Protestants.
Louis wanted England to be friendly to France, and
offered to give Chades money when his Parliament
would not give it to him, and this money Charles was not
at all ashamed to take.
3. The Declaration of Indulgence and the Test Act.In agreement with Louis Charles declared war against
the Dutch, who were at that time attacked by France,
and also issued a Declaration of Indulgence, giving permission to Catholics and Dissenters to worship freely.
Parliament was very angry, as this was against the law,
and it not only forced Charles to recall the Declaration,
but passed a Test Act excluding from office every one who
would not declare his detestation of one of the principal Catholic doctrines, and who refused to receive the
Communion in the Church of England. Amongst the
Catholics who were turned out of office because they
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would not take this test was James, Duke of York, the
king's brother, and heir to the throne, who had become a
Catholic .
4. Danby's Ministry.- In various ways the members
of the Cabal Ministry lost then; offices, and Charles now
accepted as his chief adviser the Earl of Danby. Danby's·
opi!1ions were the same as those of the House of Commons.
He disliked both the Catholics and the Dissenters, and
ho was hostile to the King of France, whose power he
feared. Before long he made peace with the Dutch, who
were th enemies of Louis, and he even brought about a
marriage between Mary, the eldest daughter of the Duke
of York, who was, next to her father, the heiress of the
throne, and William Prince of Orange, who was the chief
magistrate of the Dutch Republic. He was also the
leader of the kings and princes of Europe in their struggle
to free th mselves from the ill-treatment which they were
constantly receiving from Louis XIV. By this marriage,
Danby provid~d that when Mary came to be queen she
should have a husband who was not only a Protestant,
but who was certain not to be on friendly terms with the
King of France.
5. The Popish Plot.-Whilst Danby was in power an
extraordinary story was told by one Titus Oates. He
said that some Catholics had formed a plot for murdering
the king. Finding that this lie was believed he told
more lies, and said that the Catholics had formed a plot
for ' rooting out and destroying the Protestant religion,'
and of massacring thousands of innocent people. All
this was believed. Men went about armed to protect
themselves against an imaginary army. Oates, who was
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a horrible liar, swore to the truth of all sorts of ·accusations against innocent Catholics. A la1·ge number of
these poor people were condemned to death and executed.
So popular was Oates that his friends kept him in luxury
,whilst he was swearing away the lives of men who had
done no harm to any one. The mass of his supporter
were merely credulous, but some unprincipled politicians,
who really knew better, helped Oates because they thought
to get an advantage from this excitement in their struggle
against Danby and the king. The Earl of Shaftesbury,
as the Ashley of the Cabal Ministry was now called, did
everything in his power to encourage a belief in the
reality of the so~called Popish Plot.
ac-cu-sa'-tion: a charge brought
against any one.
cred'-u-lous: easy of belief; apt
to believe without very good
reason.
de-clar-a'-tion: the act of stating
or declaring.
ex-clud -ing : shutting out.
heir'-ess: a woman who inherits
property or rights of any kind ;
f em. of heir.
host'-ile: belonging to an enemy;
warlike; adverse.
im-ag'-in-a-ry: not real; impossible.
in-it -i-als: the first letters of a
person's name.
I

:I.

in-dulg'-ence: permission to do as
one pleases.
ma'-gis-trate: a person holding
office in the State.
ma.s'-sac-ring: murdering in cold
blood.
pol-i-tic'-ian: one devoted to politics.
Re-pub'-lic : a government which
depends either upon the whole
people or upon a part of them,
and which has no hereditary
chief.
sig'-ni-fi-ed: stood for; stood in
the place of.
un-prin'-cip-led: acting without
regard to justice and right.

LESSON XXXVIII.
THE LAST YEARS OF CHARLES II.
1. The Exclusion Bill.-At last Danby's Ministry
came to an end. In the three years 'which followed
there were three short Parliaments, in each of which
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ShafLesbury's friends had a large majority. They resolved to prevent the Duke of York from coming to the
throne because he was a Catholic, and they therefore
brought in an Exclusion Bill to exclude all Catholics
from the succession. Charles, howev r, would not give
his consent to this bill, and dissolved each one of the
short Parliam@ts. When the last of them met Shaftesbury's friends came with arms in their h~nds to defend
themselves. This frightened a great many quiet people,
who did not like having a Catholic king, but who liked
still less to have a civil war again. The consequence was
that Shaftesbury became as unpopular as he had been
popular before. His followers were now known by the
nickname of Whigs, and the supporters of the Duke of
York by the nickname of Tories.
2. The Rye House Plot.- The Tories now had it all
th ir own way.· The Whigs who had lately persecuted
the Catholics and hail applauded all Oates's lies were
now persecuted in turn. Unluckily for them, there
were some who could not wait patiently for better days.
A few of them formed a plot to murder the king and his
brother at the Rye House on their return from Newmarket. The plot was discovered, and the plotters who
did not save themselves by flight were arrested and
executed.
3. The Execution of Lord Russell.-The leaders of the
Whigs had taken no part in this conspiracy, but they had
talked of petitioning the king to summon Parliament
again, and some of them had advised that, if the demand
was refused, force should be employed to compel the king
to grant it. The Whigs were brought to trial on the
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charge of intending to use force against the king> and it
was said that they had even taken part in the Rye House
Plot. Amongst them was Lord Russell. He was an upright and conscientious man, who firmly believed that if
a Catholic were to succeed to the throne English liberty
would no longer be secure. In those days an innocent
prisoner had little chance of escape, as he .was not
allowed to have a lawyer to argue for him. Shortly
before his trial Russell received a letter from his wife.
'Your friends,' she wrote, 'believing I can do you some
service at your trial, I am extremely willing to try. My
resolution will hold . out; pray let yours.' When the
court was opened this true-hearted wife sat by his side
taking notes of all that was said, and helping her
husband when his memory failed him. It was all in
vain. Russell was condemned to· die. On the scaffold he
boasted of his past conduct. ' As for the share I had in
the prosecution of the Popish Plot,' he said, ' I take God
to witness that I proceeded in it in the sincerity of my
heart, being then really convinced, as I am still, that
there was a conspiracy against the king, the nation, and
the Protestant religion.' It is the worst consequence of
a lie when an honest man is induced to believe it.
4. The Death of Charles IL- Before another Parliament was summoned Charles was taken ill. Bancroft, the
Archbishop of Canterbury, saw that he was dying. 'It
is time,' he said, 'to speak out, for, sir, you are about to
appear before a Judge who is no respecter of persons.'
Charles took no notice. After a time the Duke of York
came to his bedside, and, after speaking to him, ordered
all persons to leave the room. A Catholic priest was
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fetched, and the dying king, who had cared nothing for
religion in his lifetime, acknowledged on his deathbed the
authority of the Church of Rome. He lingei'ed a little
longer, and begged pardon of his courtiers who had been
readmitted to his chambe1·. He had been, he said, an
unconscionable time in dying, but he hoped they would
excuse it.
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ap-plaud'-ed: praised loudly.
ar-rest'-ed: took prisoner.
con-sci-en'-tious: doing only what

in-duc'-ed: led to.
per'-se-cu-ted: injured; annoyed;

conscience says is right.
con-spi'-ra-cy: a banding together
for an evil purpose.
ex-elude': to shut out; (L. ex =out;
claudo = to shut.)

pe-ti'-tion-ing: the act of present-

punished.
ing a petition ; praying ; beseeching.
pro-se-cu·-tion: a pursuit by law.
un-con'-acion-able: unreasonable.

LESSON XXXIX.
THE REIGN OF JAMES II.
1. Monmouth's Rebellion.- The Catholic Duke of York
was now King James IL He put down a rebellion in the
W st headed by his half-brother, the Duke of Monmouth,
defeating him at Sedgmoor in Somerset. He afterwards
treated the defeated rebels with merciless severity. He
sent Jeffreys, a cruel judge, to hold what will always
be known as the Bloody Assizes. An old lady, Alice
Lisle, who had been guilty of no more than of hiding
in h r house two poor men who were flying from Sedgmoor, was put to death at Winchester. At Dorchester
74 persons w re hanged. At Somerset no less than 233
were put to death. One of them pleaded that he was a
good Protestant. 'Protestant! ' roared Jeffreys, 'you
mean Presbyterian, I'll hold you a wager of it. I can
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smell a Presbyterian forty miles.' Some one urged that
one of the prisoners was wretched enough _a lready. ' My
lord,' he said, 'this poor creature is on the parish.' 'Do
not trouble yourselves,' was the only answer given; 'I
will ease the parish of the burden,' and ordered the man
to be hanged at once.
2. The Declaration of Indulgence. - James began to
think he could do as he liked. He appointed Catholic
officers in the army who would not take the test, and he
issued a Declaration of Indulgence, allowing Catholics
and Dissenters to meet for worship and to hold offices in
spite of the law. The mass of his subjects were frightened,
and even most of the Dissenters thought that it was dangerous for them to accept favours from one who broke
the law to help them. Besides this they were afraid that
in the end power would go to the Catholics, and they did
not expect much favour from them. On the other hand
the leaders of the Church of England promised to give
toleration to the Dissenters if they would join them in
resisting the king.
3. The Trial of the Seven Bishops.- After a while James
ordered that his Declaration should be read in all the
churches. Seven of the bishops signed a petition to tho
king, asking him not to force clergymen who conscientiously objected to it to read it. The king was very angry
with them, and ordered them to be tried for having published a seditious libel- that is to say, a paper in which
falsehood is told in order to bring about resistance to the
Government. The trial lasted a whole day. At first,
when the jury left the court to determine on their verdict,
nine jurymen were for the bishops and three for the king.
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Two of the latter gave way, and one Arnold, the king's
brewer, alone persisted in wishing to give a verdict for
the king./ 'Whatever I do,' he had said before the trial
began, 'I am sure to be half ruined. If I say Not Guilty
I shall brew no more for the king ; and if I say Guilty I
shall brew no more for anybody else.' In those days a
jury was k pt locked up without food till it could agree;
and one of the jmymen, not wishing to be starved, propos cl to argue with Arnold. Arnold said he had made
up his mind and did not wish to argue. 'If you
come to that,' answ red another, 'look at me. I am the
largest and the strongest of the twelve, and before I find
such a p tition as this a libel, here I will stay till I
am no bigger than a tobacco-pipe.' Before this threat
Arnold gave way, and when the court met in the morning the verdict of Not Guilty was given in.
4. The Invitation to the Prince of 0range.-On the
day of the acquittal of the bishops, seven lords and
gentlemen sent a m ssage to the king'.s son-in-law,
William of Orange, to come ov ,r to save the laws and
liberti s of England. William brought a small army
and landed in Torbay. James's own officers deserted
him, and there were insurrections in many parts of
England. James might have remained king if he had
consented to change his ways ; but this he would not
do. He tried to fly to France, but was brought back.
William had nothing to do with bringing him back. He
did not want to keep him aR an interesting person, like
Mary Queen of Scots, or to cut off his head that he
might be called a royal martyr, like his father Charles I.
William was, therefore, well pleased when James sue-
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T E.

ceeded at last in escaping to France. He was kindly
received by Louis XIV., and he never set foot in England again (1688).
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ac-quit'-ta.l: setting free: a declaration of innocence in a court
of law.
de-sert'-ed : left; ran away.
Dor'-ches-ter: the county town of
Dorsetshire.
mer'-ci-less: cruel; without mercy.
per-sist'-ed: kept on in spite of all
opposition.
re-sist'-ance: the act of resisting
or opposing.
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se-ver'-i-ty: harshness ; cruelty.
tol-er-a'-tion: allowing what is not
approved of.
Tor-bay': a bay in Devonshire.
venge' -ance : hatred ; revenge.
ver'-dict: literally a true saying;
the decision which a jury anives
at in a court of law.
Win'-ches-ter: the county town
of Hampshire.

LESSON XL.
THE ENGLAND OF THE REVOLUTION.
1. State of the Country.- When James II. was expelled, there was still almost as much uncultivated land in
England as there had been some centuries before. In the
open country the red deer wandered as they do now in
the Scottish Highlands. Foxes were so plentiful as to b_e
regarded as a nuisance. Rye and barley was still the
food of the greater mass of the people, though their beer
had been improved by the introduction of hops in the
time of Henry VIII. Sheep and oxen were much smaller
than those which are now reared, and in those days the
roast beef of Old England, of which we hear so much,
was not nearly so good as tliat which can now be procured a-t any butcher's shop. Coals were burnt in
London and in the towns near the sea in greater quantities than in Elizabeth's reign, but they were not much
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was kindly
)ot in Eng-

employed in manufactures, a.s the expense of carriage
was too gr at.
2. London.- Of all th towns and cities in England
London was the largest beyond all comparison. Yet it
was far smaller than it is at present. Only one bridge,
London Bridcre, as it was called, crossed the river. This
bridge was covered with houses, through the lower stories
of which was an archway under which the passenger
made bis way. The buildings in the city had been
wonderfully improved since th Great Fire, as wherever
the fire had passed houses of brick had replaced those
of wood and plaster with their protruding st01·ies, which
had made London unhealthy. The merchants and the
shopkeepers lived in the city, and did not come in to
busin ss in th morning as their habit now is. Every
shop had a painted sign swinging over it, as signs now
swing ov r· inns in the country. There were no watchful policemen to keep order. There were indeed a few
watchmen appointed, but they seldom troubled themselves with the difficult task of arresting a disturber of.
the p ace, and knaves and ruffians quarrelled and fought
with impunity. Even young gentlemen amused themselve by forming themselves into gangs and rushing
throuah the str ts to attack resp ctable citizens, and
they thought it great fun to knock down or to beat any
old gentlemen whom they found abroad at night. The
dang r was the greater because London, till the end of
the reign of Charles IL, was not lighted at night at all,
and after that time it was only lighted by having a single
dim lantern hung up in front of every tenth house whenever the moon did not shine.
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3. Coffee and Tea.- Few changes have more benefited
mankind in their every-day life than the introduction of
coffee and tea. Coffee was first brought in from Turkey
in the time of the Commonwealth. In the reign of
Charles II. coffee-houses were opened in several parts of
London, and were much frequented by men of all descriptions, who came not merely to drink coffee, but to
exchange news, to talk politics, or to discuss the merits
of the last new pamphlet or poem. As coffP-e was the
drink of the men, tea, which was adopted later into use,
was especially the drink of the ladies. It was at first
pronounced 'tay,' and a poet some time after the time of
the Revolution, in the days of Queen Anne, spoke oddly
of a certain palace as a place
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Dost sometimes counsel take and sometimes tea.
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The use of tea spread slowly, and a story is told of a
lady in the north of Scotland who sent half a pound of
tea as a present to a poor neighbour. When she called
to enquiTe how the good woman had liked the tea she did
not find her at all pleased. The woman explained that
she had boiled the dry leaves, thinking that they were
vegetables of some kind, but that she had not found them
good to eat.
4. Travelling.- Travelling from town to town was
not at all easy. The roads were often mere tracks, good
enough when everybody rode on horseback, but quite
unfit for the purpose now that coaches were used. · The
wheels would often sink in the deep mud, and the traveller
would be kept waiting till the plough-horses of the neigh-
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bourhood had been collected to pull him out. Those
who could not afford to travel in their own coaches went
slowly enough in the h~avy waggons by which goods
were carried. Lately a few public catriages, known as
flying coaches, had been established to carry passengers ·
between some of the -great towns; but so bad were th~
roads that they were thought to go at an extraordinary
speed if they travelled at a little more than four miles an
hour and got over fifty miles in a day in summer when
the weather was fine.
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ar-rest'-ing: taking prisoner.
dis-cuss' : to talk over.
im-pu'-ni-ty : without meeting
with punishment; without being
stopped.
nui'-sa.nce: something which is
very much disliked.
pam'-phlet: a small book consisting of a few leaves stitched
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together.
pro-trud -ing: standing out ; stick•
ing out.
ruf'-fi-an : a brutal, dangerous
fellow.
stor'-ies: the different floors of a
house or building.
un-cul'-tiv-at-ed: not tilled; not
broken up.

XLI.

WILLIAM AND MARY.
1. The Revolution and the Toleration Act.- -Parliament

declared that James had given up the crown, because
he had governed badly and had fled from the country ;
and it therefore invited William and Mary to be joint
sovereigns, though William was actually to govern as
long as he lived. A Toleration Act was then passed.
Dissenters were to be allowed to worship in their own
chapels. The Catholics were not to be permitted to
do so, though after a while people found out that
they had no m~re reason to be frightened at the
Y.

K
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Catholics than at the Dissenters, and then the permission was given.
2. Wars in Scotland and lreland.- William had to
fight for his new crown in Scotland and . Ireland. In
Scotland
Viscount
Dundee, at the head
of the Highlanders,
defeated
William's
general at Killiecrankie, but he was •
himself killed in the
battle and the Highlanders soon submitted. In Ireland
there was a more severe struggle. James
himself came to Ireland, and nearly all
Irishmen joined him
WILLIAl\l III,
in a struggle for their
independence. 'William, however, defeated James at
the battle of the Boyne, and Ir:eland was after a while
reduced to submission. For many years the Protestants,
who were almost all of English birth, ruled Ireland, and
made hard laws for the native Catholics.
3. The Battle of Beachy Head.- By this time William
~ad lost much of his popularity in England, good as his
government was. He was not only a foreigner, but he
was silent and reserved, and had not the ready ,wit and
kin~ly snµle with which every one had been greeted by
Charles IL Yet, though the English did not like Dutch-
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men, th y liked Frenchmen less, and James IL was even
mor unpopular than William, because he was always
trying to come back with the aid of the soldiers and
sailors of the King of France. Early in the reign there
was a battle near Beachy Head, which was won by the
French, because the English admiral, Lord Torrington,
was in a bad temper and would not fight. Then the
French admiral sailed down the Channel, landed . at

BATTLE OF BEACHY HEAD.

Teignmouth, and burnt down the few cottages of which
the place was then composed.
4. The Battle of La Hogue.-Two years later a great
fleet and army were prepared by the French to invade
England, and to bring back James II. Admiral Russell,
who was appointed to command the English fleet, had
once told one of James's agents that he was still faithful
to his old mast r. The agent now asked him to remember
what he had said, and to use the fleet for ~ ames. 'Do
K

2
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not think,' answered Russell, ' that I will let the French
triumph over us in our own sea. Understand this, that
if I meet them I fight them- ay, though His Majesty
himself should be on board.' Russell kept his word, and
destroyed the French fleet at the battle of La Hogue.
5. The Liberty of the Press.-Not long after this battle
an important change was made. No one had been
allowed to publish a book unless .he received the per•
mission of an officer called a licenser, so that those who
thought that the Government was doing wrong were pre•
vented from prin~ing books which said so. · Writers were
now allowed to print what they liked without the leave
of a licenser, and the consequence wa8 that men became
more peaceable than before, because when they disliked
the Government they could write books to persuade
others to join in setting things straight in a quiet way,
instead of forming plots to change the Government by
force.
6. Death of Mary.-About the time when this change
was made Queen Mary was taken ill of the small• pox.
In those days vaccination had not been discovered, and
large numbers died every year of that terrible disease.
When the physicians told William that his wife was dying
his grief was heartrending. 'There is no hope,' he said
to one of the bishops. 'I was the happiest man on earth,
and I am the most miserable. She had no fault, none;
,you knew her well, but you could not know-nobody but
myself could know-her goodness.' The queen died, but
she left her memorial behind her. Charles II. had begun
to build a magnificent palace at Greenwich. When the
battle of La Hogue was fought and hundreds of sailors
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; the French
came home invalided, Mary announced her intention of :
d this, that
completing the palace, not as a residence for herself
His Majesty
or her husband, but as a place of refuge for the sailors
is word, and -1! who bad been disabled in the service of their country. ·
1 Hogue.
Greenwich Hospital is the lasting monument of the gentle
,r this battle
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Battle of the Boyne : fought near
lands of Scotland.
ved the perthe Boyne, a river in Ireland, La Hogue : a cape in the north of
France.
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WILLIAM III.
1. The War on the Continent.-All this time wal' had
been going on with France on . the Continent. The
French army was so good that William bad never sue- ·
ceeded in beating it in the open field, but at last he took :
Namur. It was like the turn of the tide, as it was the
first time in his life that Louis had ever lost a town.
2. The Assassination Plot.-There were still many
supporters of James in England, called J acobites, because ·
Jacobus is th Latin for James. Forty of these Jacobites ·
resolved to murder William. They knew that when he
came back from hunting he must pass through a narrow
lane, and they determined to spring out from behind the
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Wren q
hedges and to murder him. The plot was, however, disburnt d
covered, the -plotters were arrested, and some of them
before.
executed. The knowledge that the J acobites wanted to
5. T
murder William made William very popular for a time,
peacew,
as the English people did not like murderers.
not las1
3. The Restoration of the Currency.-A great part of
invalid
the silver money in use was mitde with smooth edges.
Louis ]
The consequence was that rogues used to clip the money
dants OJ
-that is to say, shave off small strips of silver from the
sister.
.edges of the coins, and then pass them on a little smaller
did not
than they had been before. If this trick were attempted
he did
· now it would be found out at once, because the person to
of Fra1
whom the money was offered would see that the milled
minion
edge was gone. It was not easily found out then, and a
the Ne
man to whom a shilling was offered might be pretty sure
Americ
that it was not worth more than ninepence, and it would
but wh
be very likely that it was not worth more than sixpence.
grands,
The result was that scarcely any one paid or received
6.:
money without a quarrel. Those who had to pay a
lish
reJ
shilling wanted to give a coin called a shilling. Those
it
was
who had to receive a shilling wanted as much value as
James
would really be worth a shilling. At last the Governson as
ment interfered, and had new milled money coined which
ParliaJ
could not be passed if it was clipped, and this money was ..,
never
given _in exchange for the old coins.
men v;
4. The Peace of Ryswick.-At last peace was made!
select
with France, called the Peace of Ryswick. When William' ·
fore v<
returned thanks for the blessing of peace he went to the
thew~
new St. Paul's, which still lifts its lofty dome over the
in the
City of London, and which was then used for the :first
collartime for public worship. It was built by Sir Christopher
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Wren on the site of the old cathedral which had been
burnt down in the Fire of London thirty-one years
before.
5. The Spanish Succession.-People hoped that the
peace would last for ever. William thought that it would
not last long. The King of Spain, Charles IL, was an
invalid and almost an idiot ; he had no children, and
Louis XIV. claimed the crown of Spain for his descendants on the ground that he had married Charles's eldest
sister. Other princes had claims in other ways. William
did not care whether those claims were good 9r not, but
he did not wish that a son or grandson of the King
of France should rule over the whole of the Spanish dominions, which spread over a great part of Italy and of
the Netherlands as well as over enormous countries in
America. Louis promised he would be content with part,
but when the poor King of Spain died he took all for his
grandson, who then called himself Philip V. of Spain.
6. Rise of a War Feeling in England.-At first the English refused to go to war with Louis on this ground; but
it was not long before he gave great offence in England.
James IL died, and Louis at once acknowledged his young
son as James III. of England. Before this the English
Parliament had declared that the crown of England should
never be worn by any one but a Protestant, and Englishmen were very aJ1gry with Louis for thinking he could
select a king for them against their wishes. They therefore voted money to William to prepare for war. Before
the war began William's horse stumbled over a mole-hill
in the park of Hampton Court. He f II and broke his
collar-bone, and after ling ring a f w days he died.
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id'-i-ot : one who has not all his
senses.
in-ter-fer'-ed: meddled with.
in'-val-id: one who is constantly
in ill-health.
milled edge : stamped a.11 round

the edge so that the coin is
rough to the touch.
mole-hill : a mound of earth,
hollow inside, thrown up by a
small animal, the mole.
Nam'-ur : a town in Belgium.
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LESSON XLIII.
THE REIGN OF QUEEN ANNE. ·
1. Queen Anne.-Anne was much more popular in
England than Wil~iam had been. She was dull and
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uninteresting ; but the mass of the people, who scarcely
ever saw her, were satisfied with her because she was an
~nglishwoman ~nd p.ot ~ forei~ner lik~ Willi~Il'.}.,
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2. Marlborough's Battles.--The chief command of the
army on the Continent was given to the Duke of Marl1000
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borough, who was the greatest general born in England
before the Duke of Wellington. H e ha,d to command
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Dutch and German soldiers besides his own English
troops, and the kings and princes who sent these soldiers
were seldom ready to do what Marlborough wished, and
he had to he very civil to them to get his way. Once he
pleased the King of Prussia, who had only just been
made a king, and who therefore thought much more of
his dignity than those whose ancestors had been kings
for long, by standing behind his chair and waiting on
him at dinner. At another time he pleased the King of
Sweden, who thought himself a great general, by discussing military matters with him and always giving way to
his opinion. He won four great battles-the battle of
Blenheim, by which he turned the French out of Germany, and the battles of Ramillies, Oudenarde, and
Malplaquet, by which he turned the French out of the
Netherlands.
3. The War in Spain.-There was also :fighting in
Spain. In the year in which the battle of Blenheim was
fought Admiral Sir George Rooke found himself at
Gibraltar, with a large fleet and neal'ly 5,000 soldiers.
There were only about 150 Spaniards in the fortress,
and as it was a saint's day they had all gone to church.
Whilst they were at their prayers the English sailors
landed and took the place without difficulty (1704). It has
never been lost again, as the rock which rises above the
town has a cliff towards the land too steep to be climbed
by an enemy, and on the only occasion on which an
enemy has been strong enough to attack it from the sea,
the attempt was defeated. It was soon found impossible
to conquer Spain and to set up the Austrian Archduke
Charles, whom the English wanted to make king. The
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Spaniards clung to Philip V. as we had clung to William,
because they preferred a foreign king who trusted them to
one who tried to came in with the help of a foreign army.
4. The Union with Scotland.-Before the war was at an
end Scotland was thoroughly united to England by the
Act of Union. It was agreed that there should always be
the same king, and the two Parliaments were united in
one. Each kingdom was to keep its own Church and its
own laws.
5. The Peace of Utrecht.-The English people were at
last tired ·of the war. Louis XIV. had been beaten so
often that he was no longer dangerous, and the Treaty of
Utrecht, which put an end to the :fighting, took away
from Philip the Spanish possessions in Italy and the
Netherlands, but left him Spain and the Spanish lands
in America.
6, The Last Days of Queen Anne.-By law the heir to
the throne was George, Elector of Hanover, the greatgrandson of James I., because he was the nearest Protestant relation of Anne. Still, there were many persons
in England, and perhaps Anne herself, who would gladly
have seen the throne go to the Pretender, as the son of
James II. was called. Some of these tried to induce the
Pretender, who was a Catholic like his father, to change
his religion and become a Protestant. The young man
was not very wise, but he was too honest to do that, and
those who suppol'ted him in England knew that their
fellow-countrymen would not obey a king who was not a
Protestant. Whilst they were hesitating the queen died,
and the El ctor of Hanover was proclaimed king as
George I. without opposition.
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an'-cest-ors: forefathers.
dis-cuss'-ing: talking over.
Han'-ov-er: a state in the North
of Germany.
hes'-i-ta-ting; slow in deciding or
making up their minds.

mil'-it-a-ry mat'-ters : matters or
affairs relating to the army.
op-po-si'-tion: being opposed to or
against.
pro-claim'-ed: shouted forth; announced.

LESSON XLIV.
THE REIGN OF GEORGE I. AND THE BEGINNING OF
THE REIGN OF GEORGE II,
l. George I. and the South Sea Bubble.--George I.
could not talk English, and he did not care much how
England was governed, provided that he was allowed to
remain its king. The Pretender landed in Scotland,
but he was soon obliged to return to France. The English
people were content with their government because they
were let alone and were well off. In consequence of the
peace which followed the Treaty of Utrecht, there was
more trade than there had been before. Many persons
joined in companies to carry on trade, and some knavish
men tried to form companies which never could have
succeeded, only to get money for themselves from those
who were foolish enough to join them.
One of these companies was the South Sea Company,
which was intended to trade with South America. People
thought that this trade would bring them enormous riches,
and when they found that they had paid a great deal more
to belong to the Company than their share in its profits
was worth, they grew very angry and made a great outcry
~gainst the Mi~isters w4o p.aA p~ep. qrjb~d to support th~
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Company in Parliament. One of these Ministers was sent
to the Tower, and another poisoned himself.
2. Sir Robert Walpole.-After this ir Robert Walpole
became the chief man in the State, or Prime Minister,
as he was now called. He was a prudent statesman, but
he did not mind bribing members of Parliament to vote
as he wished them to do. He loved peace, but he loved
power as well, and after he had been in office many years
he made a war with Spain which he knew to be unjust.
One day a man named Jenkins appeared before the
House of Commons and produced out of a box one of his
ears, which he said had been cut off b_y the Spaniards in
the West Indi s. The story was not true, but all England beli ved it and shouted for war with Spain. Wh n
Walpole agreed to go to war the bells of the churches
rang for joy. 'They are ringing the bells now,' said the
Prime Minister; 'they will be wringing their hands soon.'
The war did not go on as well as the people thought it
ought, and they laid the blame on Walpole and turned
him out of office.
3. George II. and the Young Pretender.- Long before
this George I. had died, and had been succeeded by his
son, George II. In his reign Charles Edward, the Young
Pretender, who was the son of the Old Pretender, landed
in the Highlands. Many of the Highlanders joined him,
and he marched to Edinburgh and defeated an English
army at Prestonpans. As soon as the battle was over a
Highlander carried off a watch from the pocket of a dead
English officer. He was so ignorant that when he heard
it ticking he fancied it was alive. As he did not wind it
up it soon ceased to tick. He then sold it for a trifle, and
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thought that he had made a good bargain. 'I was glad,'
he said, 'to _be rid of the creature, for she lived no time
after I caught her.'
4. Defeat of the Young Pretender.-Charles Edward
marched with his Highlanders into England, but there
were not many of them, and scarcely any one would join
him. He reached Der by and. then turned back. He
defeated another English army at Falkirk, but was
thoroughly defeated at Culloden by the king's second son,
the Duke of Cumberland. Cumberland disgraced the
English name by his cruelty after bis victory. After the
battle his soldiers knocked the wounded on the head.
One party of them set fire to a cottage in which some
wounded Highlanders had t!}ken refuge, and burnt them
alive. Cumberland was always known after this as 'the
Butcher Cumberland.'
5. Escape of the Pretender.-The Pretender himself
escaped to France. No one in the Highlands would betray
him. In Scotland he has never been forgotten. To this
day songs are sung there in honour of 'Prince Charlie,'
which were composed by a lady many years later, but
which tell the thoughts which were once i:a many Scottish
hearts. Now that Scotchmen are all loyal to their queen
and country, they can still sing without giving offence to
any one, that
Charlie is my darling,
My darling, my darling;
Charlie is my darling,
The Young Chevalier.
Cul•lod' -en : a moor a few miles to

the east of Inverness.
Fal'-kirk: near the south-western

I

end of the Firth of Forth.
knav'-ish: roguish; cheating.
l'res'-ton-pans: on the Firth of
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Forth a few miles east of Edinburgh.
prof-its: gain resulting from trnding.
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pru'-dent: careful; not rash.
West Indies: a group of islands
in the Atlantic Ocean between
North and South America.

LESSON XLV.

THE LAST YEARS OF GEORGE II.
(1746-1760.)

1. The English and French in America.-The next war
that was fought was .a struggle for the possession of North
America. English settlers and their descendants dwelt
on the coast of the Atlantic, which is now the coast of
the United States. Lower Can~da had been settled by
Frenchmen.
Beyond the Alleghany Mountain~ was a wild region
where the Indians caught wild beasts and sold their furs
to the French. The English wanted to cross the mountains, to plant fields and to establish houses. There was
therefore soon a quarrel between them and the French.
2. William Pitt.-The English suffered some misfortunes at first. After a while William Pitt became chief
Minister in England. Now that a great war had to be
fought, the nation needed a, leader whom' it could trust,
as the Ministers who had governed before had been in
the habit of appointing men to command armies and to
govern colonies who were quite unfit for the work which
they undertook, merely because they were related to some
great and powerful nobleman.
. Pitt was resolved only to appoint men who deserved
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to be appointed, and he was sure that he would get good
work done by them. 'I know,' he once said, 'that I can
save this country, and that nobody else can do it.'
3. Wolfe's Expedition to Canada.- Amongst those
appointed by Pitt was young General Wolfe, who was
placed at the head of an army sent to conquer Canada,
which then belonged to the French, and the capital of
which is Quebec.
The town lies between two rivers, and a great part of
it is on a high ridge known as the 'Heights of Abraham,'
at the edges of which are steep cliffs rising from the
wa.ter's edge.
The French commander, Montcalm, was a skilful
general, and placed his men so that though Wolfe tried
to fight he was never able to reach them. At last Wolfe
placed bis men in boats, and with them :floated down the
river to the bottom of one of the cliffs.
As they went Wolfe repeated to his comrades some
beautiful lines which had been written by the poet Gray.
One of them wasThe paths of glory lead but to the graYe.

'Now, gentlemen,' he said,' I would rather be the author
of that poem than take Quebec.'
4. The Capture of Quebec.- At last the landing-place
was reached. The soldiers clambered up a zigzag path,
so narrow that in some places two men could not stand
abreast. When they reached the top the French sentries
ran away.
A battle was fought, and both Wolfe and Montcalm
were killed. As Wolfe lay dying he heard some one say,
L
v.
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' See how they run ! ' He roused himself enough to ask,
' Who run ? ' When he heard it was the enemy he was
satisfied. ' God be praised! ' he said ; 'I shall die happy.'
(.)
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Quebec gave itself up, and soon afterwards all Canada
submitted (1759). French and English are. happily good
friends now; and a monument has been erected on the
Heights of Abraham which bears the names of both the
commanders who died there, each fighting for his own
country.
5. Victory at Quiberon. Bay.-In Pitt's days Englishmen fought as well by sea as by land. Admiral Hawke
sailed to attack a French fleet near Quiberon. The
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French ships were protected by rocks and shoals at the
mouth of the river Vilaine. The wind was blowing hard,
and Hawke's pilot told him that it was not safe to venture
into such a dangerous place.
' Lay me alongside of the French admfral,' answered
Hawke. 'You have done your duty, but now obey my
orders.' Hawke dashed in amongst the rocks. Four of
the French fleet were sunk, two surrendered, and the
rest fled up the river.
L

2
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Al'-le-gha-ny Mount'-ains: a range

in the United States running
nearly parallel to the Eastern
coast.
com'-rades: companions.
Gray : a poet ; chief poem ' Elegy
written in a Country Churchyard.'
Lower Can'-a-da: that part which
lies near the mouth of the river
St. Lawrence.
pi'-lot: one who takes charge of a

ship when entering or leaving
port.
Qui-ber-on': in the northern shores
of the Bay of Biscay.
sen'-tries : soldiers who are posted
on guard.
shoals : shallow places.
sur-ren' -der-ed: gave up ; submitted.
zig'-zag:
turning with sharp
angles.

LESSON XLVI.
THE ENGLISH IN INDIA.
(1600- 1757.)

1. East India Company.-At the end of the reign of
Elizabeth the East India Company was formed to trade
with India. In the reign of Charles I. the Company
bought some land at Madras and built a fort on it. In
the reign of Charles IL it obtained Bombay from the
king, and in the reign of William III. an English fort
was built on the Hooghly, round which sprang up the
town of Calcutta. The rest of India was governed by
native princes.
, · About the time when the Young Pretender was fighting in Scotland there began a contest between the
English and French in the part of India near Madras.
!J1he French were the first to drill native soldiers, or
Sepoys as they.were called, in the European fashion, and
the English soon followed their example.
2. Clive at Arcot.-In Madras there was a young
English clerk named Robert Clive, who offered to serve
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as a soldier against the French. He was sent to seize
Arcot, which b longed to a nativ prince who was fri ndly
to the :Fr nch.
When Clive approached Arcot a thunderstorm came
on, and the natives in the town expected Clive to stop to
take shelter. When they saw him pushing on they were
so astonished that they ran away, and Olive made himself master of the plac .
Before long a great army was sent to besiege him.
He hacl a few English soldiers with him, but most of his
men were Sepoys. After a while nearly all the food in
Arcot ha,d been aten up. Nothing but rj~e remained,
and very little of that. The Sepoys begged him to take
all the rice for the Englishmen. The natives, they said,
did not need so much nourishment as Europeans did,
and the water in which the rice had been boiled would
be enough for them. In this way Olive was able to hold
out longer than he expected. A native chief who had
promised to help him, but who had delayed his coming,
now marched towards Arcot. 'I never thought till !).Ow,'
he said, 'that the English could fight, but since they can
I will help them.' The besiegers gave up their attempt
on Arcot, and the English troops got the better of the
French. After a while peace was made, and Clive returned to England.
3. The Black Hole of Calcutta.-Some years later
Clive was sent out to India again. A native prince
named Surajah Dowlah ruled in Bengal. He knew. that
the English merchants in Calcutta were ricli, and he
made prisoners of them, hoping to get possession of their
wealth. He ordered that all of the one hundred and
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forty-five Englishmen and one Englishwoman should he
thrust into a small room measuring only eighteeu feet
one way and :fifteen the other.
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This room w.as afterwards called ' The Black Hole of
Calcutta.' The day was hot, and in India the day is far
hotter than it ever is in England, even in the hottest
summer. The unfortunate prisoners called for water,
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but though some was brought in skins, the skins \~ere
too large to be thrust betwe n the bars of the window.
The prisoners struggled madly for the smallest drop,
trampling one another down to reach it.
The guards outside laughed, though all through the
day and through the night which followed men were dying
inside in agony. When the morning came, out of the
hundred and forty-six only twenty-three, almost as pale
as corpses, staggered out alive.
4. The Battle of Plassy.-Clive soon arrived to avenge
his countrymen. With three thousand soldiers he met
Surajah Dowlah at the head of fifty thousand at Pla.ssy,
and defeated him utterly (17 57). Step by step from that
day English soldie1·s have conquered India, but they have
not done it alone. In every battle native soldiers have
formed the greater part of the English army.
India has had peace given to it by its conquerors.
Wars between the native princes, with all the bloodshed
and robbery which accompanied them, have been brought
to an end. The English governors have for many years
done their best to rule justly and wisely for the benefit of
the natives, and some day the natives will perhaps learn
to govern themselves.
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Ben-gal': the north-eastern division of India.
be-siege' : to suuound a place so
as to prevent all supplies going
into it in order either to attack
it or to starve it out.
Bom-bay': a city on the west
coast of India ; which afterwards became the capital of the
presidency of Bombay, which is
the western division of India.

Hoogh'-ly: the chief mouth of the
river Ganges.
Mad-ras': a city on the south•
east coast of India; which
afterwards became the capital
of the presidency of Madras,
which is the south-eastern division of India.
Plas'-sy : a small town in the
northern corner of the delta of
the Ganges.
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LESSON XLVII.
THE FIRST YEARS OF GEORGE III.
(1760.)

1. American Taxation.- George II. was succeeded by
his grandson, George III. Peace was soon made with
France, but the war had cost money, and the English
Prime Minister, George Grenville, persuaded Parliament
to tax the Americans, who were then our colonists, to
pay part of the expenses of the war, as much of the
expen,se had been brought about to please them by
driving the French out of Canada.
The Americans, however, refused to pay the tax,
because their consent had not been asked, and as by this
time there was a new Prime Minister the attempt to
force them to pay was given up for the time. After a
while, however, other Ministers thought they could get
the money from America in another way, and got Parliament to order that tea and other articles should be
taxed when they were landed in American ports.
2. The Beginning of the American War. -After a
while some ships laden with tea arrived at Boston, in
America. The inhabitants, being unwilling to pay the
tax, determined that the tea should not be brought on
shore. The governor insisted that it should be landed,
but as soon as this was known about forty or fifty men,
disguised as Red Indians, leaped on board the ships,
split open the te·a-chests, and emptied their contents into
the bar hour.
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The English Government was unable to discover th
offenders, and tried to punish the whole of the inhabitants of Boston and of its neighbourhood. British soldiers were sent out, and, before long, shots were fired by
the people near Boston at a party of British soldiers, and
war began.
3. The American War.-For some years the war went
on. The Americans found a great man to lead them,
George Washington. He was not only a ·good general,
but was patient and modest. The French, too, had
not forgotten how the English had beaten them in the
last war, and they now joined the Americans against
England.
The British army was not strong enough to conquer
America and to fight the French . at the same time .
After a long struggle peace was made, and the British
Government acknowledged the Colonies, which now
called themselves the United States of America, to he free
and independent (1783).
4. Pitt and the French Treaty.-Not long after the
acknowledgment of American independence, the younger
William Pitt, who had been chief Minister before, and
who had been made Earl of Chatham before he died,
became Prime Minister. He tried to make many changes
for the better, but he was unable to do all the good that
he wished to do.
One thing in which he succeeded was making a commercial treaty with France. Up to his time nations had
been in the habit of thinking that they were hurt if they
bought goods made by another nation more cheaply than
they could make them for themselves. A great man,
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Adam Smith, had written a book called 'The Wealth of
Nations' to show that this was a mistake, and Pitt, who
had studied this book, persuaded Parliament to allow
French manufactures to come into England, instead of
keeping them out as had been done before.
5. Pitt and the Slave Trade.-Ever since the days of
Elizabeth, Englishmen· had carried off negroes from
Africa, to sell them as slaves in the West Indies and in
other parts of America. In the beginning of the reign
of George III., about fifty thousand unhappy black men
and women were carried off every year, and were packed
on shelves on shipboard so closely that they could
scarcely breathe, so that numbers of them died on the
voyage, as Englishmen had died in the Black Hole of
Calcutta. Many of them were flogged to keep them in
exercise, and if there was not food enough for all, many
were thrown overboard to be eaten by sharks.
In the House of Commons one of Pitt's friends,
William Wilberforce, did all that he could to get this
horrible traffic stopped, and Pitt spoke strongly against
it. Yet so accustomed were the memhers to these
cruelties that some years passed before anything was
done.
com-mer'-cial trea'-ty: an agreement between two countries as
to the duties which shall be
levied on imports and exports.
dis-guis'-ed : dressed or changed
in appearance so as to be taken
for some one else.
ex-pens'-es: costs.

mod'-est: quiet in behaviour; not
trying to attract notice.
of-fend'-ers: those who break the
laws.
ports : seaports ; places where
ships can go to load or di!lcharge
their cargoes.
traf'-fic: trade,
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LESSON XLVIII.
AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS.
1. Slow Growth of the Population.-Down to the
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Revolution the number or" people in England had
grown very slowly, and sometimes it did not grow at all.
Many people had but little to live on. Besides, they
were dirtier than they are now, and dirt always brings
disease. The doctors were less skilful, and life was
therefore shorter. Especially infants and young children
perished, so that even when a man and his wife had a
large family, only very few of the children grew up to
be men and women.
2. Improvement of the Condition of the People.-After
the Revolution, and especially after the end of the wars
which followed, there was a great increase of trade,
and traqe brought money into the country, so that the
condition of all classes was better than it had been
before; and when men were better off, there was better
food for their children as well as for themselves, so that
fewer died when they were young.
3. Inclosures.- In order to find food for the increasing numbers it was necessary to make the land
produce more, and thousands of acres which bad once
been open moor w.ere inclosed and sown with corn.
The inclosures of these days meant something very
different from the inclosures of the days of Henry VIII.
and Edward VI. Then corn-land had been turned into
pasture for sheep to produce wool ; now uncultivated
land was turn d into corn-land to produce food.
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4. Turnips.-Land can be made to produce food by
supporting sheep an~ oxen, as well as by supporting
corn, but that which in the early times had prevented
the increase of sheep and oxen had been the difficulty of
finding food for them in the winter.
This difficulty was now at an end. The cultivation
of turnips had been introduced by Lord Townshend, and
it was now possible to keep sheep and cattle alive during
the winter. In this way, not only was it possible to
have fresh meat in winter, and so to avoid the danger to
health of eating nothing but salt meat, but the cattle
and sheep could increase in numbers.
5. Improvement in Sheep and Cattle.-Turnips, however, did not make the sheep and cattle better than they
had been before. They were small poor creatures; very
unlike those whose carcasses are to be seen now in the
butchers' shops. Robert Bakewell showed that an improvement could be made by selecting cattle with small
bones for breeding. Those who bought them before had
chosen animals with large bones, thinking that those
with the largest bones would have the most meat.
People at first laughed at Bakewell, but they soon
found out that he was right. They began to imitate
him and to keep those animals alive which were likely
to have most meat, and the consequence is that an ox
weighs about twice as much now as it did a hundred and
fifty years ago.
6. Slowness of Change.-Changes such as these could
not be made quickly. The first to make them were
usually noblemen or owners of large estates. Example
did more than teaching, and when farmers saw that
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car'-cass-es: dead bodies of animals.
cul-ti-va'-tion : growing.
im'-it-ate: to copy; to do just as
others do.

per'-ish-ed : died.
Re-vo-lu 1-tion: happonedin 1688- 9
when James II. left the country
and William III. and Mary
began to reign.

LESSON XLIX.
MANUFACTURING PROGRESS.
1. The Spinning-jenny.- Whilst Bakewell was con-

sidering how an ox could produce more meat than it had
done before, others were considering how men could produce more than they had done before. Early in the
reign of George III. Hargreaves invented a machine
which is called a spinning-jenny, for spinning a large
number of threads at the same time.
It w.as more aangerous then to invent mU:chinery
than it is now. Workmen thought that if a machine
could do more work than several men, several men would
be thrown out of work. They forgot that the machine
would produce the article so cheaply that more people
could afford to buy it ; and that, therefore, so much
more would be wanted, that more men would be employed to work the machines than had been employed
without them. Hargreaves's neighbours attacked his
house, broke his machine, and forced h1J?l to fly for his
life.
2. Arkwright and Crompton.--A little later, further
improvements were introduced by Arkwright. He, too,
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had trouble enough. A mob broke into his mill, and
burnt it down; but he was determined to succeed, and
at last he was allowed to live in peace.
A further improvement was made by Crompton, who
was a poor weaver, who invented what is known as the
mule. When his machine was finished, he heard that a
mob was gathering to break it. He pulled it to pieces,
and hid it away. When quiet was restored, he began to
spin. The yarn which he sold was better than any that
had been sold before.
:Manufacturers came round Crompton's house to fi'nd
out how he did such good work. The manufacturers
were as bacl as the workmen had been. They peeped
through his windows to find out his secret.
Poor Crompton had not money enough to pay for
obtaining a patent, which would have prevented any one
from copying the mule. He therefore told his secret,
obtaining in return a promise from the manufacturers
that they would make a subscription to reward him for
his invention. The whole of the money subscribed by
them was 68l. The manufacturers gained thousands of
pounds by the poor man's discovery.
3. James Watt.-The invention of machinery for
spinning was accompanied by many other inventions in
different manufactures. The most important of all was
the invention of the steam-engine. For some time an
attempt had been made to use steam-engines to turn
wheels and for other purposes; but they consumed so
much fuel that they cost too much to be of use. James
Watt, of Glasgow, with patient study discovered a way of
getting over the difficulty. Watt's engines after a little
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mill, and
cceed, and

time came into _general use, as manufacturers found that
they could not do without them.
The invention of the steam-engine brought about one
great change which Watt had not thought of. Down to
his time the north of England had been the poorest
part of the country. There were more hills and mountains there, and more wild heaths and moors, than in the
south. All this was changed now. Steam-engines were
put up and factories built whe1·e coal was cheap, and
coal is cheap in the north because it is dug out of the
ground there. These factories drew to them a large
population, either to work in them or to provide whatever was needed by those who worked in them. This
work demanded men -who were quick-witted, and the
consequence is that the people in the north are not only
more numerous than they used to be, but are also very
intelligent and thoughtful.
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ac-com'-pan-ied: went with.
con-sum'-ed: used up.
fac'-tor-ies: buildings in which
manufactures are carried on.
in-vent': to find out a new way of
doing anything.
in-ven'-tion : that which is in-

vented.
mob: a crowd of disorderly persons.
pa'-tent: the right to be the only
maker of an article.
sub-scrip'-tion: money collected or
subscribed.

LESSON L.
CONVEYANCES.

1. The Bridgwater Canal.- It is of no use to manufacture goods mor cheaply unless they can be conveyed easily
from th place where they are made to the place where they
are wanted. Fortunately, just about the time when the
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new processes of manufacture were discovered, James
Brindley found out a much better and cheaper way ot
taking heavy goods from one end of the country to the
other than on the back of packhorses or in slow waggons.
It happened that the Duke of Bridgwater had a coal
mine about six miles from Manchester; but though the
people of Manchester were much in want of coal, the expense of carrying it from the mine in carts over the hills
was too great to enable the Duke to send it. Brindley
advised him to make a canal which should go in tunnels through the hills and pass over the rivers on high
bridges.
Such a thing had never been hea.rd of before, and,
as usual when anything new is proposed, many people
laughed at it. One famous engineer was shown a place
on a side of a hill out of which the canal was to come in
order to be carried high over his bead. 'I have often
heard,' he said, ' of castles in the air, but I was never
before shown where one was to be built.'
Brindley persevered and the canal was made successfully. By-and-by his example was followed. Canals
were made from one end of England to the other, and
heavy goods were carried easily and cheaply in barges
upon them.
2. Travelling.- It was some time before the mode of
carrying passengers improved as much as the mode
of carrying goods. At the beginning of the reign of
George III. travellers could only be carried in the lumbering stage-coach, or, if they had but little money
to spend, in the still more lumbering stage-waggon. So
slowly did these vehicles move that those who were in
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them were easily caught and robbed. The highwaymen
were still, as they had been in the days of Charles IL,
mounted on the best horses, and raised wonder by the
way in which they galloped ov r the roads and leaped
over closed turnpikes.
The mails with the letter-bags were carried by postboys riding on horseback. Yet the roads were so bad
that it took them nearly two days to carry a letter over
the hundred and ight mil s from London to Bath.
At la t a proposal was made to make the coaches
lighter o that they might trav 1 m_ore quickly, and soon
after the younger William Pitt became Prime Minister
a coach was started which carried the letter-bags and
passeng rs as w 11, and which went from London to
Bath in about sixte n hours ; that is to say, at the rate
of rath r more than six miles and a half in the hour.
3. Inns.--England had always been celebrated for its
inns, becaus it was a country in which people who could
afford to pay were frequently moving about, and where
moving about was very slow and wearisome. There was
the parlour for the rich, but those who could not afford
to go into the parlour found pleasant enough company in
the kitchen.
Nobody, on th other hand, ever thought of walking
for amusement, and any on who appeared on foot was
pretty sure to b driven from an inn, as he would be in
some parts of France at the present day.
On the whol , an inn was a pleasant place to be in,
as the people there were always ready to chat with a
stranger. Shenstone the poet must, however, have been
in low pirits when he wrote that
1\1
v.

.
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Whoe'er has travell'd life's dull ronnd,
\Vhere'er his stages may have been,
May sigh to think he still hat found
The warmest welcome at an inn.

bar'-ges: large heavy boats for

carrying goods.
ce'-le-bra-tea. : well-known.
on-gin-eer' : one who makes or
works engines, or makes roads,
canals, or bridges.
lum'-ber-ing : clumsy ; heavily
built; slow moving.

pack'-horses : horses loaded "~th

bundles or packs on their backs.
per-se-ver' -ed : went steadily on in

spite of all difficulties.
turn'-pikes : gates placed acros

the roads which could only be
passed on payment of a toll.

LESSON LI.

FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION TO THE PEACE OF AMIENS.
(1789- 1802.)

1. The French Revolution.-A great revolution broke
out in France. Many ,vho Legan it, expecting to improve the government of their country, became impatient
when they found that they could not set everything to
rights at once, and fancied that all would end well if
they put to death those who opposed them. The king,
Louis XVI., was .deposed and guillotined, and thousands
of his subjects were either guillotined or shot or drowned.
Other nations sent armies into France, and when
these armies were defeated, the French sent armies to
seize the lands of other nations. Most Englishmen
were disgusted at the horrible things that were being
done in France, and they did not like to hear of French
3:qnie3 conquering any part of the Netherlands. War
therefore broke out between the two countries.
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2. The War with France.-On land the war against
France did not prosper. The French conquered some
of the countries round them, and a young French
general, apoleon Bonaparte, won great victories in
Italy. At sea, Lord Howe defeated the French near
the mouth of th Channel in a battle known as the
Battle of the First of June.
A few year later there was another battle, the Battfo
of St. Vincent, in which Captain elson behaved with
great skill and bravery; and not long afterwards he was
made an admiral, and defeated the French at the Ba,ttle
of the ile.
3. The Irish Rebellion. -Pitt was very anxious to do
good to the Irish people. At that time there was a
separate Parliament at Dublin, in which only Protesta11ts·
w re allowed to sit, and only Protestants were allowed to
hold offices. Pitt wanted to alter this, but George III.
would not allow him to do it; and the Irish, being disappointed, broke out into rebellion.
4. The Union with Ireland.-The rebellion was put
down, but the r bels, who were almost all Catholics, and
had behaved most cruelly to the Protestants, were
treat d cruelly by the Protestants after they were defeated. Pitt thought the best way of preventing the
Iri h Prot stants from making violent laws against the
Catholics, or the Iri h Catholics from making violent
laws against the Prot stants, would be to unite the Irish
Parliament to the British Parliament, so that there
might .always be a majority of Englishmen and Scotchmen in Parliament to see fair play.
Pitt meant to propose immediately afterwards a plan
x2
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for allowing Catholics to sit in Parliament and to hold
offices, but the king would not hear of it, and Pitt resigned office.
5. Addington's Ministry.-After Pitt Addington became Prime Minister. Before Pitt resigned there were
again great changes in France. General Bonaparte
had become First Consul, and was allowed by the French
to rule them as he pleased. He defeated the Austrians
at Marengo, and made with them a peace by which it
was arranged that the French territory should extend
as far as the Rhine.
England was now the only country at war with
France. The States on the Baltic were preparing to
resiHt England, because English ships of war stopped
their trading vessels to see if they had goods on board
intended for the French Government.
Admiral Hyde Parker was sent to the Baltic, with
Nelson as his second in command. Nelson was ordered
to attack the Danish fleet at Copenhagen. Soon after
the battle began Parker, who was at a distance, made
a signal ordering Nelson to stop fighting. Nelson, who
had lost the sight of one of his eyes, put his telescope to
his blind eye a.nd declared that he could not see the
signal. The Danes were defeated.
Out s1wke the victor then,
As he hailEu them o'er the wave,
' Ye are brothers ! ye are men t
And we conquer but to save,
So peace insteau of ueath let us bring,
But yield, proud foe, thy fl eet,
And make submission meet,
To Olll' king.'
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The Danes submitted, and soon afterwards a peace, called
the Peace of Amiens, was made with France.
!miens : a town in the north of
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France on the river Somme.
Co-pen-ha'-gen : the capital of
Denmark.
de-pos'-ed : put off the throne.
dis-gust'-ed : greatly displeased
with.
First Consul : at that time the
head of the French Govern-

ment.
beheaded by a
machine invented by a man
named Guillotin.
re-sign'-ed : gave up; left.
St. Vincent : a cape in the south
of Portugal.
sub-m.it'-ted : gave in.
ter'-ri-to -ry : the extent of country.
guil'-lo-tin-ed :

1

· LESSON LIL
FROM THE PEACE OF AMIENS TO THE BEGINNING OF THE PENINSULAR WAR.
(1802-180 .)

1. Proposed Invasion of England.-The Peace of Amiens
did not last long. Bonaparte could not give up meddling
with other countries, and war broke out again. A large
:French army was collected at Boulogne, and boats were
built to carry it across the Straits of Dover, as soon as
a Fr nch fleet could be brought int0 the Channel to
protect their pas age.
In England Volunteers offered themselves for the
def nee of the country, and in a few weeks nearly 380,000
wer busily drilling. Pitt became Prime Minister again,
as he was thought to be the best man to protect England
against invasion.
2. The Battle of Trafalgar.-Not long afterwards
Bonaparte changed his title and became ' Napoleon,
Emperor of the French.' He had persuaded the King of
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Spain to join him in war with the English. The French
and I anish fleets were s nt to the West Indies, hoping
that r Ison, the great English admiral, would follow
them, and that then th y would be able to come back to
the Channel to protect the crossing of the French army
whiL t Ison was looking for them in the West Indies.
Part of this happened as apoleon expected, but on
it. way back his fie t was met by a smaller English one
under • ir Robert Calder, and were so damaged by it as
to giv up the plan of sailing to th Channel.
apoleon
knew that bis army could not cross the sea without the
protection of the fleets, and be ordered it to march away
to fight the Austrians and the Prussians.
1
0011 aft rwards
Ison found the French and Spanish
fleets at sea near Cap Trafalgar. He ordered the signal
to be made that ' England expects every man will do
his duty.' He was killed by a shot in the battle which
followed, but the enemy's force was almost destroyed
(1805).
ever again has our fl t had to fight a battle
against a European navy.
3. The Ministry of All the Talents.-Soon after the
battle of Trnfalaar Pitt died. He was succeeded by
what was called the ' Ministry of All the Talents,'
because its members were men of great ability taken
from different parties. In their time a law was · made
putting an end, as far as England was concerned, to the
horrible slave-trade, which Pitt and Wilberforce had tried
in vain to stop. After thi , no English ships were
allowed to carry black men across the Atlantic to be sold
as slaves.
On the Continent Napoleon won great victories. He
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defeated the Austrians and the Prussians. Then he
made war against the Russians and defeated them too.
A peace, known as the 'Peace of Tilsit,' was made
between France and Russia, after which Napoleon was
allowed to do as he pleased in the west and the centre
of Europe. He took from the Ring of Prussia a great
part of bis land, and oppressed the Prussians most
severely. 'l'he Ministry of All the Talents came to an
end about the same time.
4. State of the Continent after the Peace of Tilsit.-

apoleon not only pulled down kings and set them up
at his pleasure, but forced the people whom he had conquered to pa.y him enormous sums of money. In order to
injure England he gave commands that wherever French
power reached-that is to say, as far as the borders of
Russia-all goods brought by English vessels should be
destroyed. As very few goods from beyond the sea
could be got except in English vessels, coffee and
tobacco, sugar and cotton, became very much dearer in
Europe than they had been before.
The consequence of this was that the poor grew even
more angry with Napoleon than the kings and great men
had been. Every one who had to pay dearly for his
cup of coffee or his shirt knew that it was Napoleon's
fault. Every man whose son or brother had been killed
in battle knew that this too had been Napoleon's fault.
It would not be many years before the hatred of the
people would rouse whole nations against him, and would
pull him down from his power, great as it was.
a-bi'-li-ty: power of the mind;
strength; skill.
Bou-logne': a town on the Straits

I

of Dover facing England.
Cape Tra-fal'-gar : in the extreme

south of Spain.
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LIII.

FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE PENINSULAR WAR
TO THE PEACE OF PARIS.
(1808-1814.)

1. Spain and Portugal.- apoleon was never satisfied
unl 88 he had n w enemies to conquer. He picked a
quarr 1with Portugal and seized Lisbon. Then he turn d
the King of Spain off his throne, and set up his own
brother Jose1 h instead. The Spaniards rose in insurrection, and England sent an army to Portugal which
def ated the French army and forced it to leave the
country.
2. The Battle of Corunna.- apoleon went to Spain
hims lf to put down the insurrection. Before he had
done all that he attempted he went back to France.
There was an English army under Sir John Moore in
the north of Spain, but it was not large enough to overcome the French, and it was oblig d to retreat. At
Corunna it drov the French back far enough to enable
it to embark, but Moore was killed.
The story of Moore's burial has been told by a poet
named v olfe :ot a :lrum was heard, not a funeral note,
As the corpse to the 1·amparts we hurried,
ot a soldier discharged his farewell shot
O'er the grave where our hero was buried.
We buried him darkly at dead of night,
The sods with our bayonets turning,
By the struggling moonbeam's misty light,
And the lantern dimly bmning.
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No useless coffin enclosed his breast,
Nor in sheet, nor in shroud we wound him,
But he lay like a warrior taking his rest,
With his martial cloak around him.
Few and short were the prayers we said,
And we spoke not a word of sorrow,
But we steadfastly gazed on the face of the dead,
And we bitterly thought of the morrow.
Slowly and sadly we laid him clown,
From the fi eld of his fame fresh and gory,
We carved not a line, and we raised not a stone,
But we left him alone in his glory.

3. Wellington m Spain.-The next year Wellesley was
sent at the head of an army to Portugal and Spain. He
defeated the French at Talavera and was made Lord
Wellington ; but he could not depend on the Spaniards,
and his own men ware not enough to conquer Spain. A
great French army under Napoleon was sent to drive
him into the sea. Wellington retreated towards Lisbon,
and Massena thought that wh('n he got there he would
sail a way. Wellington, however, had prepared some
fortifications, known as the ' Lines of Torres Vedras,'
and when his army was behind them Massena was unable
even to attack it .
Massena's soldiers had not enough to eat. The longer
they waited, the worse it was for them. No less than
45,000 died of hunger or disease. ·
4. Napoleon's Expedition to Russia.-Wellington always
believed that Napoleon would be overthrown at last
because he was so cruel and wicked. Napoleon began a
new war with Russia. He marched to Moscow. When
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he got there, the Russians burnt the city just as the
wint r was coming on. The French army had to marcb
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at night in the open air, round :fhes of wood. Every
morning, when they started, some of their comrades were
left behind frozen to death. Fewer and fewer they grew,
till of 400,000 men who had entered Russia, only 20,000
came out.
5. The Uprising of Europe. - Then Europe rose against
apoleon. Wellington won two great battles in Spain,
and drove the French armies over the Pyrenees. Russians and Germans won a great battle in Germany, and
drove them over the Rhine.
There was one last struggle in France itself. Even
the French had ceased to care much for Napoleon now
that he was beaten, and they remembered how many
Frenchmen he hftd led to the slaughter. At last hi
enemies reached Paris. He gave up his throne and was
sent to the Island of Elba. The Peace of Paris gave peace
to Europe. Louis XVIII., the brother of the Louis XVI.
who had been guillotined, came back as King of France.
Cor-un'-na.: a town on the coast

of the north-west corner of
Portugal.
El'-ba: a small island off the west
coast of Italy.
fort-i-fi-ca'-tions: strong walls or
earthworks put up for defence.
Lis'-bon: a seaport, and the capital
of Portugal.
Mos'-cow: the old capital of Bus-

sia, in nearly the centre of the
country.
Py-ren-ees' : the mountains which
form the boundary between
France and Spain.
Rhine: a German river; for a short
time it formed the boundary for
many miles between France and
Germany.
re-treat': go back.
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LESSON LIV.
FROM THE PEACE OF PARIS TO THE
DEATH OF WILLIAM IV.
(1814-1837.)

1. The Battle of Waterloo (1815).-N apoleon could not
ke p quiet. He escaped from Elba, and came back to

~
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,he Louis XVI.
ing of France.
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France, where his old soldiers welcomed him. He was
once more Emperor of the French.
The other nations were too much afraid of Napoleon
to allow this, and declared war against him. England
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an English ar'my
my under Blucher,

appeared in the Netherlands and thoroughly defeated
Napoleon at Waterloo. Napoleon was once more deposed,
and thi time he was s nt to St. Helena, in the middle of
the Atlantic, that he might never come back to trouble
the nations which he had afflicted so long.
2. Distress in England.-England was now at peac·e.
She had done her duty in helping to put down the common enemy of Emope. Those who do their duty must
not exp ct that it will bring no hardships with it. There
was t rrible suffering after the war. Millions of pounds
had been p nt and lost in supporting the war, and there
was sharp distress both in country and in town.
3. Agitation in the Oountry.--Poor m n suffered much,
and those who suff red wer more ignorant than they
are now ; and some of them thought that by making
disturbances they would set things right. In Derbyshire,
a man named Brandreth, who was half-mad, headed
about twenty men with pikes and guns, broke into houses,
and ,·hot one unfortunate man.
'l1her w r other troubles elsewhere. At Manchester
1
a, man named Hunt was to address a large crowd. '1 he
magistrates ordered soldi rs to seize him. The soldiers
rode in amongst the peopl , cutting with their swords.
Ten persons were kill d, and many more were wounded.
The Gov rnment d clared that the magistrates had
act d rightly, but many p ople who had hitherto support d the Government began to think that it could not
be right to allow soldiers to attack an unarmed crowd,
which had merely come to listen to a speech.
4. Criminal Law Reform.-In 1820, not long after the
Manchester massacre, as it was called, George III. died.
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He had been for some time out of his mind. His son became king as George IV. Some time before Sir Samuel
Romilly had been trying to persuade Parliament to alter
the Criminal Law. By the law no less than two hundred
crimes were punished by hanging. Any one, for instance,
who stole articles from a bleaching-field, or fish out of a
pond, or who injured Westminster Bridge, was liable to
be hanged.
Romilly was now dead, but Peel, who was one of the
Ministers, took the matter up and the law was altered.
Besides this, Peel introduced into London a better polioo
instead of the constables, who were usua.lly too old and
lazy to catch the thieves. The nickname of ' Peeler ' is
taken from Peel's surname, and that of 'Bobby ' from his
Christian name, Robert.
·
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5. Catholic Emancipation and Parliamentary Reform.-

8. Peel's :E

Before the end of the reign of George IV. Catholics were
allowed to sit in Parliament, and to hoid offices. Much,
too, was said about reforming Parliament. Places which
had no houses in them, and places which had only nine
or ten houses, returned members, whilst great manufacturing towns lilrn Birmingham and Manchester returned
no members at all. Even in towns of some size it often
happened that very few people had the right of voting for
members.
6. The First Reform Act.-In 1880 George IV. was
succeeded by his brother, William IV. Shortly afterwards Lord Grey became Prime Minister, and proposed
a Reform Bill, which gave the right of voting to a great
many people who had never had the right of voting, and
directed that members which had been elected by the
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little villages should be elected by large towns and by
the counties. There was a long struggle, and the
country was greatly excited. At last the Lords gave
way and the Bill became law, and is now known as
the first Reform Act.
7. Abolition of Slavery and the New Poor Law.-When
the slave-trade had been abolished, the negroes who were
in our West Indian coloni s remained as slaves. A law
was now _passed to set them free, and a large sum of
money was voted to compensate their masters for thefr
loss. A new Poor Law, too, was voted. It was thought
right that no one should be allowed to starve, but that
people who could work and would not should not be
allowed to live without working on the money of the
industrious.
8. Peel's First Ministry. -Many persons were frightened
because the Ministry made changes with law so rapidly.
Amongst these was the king, who turned the Ministers
out of office and appointed Peel, who was now Sir Robert
Peel, Prime Minister. It was the last time that a king
or queen has ever dismissed a ministry which had the
support of the House of Commons. Peel showed himself
a wise 1 ader, but the new Parliament which was elected
would not allow him to remain in power, and the Whigs
returned under Lord Melbourne. About two years after
this the king died.
Act: a law which bas been agreed
to by both Houses of Parliament
-and assented to by the king or
queen.
af-flict'-ed: gave pain to; caused
distress.
Bill : a proposed law which is

v.

being considered by Parliament,
before it receives the assent of
the king or queen.
bleach'-ing field: where cotton or
linen is laid so as to whiten or
be bleached by the weather.
com'-pen-sate: make up to; repay.
N
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con'-sta-bles: men whose duty it
is to see that the peace is kept ;
policemen.
de-feat'-ed: overthrown or beaten
in battle.
dis-turb'-an-ces: outbreaks.
mas·-sa-cr~e: to kill in cold blood.
Ministry : those men who govern
the country, being the chief
ministers of the king or queen.
ne' -groes : black men ; natives of

Africa.
pike: a weapon with a wooden
shaft and a spear -bead.
Poor Law: a law for supporting
those who are unable to support
themselves.
re-form'-ing: making better; improving.
slaves: persons who are the
property of others, and can be
forced to work and can be sold.

LESSON LV.

STATE OF THE COUNTRY AFTER THE WAR
WITH FRANCE.
1. Roads and Coaches.- After the peace with France,
trade increased so much that the canals were no longer
sufficient to carry goods. It is true that the roads were
much improved. Telford had taught road-makers that
it was better to go a greater distance round a hill than a
shorter one over it. Macadam had shown that, by breaking up stones, a harder surface could be made, on which
c'.1rriages could pass without sinking in the mud, and
had made travelling much easier than it had ·formerly
been.
Coaches now flew about the country at what was then
thought to be the wonderful rate of ten miles an hour;
but the new coaches could not carry heavy goods, and
more than o~e person had hit upon the idea that a steamengine might be employed to do the work.
2. Stephenson's Locomotive.-Not one of these succeeded till George Stephenson took the matter in hand.
He was born in Northumberland, and was the son of a
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poor collier. H began as an engineer by mending a
pumping engine; and after making ome other engines,
he tri d to make a locomotive. The new engine was
not at first satisfactory, but he improved it till it did
all that was required of it. It dragged trucks of coal
from the colliery more easily and cheaply than horses
could do .
3. The Liverpool and Manchester Railway.- Some years
later, the first raihvay was made b tween Stockton and
Darl~ngton. As yet, however, Steph nson's engine did
not go very fast. The n xt railway to be made was
one between Liverpool and Manchester. When it was
finished the proprietors were frightened at the idea of
using steam-engines. Stephenson persuaded them to
offer a priz for the best locomotive.
.F our inventors sent engines to be tried, one of
whom was Stephenson himself. His own, which was
called the 'Rocket,' was the only one which would move,
at all.
The next day the other inventors asked to be allowed '
to try again, but though p rmission was given they succeeded no better than before. The ' Rocket ' set off at
the rate of thirty-five miles an hour. After that nobody
doubted that the line must be worked by steam; and
before long there was scarcely a town in England which
did not want to have a railway.
4. The Corn Laws.- When railways came into use
they would do much to help trade, and so to give employment to the people; but there were other causes to produce
distress besides the want of transport for manufactured
goods. Soon after the war with France Parliament J1ad _
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passed a Corn Law, imposing a heavy duty on foreign
corn. It was thought that, if corn came in from abroad,
it would be sold cheaply; and that the farmer_s and
landlords would not get enough for their corn to enable
them to make a livelihood. In this way bread was made
dear r than it otherwise would have been, and the poor
suffered.
5. Condition of the People.-Very little care was at that
time taken of the health of the poor. There were no
inspectors to see that the factories were airy enough for
the workers to breathe properly. The hours of labour
wer very long, and women and children were put to work
much too hard for their strength.
In the country the cottages of the labourers were often
unhealthy and overcrowded. Very few knew how to read
and write, so that they had little chance of learning how
to join together to help themselves. Those w~o did unite
thought rather of getting power by being enabled to
vote for memb rs of Parliament than of searching into
the causes which produced the evils of which they very
prop rly complained.
coll'-ier : a man who digs coal out

of the pits.
in-spect'-ors: men whose duty it
is to loolc into things ; (L. in=
into ; specto = to look.)
lo-co-mo'-tive: an engine that will

move to drag wagons or carriages
after it. It is distinguished from
a stationary engine which re-

mains fixed in one place.
Mac-ad'-am : hence we get the
word macadamise, which means
to make roads as taught by
Macadam.
pro-pri'-et-ors: the owners.
Tel'-ford: an engineer who made
roads and built bridges.
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LESSON LVI.
FROM THE ACCESSION OF VICTORIA TO THE
REPEAL OF THE CORN LAW.
(18B7-18-!6.)

1. The Melbourne Ministry.-When in. 1837 Queen

Victoria succeeded her uncle, William IV., Lord Melbourne
had been Prime Minister for about two years. H e was an
easy-going man, and when he was asked how a difficult
thing could be done, he frequently asked, ' Can't you
let it alone ? '
2. Post-office Reform.- One good thing was done by
Lord Melbourne's Ministry. One day a young man
named Rowland Hill passed a cottage when a postman
arrived with a letter. In those days the charge for
postage was very great, a shilling or two being an
ordinary charge, and this was paid by the receiver and
not by the sender.
In this instance a girl came out of the cottage, took
the letter which the postman offered her, and then gave
it back, saying that she could not afford to pay for. it.
Row land Hill was sorry for her and paid the postage.
As soon as the postman was out of sight the girl showed
Rowland Hill that the letter had nothing written in it.
Her brother, she said, was in London, and had promised
that as she could not afford to pay the postman he would,
if he was in good health, send her a blank sheet of
paper on certain days of the year. As long as this
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happened she would know that he was well an d could
give back the letter to the postman.
. Rowland ~ill, hearing this, began to think how good
it would be 1f l tters cost less, and proposed that all
1 tt rs w ighing not more than half an ounce should be
carri d for a penny. The numbers sent, he said, would
in r ase so much that the money paid for many cheap
lett rs would soon be more than that which had been
paid for a few dear ones. He was much laughed at, but
in the nd Lord Melbourne and the other Ministers
wer convinced, and letters were allowed to be sent for
a penny.
3. Commercial Free Trade.-Lorcl Melboui·ne was succe cl d by Sir Robe_rt Peel, who was opposed to taking
off th duty paid upon corn, but who thought that it
would be better to allow goods made abroad to come into
England without paying a duty. Laws were made
forbidding the employment of women and children in
mines and collieries, and directing that children should
not work in factories more than six and a half hours
a day.
4. The Anti-Corn-Law League.-Bread, however, was '
still dear, and a few men, of whom Cobden and Bright
we1·e the chief, formed a society called the Anti-Corn-Law
League, to send about 1 cturers and to distribute pamphl ts to instruct the public on the evils caused by the
duty on corn. Cobden was especially persuasive. Tbe
League converted many persons, and there were a few
of the landlords who were ready to take their chance of
bein,g ruined, as soon as they were convinced that the
poor were suffering 9y the maintenance of the Corn Law.
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5. The Irish Famine.-In Ireland the greater part of
the population lived on potatoes. The potato disease,
unknown before, appeared, and destroyed almost the
whole of the potato crop. A terrible famine swept away
thousands by starvation. In the face of much suffering,
Peel resolved to make food cheap, and proposed to sweep
away the Corn Law.
6. The Repeal of the Corn Law.-Most of Peel'r
followers were very angry, but a certain number of them
were convinced by his arguments, and he was supported
by those who had been his opponents. The Corn Law
was abolished (1846) . The food of the people was no
-longer to he taxed.
7. The End of Peel's Ministry.-Soon after this Peel
ceased to be a Minister. He had done much, but he
was generous enough to remember that, if his had been
the hand to accomplish the work, the thought of doing
it had come from another ; and, in the last speech
which he made as Prime Minister, he 1·eminded the
House of Commons that his success was due to Richard
Cobden.
a-bol' -ish-ed: done away with.
blank: having nothing written on
it, from the French ' blanc ' =
white.
coll'-ier-ies: coal pits.
con-vin'-ced: persus.ded; brought
to one way of thinking.
duty: a tax on exports or imports.
fam'-ine: great want 0£ food.
main'-ten-ance: the keeping up.

mines: deep pits in the ground
from which metals are brought
up.
op-pon'-ents: those who differ
from ; enemies.
per-sua'-sive: having the power to
persuade or bring over to the
same way of thinking.
sta.r-va'-tion: dying for want of
food.
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LVII.

FROM THE REPEAL OF THE CORN LAW TO THE
END OF THE CRIMEAN WAR.
(1 16-1856.)

1. The Chartists in London.-In the year 1848 there
were revolutions in many parts of the Continent, and in
England a great many of the working-men, who were
call d Chartists, sought to obtain from Parliament what
was known as the People's Chart r. Amongst other
things for which they asked they demanded that every
man hould have a vote; that the votes should be given
by ballot, in order that no man might be ill-treated for
voting according to his conscience~
It was proposed that thousands of Chartists should
march to the House of Commons to present a petition
asking for the Charter. It was, however, against the
law to attempt to t rrify the members by coming to the
House in such numbers, and the Government asked all
who were ready to stop it to come forward as special
constables --that is to say, to act as p0licemen for the
day.
About two hundred thousand appeared as special
constables, and only about twenty-five thousand arrived
at the place from which the petition was to have started,
and some of these only came to see what was going on.
The petition wa,s therefore put into a cab with one or two
persons to take charge of it. The general feeling in
England was that if a change was good it ought to be
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made peaceably, and that those who wished for it must
not even seem to threaten the House of Commons.
2. The Beginning of the Crimean War.- Some years
after this a war broke out between Russia and Turkey.
The Sultan who ruled in Turkey governed badly, and
Russia wanted to interfere. England and France, which
was now governed by the Emperor Napoleon III., however, took the side of Turkey, thinking that Russia only
wanted to get the Sultan's dominions for himself. An
army of English and French soldiers was sent to the
Crimea to take Sebastopol, a fortified town, with a harbour in which the Russian ships of war were protected
by the guns of the forts.
The Rusaians were defeated at the river Alma, and
driven into the town. The allied generals tried to take
the place, but it was too strongly fortified, and as winter
was now beginning, they had to wait till it was over be•
fore they could try again.
3. The Balaclava Charge and the Battle of Inkermann.

Near Balaclava an order was given to Lord Cardigan,
who commanded about six hundred cavalry, to retake
some guns which had been captured by the Russians.
He misunderstood the order, and thought that he was
told to charge into the midst of the whole Russian army.
He gave the order to charge, and the brave horsemen
rushed to death and were almost all of them killed or
wounded, rather than set an example of disobedience.
A few days later there was a great battle at Inkermann. The English were in great danger, but by them
and their French allies the Russians were at last driven
off.
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4. The Winter in the Crimea.- The cold weather came,
and the Ministers in England had not provided for it.
The soldiers had only tents to protect them against the
frost and snow, and the tents were often blown down.
The men fell ill by hundreds. Those in England whose
business it was to supply the army made constant
blunders. The sick · and wounded were ordered to 0ne
place and the medicine was sent to another. Coffee was
sent out unroasted, without any machines to roast it in.
Once a quantity of boots arrived which were all made to
fit the left foot.
At home men were very angry with those who caused
all these misfortunes, and a new Prime Minister, Lord
Palmerston, came into office, and at last succeeded in
setting things straight. At the hospital at Scutari, near
Constantinople, there w re no nurses to attend the sick,
till Miss Florence Nightingale offered to go with other
ladies to look after them. From that time whenever
there has b en a war th re have always been ladies ready
to give themselves to this work of mercy, and many a
man's life has been saved through their care.
5. The End of the War.- Gradually the arrangements
for the army were brought into order. The EnglisL
army improved, but it was less numerous than the
French, and when, in the summer, Sebastopol was at
last successfully assaulted, the English attack failed, but
that of the French was successful.
ot long afterwards peace was made. In England
most people thought that the Sultan who governed
Turkey would govern it better than he had done before.
11his, however, was a mistake. The Sultan and his
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Ministers did not improve or learn to govern well, and
after a few years there were fresh troubles in Turkey.
al'-lied: when two countries join

~

~

4

together to undertake a war they
are called allies.
as-sault'-ed: attacked; tried to
capture.
bal'-lot: a secret voting; a manner
of voting rn that it can never

be known by others how a man,
votes.
Cri-me'-a: a peninsula in Russia,
on the shores of the Black Sea.
do-min'-ions: the extent of country
ruled over by one government.
pe-ti'-tion: a prayer; a request.
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1. Troubles in India.-The religion of the Hindoos
teaches them that they will be defiled if they eat any part
of a cow. The bulk of the army in India was composed
of Hindoos ; and, as a new cartridge had lately been
introduced which had to be greased, the soldiers fancied
that it was greased with cow's fat, though this was not
really the case.
At Meerut a large body of soldiers mutinied, shot
their officers, and made off for Delhi. At Delhi was an
old man, whose ancestors had been the chiefs of the
Mahometans who had once conquered the greater part of
India. This old man was without power, but he was
allowed to live in a magnificent palace in great luxury.
The mutineers p t him at their head, and called him
Emperor of India.
ir Jolm Lawrence had many British troops in the
Punjab, and also a large body of Sikhs, a fierce, warlike
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race who despised the Hindoos and were faithful to the
British. Sir John Lawrence sent many of them and of
such British troops as he could spare to retake Delhi, and
though the siege lasted long the city was overcome at
last.
2. Cawnpore.- At Uawnpore there were about a thousand British men, women, and children. The place was
attacked by the mutineers, headed by Nana Sahib, who
was a great enemy of the English. They were beaten off
again and again, but swarms of them were firing all day,
and many of the defenders were slain. The women and
children had to crowd beneath a wall with no roof over
their heads to guard them from the scorching rays of the
Indian sun. There was but one well from which to draw
water, and the mutineers took care to direct their bullets
towards it, and many a man dropped wounded or killed
as he was trying to fetch a little water to cool the parched
lips of wife or child.
At last Nana Sahib, finding that he could not get in
by force, offered to let the garrison go. The offer was
accepted, and all who still lived were taken to the river
and placed in large boats to float down the stream. The
treacherous mutineers gathered on the bank and shot
them down . Some of the women and children were taken
prisoners and kept alive for some days, but they were
murdered at last and their bodies thrown into the well
from which their brothers and husbands had drawn
water during the siege. Of the whole number shut up
in Cawnpore at first only four men escaped to tell the
miserable tale.
3. ' Clemency ' Canning.-Many Englishmen at home
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THE IND/AN MUTINY
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who heard the story called out for revenge, even asking
for the destruction of whole cities, in which, as in
ineveh of old, there were many thousand innocent children, so young that they knew not their right hand from
their left. Englishmen in India were :fiercer still.
Fortunately the Governor-General, Lord Canning' Clemency' Canning, as he was called in derision by
those who were crying for blood- determined that, as far
as it was possible, only the guilty should suffer, and
Canning had his way. It required gr ater bravery to
stand alone in resisting a multitude eager to do evil than
it did to stand ready for death behind the mud walls at
Cawnpore.
4. Lucknow.- At Lucknow the Briti h garrison was
almost overpowered, when Havelock, a brave, pious soldi r, hastened to its aid. His men were not num<-H'ous
enough to break through the enemy. Sir James Outram
brought the men Havelock wanted, but he would not take
the credit to himself. 'To you,' he wrote to Havelock,
'shall be left the glory of 1·elieving Lucknow, for which
you have already struggled so much. I shall accompany
you, placing my military service at your disposal, should
you please, and serving under you as a volunteer.'
5. Sir Colin Campbell in India.-Luck11ow was saved,
but Havelock had not men enough to drive off the enemy
altogether. Before long Sir Colin Campbell, an old
Scotch gen ral who had fought in the Crimea, arrived
with·a larg army, and bit by bit India was reconquered.
Th re w r terrible punishments, but when peace was
r stored the work of governing the natives of India with
justice and wisdom had again to be taken up.
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cart'-ridge : a case containing
sufficient powder and shot for
one charge of a gun.
de-file : to make foul ; to corrupt.
Del'-hi : a large city in India on
the river Jumna, formerly the
capital.
de-ri'-sion : scornful laughter.
Hin-doos' : the natives of Hindu•
stan or Northern India.
Meer-ut : a town a few miles

LESSO

north-east of Delhi.
Pun'-jab : a province in the northwest of India, through which
the five chief tributaries of the
river Indus fl.ow: The word
means 'the five rivers.'
re-liev'-ing: helping by bringing
food, clothing, &c.
treach'-er-ous: not to be depended
upon ; traitorous.

LIX.

FROM THE END OF THE INDIAN MUTINY TO
THE DEATH OF LORD PALMERSTON.
1. The Italian War.-Two years after the Indian

Mutiny began a war broke out in which Napoleon III.,
who had been our ally in the Crimea, helped the Italians
to drive out the Austrians from Italy, and partly succeeded in the attempt.
2. The Volunteers.-Englishmen were friendly to the
Italians, but they suspected the French Emperor, thinking that he meant to attack England as he had attacked
Austria. Young men came forward in crowds to serve
as Volunteers, as young men bad come forward when
Napoleon I. threatened to invade us. Every encouragement was given to them, and the Volunteer corps became
from that time a permanent force in the British army.
3. The Civil War in America.-The United States of
America were divided into two parts. In the Southern
States millions of black slaves worked for their master..,,
mostly in producing cotton and sugar. In the Northern
States there wero no slaves. The slave-owners thought
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further west, and carry their slaves with them. The free
States declared that they might keep their slaves where
they were already, but that they must not take them
~utside the slave States which already existed.
Every four years a new president of the United
States is chosen, and this time Abraham Lincoln was
elected. He was determined not to allow the fresh land
outside of the slave States to be cultivated by slaves.
The slave States then declared themselves independent,
and formed a government of their own. The Northern
States refused to allow them to separate, and a war
followed which lasted four years.
4. The Cotton Famine.-To one part of England the
American War b1·ought terrible suffering. Masses of
men in many of the large towns of the north depended
for their daily bread upon making cotton goods, and the
cotton which they used came almost entirely from the
Southern States. It was no longer possible to bring it
away, as the navy of the Northern States was very
strong and would not allow it to be brought.
All that could be done was done to get supplies from
other parts of the world, but no cotton as good as the
American was to be had, and even of the bad kinds but
little was to be had. The cotton famine, as it was called,
stopped the mills, or caused them to work at short time.
Thousands of persons were thrown out of work through
no fault of their own. In many a home there was want
and hunger ; but that want and hunger was borne with
patience.
Not only were the sufferers patient, but they forbore

v.

0
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to speak evil of the Northern States for stopping the
passage of the cotton. 'rhey believed that the slaveowners were in the wrong ; and that if the men of the
North won, they would set free the slaves . The working- ;
men of the North were right. Early in the war the·
slayes were declared by the Northern States to be .free,
and after four years of desperate :fighting the Southern
States were overpowered.
5. The Last Days of Lord Palmerston.-For some time
there had been much said about another Reform Bill to
gi-re yotes to the working-men. 'rhe working-men had
done more for themselYes than statesmen could do for·
them. They had shown that they were capable of
suffering for what they believed to Le a righteous cause.
It was impossible to say much longer that such men as
these were not as fit to be trusted with votes as many of
those who bad votes already. It was well known that
Lord Palmerston did not wish to have a Reform Bill,
and Lord Palmerston was the most popular man in
England. He was very old, and kept brisk and active
to the last. He was always cheery, and ready to speak
a friendly word to every one. Younger men, however,
thought otherwise than be did about Parliamentary
Reform, and when he died, eighty years old, it was
evident that much would be done which he did not care
to do.
al' -ly : one who joins another in

an underta.k ing; a nation which
helps another in a war.
ca'-pa-ble: having the power or
skill to do anything.
e-lect'-ed: chosen by the votes of
the people.
e'-vi-dent: plain; quite clear.

per'-ma-nent: fixed; steady; not

changing.
pre'-sid-ent: the name given in
many republics to the chief of

the government.
sus-pect'-ed : did not trust ; thought

evil of.
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LESSON LX.
FROM THE DEATH OF LORD PALMERSTON TO THE
END OF THE SECOND GLADSTONE MINISTRY .
(1865-1885.)

1. The Second Reform Bill.-After Lord Palmerston's
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death attempts were made to reform Parliament, and at
last a Bill rnpported by Mr. Disraeli became law, by
which the working-men in the towns obtained votes, and
also men living in the country who were not so rich as
those who alone had had votes there before.
2. Irish Troubles.-There were troubles in Ireland
because the Irish did not like to be governed by Englishmen in English ways. Mr. Gladstone, who opposed
Mr. Disraeli, proposed to make changes in the Irish
Church. The great part of the Irish were Catholics, and
had to support their priests out of their own pockets,
whilst they had also to pay something to the maintenance
of the Protestant clergy. The Protestant clergy, too,
were treated with more honour by the Government than
the Catholic priests were, as if their Church had been
the Church of the country.
3. The First Gladstone Ministry.-When Mr. Gladstone became Prime Minister all this was altered. He
also persuaded Parliament to pass a law to favour Irish
tenants against their landlords, and though more had
afterwards to be done, this attempt was honestly intended
to remedy what was wrong.
Changes, too, were made in England. An attempt
o 2
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was made to improve the education of children, and
School Boards were, for the first time, set up. An alteration was also made in the mode of voting at elections.
The electors were hereaHer to vote by ballot, so that no
one might know how they voted. In this way no one
could be ill-treated for voting according to his conscience.
On the Continent a war between Austria and Prussia,
had been followed by a war between Germany and
Prance. The King of Prussia became the German
Emperor, and the Emperor of the French was dethroned.
A new French Republic was set up, which had to begin
by making over some of its territory to the Germans,
who had been completely victorious, and had taken
Paris itself.
4. The· Disraeli Ministry.-Mr. Disraeli became Prime
Minister. In Turkey there had been massacres of Christians, and though all the European States advised the
Sultan to govern better, he did not take this advice.
Russia declared war against the Turks, and, though many
Russians perished, in the end the Turks were beaten.
Russia made a treaty with the Sultan by which a
great part of his dominions would be taken from him
and given to the people who lived in them. Mr. Disraeli,
who had now become Earl of Beaconsfield, thought that
the Russians would really govern these new States, and
insisted that more land should remain under the Sultan
than the Russians wished to leave him. All the great
States sent ambassadors to Berlin; and a treaty was
made in which the Russians gave up some of their
demands.
5. The Second Gladstone Ministry.-When Mr. Glad-
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stone became Prime Minister again there . were fresh
troubles in Ireland, and a new law was made in favour of
the tenants. There were also fresh troubles abroad. An
insurrection in Egypt was put down by an English army,
and ever since it has been difficult to know how Egypt
is to be governed. In Asia, too, the Russians have been
approaching very nearly to India.
Before the second Gladstone Ministry left office a
third Reform Bill was passed, which gave votes to the
working-men in the country as well as in the towns, and
which increased the number of members for populous
piaces. It has, therefore, become the duty of a much
larger number of persons than before to form a judgment on political affairs. It is better for them and for
the nation that they should vote as they conscientiously
believe to be right, even if they are wrong, than that
they should vote thoughtlessly or from corrupt motives
even for that which happens to be right.
am-bas'-sa-dors: ministers who
a.re sent by a country to represent it in a foreign country.
eler'-gy: the ministers or priests
of the Church of England.
u-throned' : turned off the
throne.
in-aur-rec'-tion: a rising or rebellion against the government.

land'-lords: men who let land or
houses to others on the payment
of rent.
Par'-is: the capital of France.
pop'-ul-ous: inhabited by a large
number of people.
ten'-ants: men who pay rent to
landlords for the use of land or
houses.
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BRIEF OUTLINE OF ENGLISH HISTORY.
1. ANCIENT BRITONS.
Lived in small tribes under chiefs or kings. Could not read.
Kept cattle, hunted, fished. Made baskets and pottery. Grew
barley &c. in S.E. Mined for tin in Cornwall. Less civilised in
centre and north, and only partially clothed in skins.
Religion.-Heathen; called Druidism. Priests called Druids.
Worshipped Sun, Moon, &c. Oak and mistletoe sacred.
British Remains. Cromlechs. Pottery, coins, &c. found in tombs.
Temples (supposed), as Stonehenge.

2. ROMANS.
First arrival, under ,Julius Cresar, B.C. 55. Under Aulus Plautins,
A.D. 43, conquered South Britain. Built towns (Chester, Bath, &c.)
Made roads (strata or streets: hence names Stratton, Stratford, &c.)
Formed camps (castra: hence names Lancaster, Chester, &c.) Diel
not destroy Britons, but improved their laws, houses, agriculture,
mining, &c. Introduced Christianity. Kept peace.
Roman soldiers withdrawn, 410. South Britain invaded by Picts
from north of Clyde, and Scots from Ireland.

3. THE ENGLISH.
Came from about the Elbe in Germany; were of three tribes,Angles, Saxons, and Ju,tes; spoke Low German (much like Dutch) ;
were hardy pirates.
Religion.-Heathen; taught them to be brave, not merciful.
Worshipped Woden (war god); Thor (storm god); Frea (goddess
of fruitfulness) &c. [Wednesday is Woden's-day; Thursclay, Thor's<lay; Friday, Frea's-day.J
English Conquest.-Some Jutes said to have been under Hengist
and Horsa landed in Than et about 449, and formed Kingdom of Kent.
Later some Saxons founded Kingdoms of Sussex (S. Saxons), Wessex
(W. Saxons), Essex (E. Saxons) and Middlesex (Middle Saxons).
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Angles founded Northumbria (N. of Humber), East Anglia (Norfolk,
Suffolk, &c.), and Iercia (midland counties).
The English, when they first landed, slew or cli-ove out the
Britons ; afterwards, further west, they kept them to till the ground.
By year 600, they had conquered all to the E. of Pennine anu.
Mendip Hills.
Social Life.-Two grades in society, besides slaves-e01·ls and
ceorls or f1·eemen; each family in separate homestead. The t1·ibesmen met to judge criminals, and to make war and peace. Soon
after their arrival in England, the tribes had Kings at their head,
to lead in battle and preside over the assembly of the tribe.
Treatment of Oriminals.-At some early time whilst the English
were in Germany, murder was avenged by relative of murdered
person; afterwards (to avoid blood-feuds) compensation was made
in money. Personal injury, 1·obbery, &c. were compensated by family
to family. Accused persons were condemned or acquitted by oath
of family or neighbours (compu,rgation); ·or, if they failed to get
compurgators, they were tried by ordeal (wn.lking blindfold over
red-hot ploughshares; dipping hand in boiling water).
Conversion of English.-Augnstine came from Rome by order of
Pope Gregory, 597. Converted Ethelbert, King of Kent; foundecl
church at Canterbury, and was made archbishop. Chi·istianity
spread over south from Canterbury. North converted by Pauli'nus
from Canterbury, and Aidan, who came from Iona and settled in
Holy _Island.
4. UNION OF ENGLAND.
The kings of the Jutes, Angles, and Saxons often quanelled and
fought with each other; the weake1· conquered by the stronger.
Egbert of Wessex conquered the others, and became overlord of
England, 827. Some of the conquered states still had kings and
laws of their own; but they were not allowed to fight with each
other.
Danish Invasions.-Danes (or Northmen) from Denmark and
Norway began to plunder east coast, and to form settlements; this
led to constant fighting and partial return of barbarism. Alfred,
grandson of Egbert, for a time driven from his thi·one, took refuge
in Athelney; defeated Danes at Ethandun, and by Treaty of
Wedmore [878] gave them land to north-east of line from London
to Chester. [-by in names of places indicates Danish settlementsas Grimsby, Kirby.]
Alfred's Government.-Having made peace with the Danes, he
tried to improve his country :-1. Formed a navy. 2. Translated
books and brought in foreign scholars to instruct his people. 3. Collected and improved the laws. 4. Encouraged foreign trade.
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Submission of Danes.-Kings after Alfred (Edward, Athelstan,
Edmund, Edred), gradually won the north from the Danes. England re-united and at peace, 954.
Edgar ' The Peaceful ; ' committed government to Dunstan,
Archbishop of Canterbury, who kept peace between Danes and
English, and allowed each their own laws; loved books, music, &c.;
promoted education ; supported the monks.
Ethelred 'The Unready;' arrival of fresh Danes; king bribed
instead of :fighting them,-Danegeld; anival of S-wegen; Wessex
overrun; London captured by Canute ; flight of Ethelred to Normandy; Edmund 'Ironsides forced Canute to give up south-eastern
h alf of kingdom ; death of Edmund, and election of Canute, 1016.
Canute allowed English their own laws ; kept peace between
th em and Danes ; was gentle and just ; succeeded by his sons, who
were brutal men and bad kings. On their death, Danes and English
elected Edward, son of Ethelred, 1042.
1

5. THE NORMAN CONQUEST.
The Normans, of same race as Danes; part of France about
Seine seized by Rollo in 912; called Normandy ; Normans learnt
to speak French; dukes did homage to French king; more civilised
t han English; lru:1d divided among lords who did homage to duke ;

lords had absolute power ove1· peasants.
Serfdom in England.-Since time of Alfred some English freemen
fl.ad become serfs, or villeins, but they were protected from illtr eatment ; if accused, might bring compurgators.
· '.Edward 'The Confessor,' more Norman than English; filled
offices with Normans ; French spoken at court ; English angry,
r ose under Godwin, earl of 1-N essex, and drove out Normans. On
Godwin's death his son, Harold, r uled in Edward's name; after
Edward's death Harold was elected king, 1066.
Invasions.-Harold Hard'rada, a Norwegian king, invaded north
of England, was defeated and slain at Stamford Bridge.
vVillia.ni, duke of Normandy, claimed throne, landed at Pevensey, defeated and slew Harold at Senlac, near Hastings, and was
crowned king, 1066.

6. THE NORMANS.
William I., 1066-1087.
William II., 1087-1100.

I

Henry I., 1100- 1135.
Stephen, 1135-1154.

WILLIAM I. ' The Conqueror' (1066) ; loved order; made all
obey him ; harsh and cruel if opposed; treated English who opposed
him, as rebels; gave their lands to Normans; Normans supported
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d, Athelstan,
>anes. Eng-

him through fear of English,- English through fear of Norman
barons; William allowed none to have mueh land in one county;
built castles in towns; allowed none to rob or murder.
Feudal System.-The land belonged to king, was divided among
vassals on condition of military service ; barons and tenants did
homage for lands.
Doomsday Book gave list of landowners, account of lands, and
payments or service due to king.
William's Cruelty.-Laid waste Vale of York to protect southern
England from Danes and Scots ; destroyed houses in New :Forest,
Rants, to fit it for hunting purposes.
WILLIAM II. 'The R ed' (1087), second son of William I.; able
and energetic, but unjust and cruel; English, in fear of barons, supP.?rted him. Kept sees vacant, and collected revenues ; during
illness, made Anselm archbishop ; Anselm opposed king and was
banislied ; king killed in New Forest.
HENRY I. ' The Scholar' (1100) ; third son of William I.;
brought up as an English prince, married an English wife, depended on English support against his elder brother Robert. Kept
barons down; took Normandy from Robert. Ruled justly but
sternly ; taxed heavily. Died 1135.
STEPHEN, son of Adela, daughter of William I. (1135); chosen
in preference to Matilda, daughter of Henry I. ; well-disposed, but
weak; crown claimed by Matilda; civil war and anarchy; barons
built castles, and oppressed people; tortured and imprisoned them
to extort money ; starved thousands.
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7-9. ANGEVIN OR PLANTAGENET KINGS.
Henry II., 1154- 1189.
Richard I., 1189- 1199
J ohn, 1199- 1216.
R emy III., 1216-1272.

Edward I., 1272- 1307.
Edward II., 1307- 1327.
Edward III., 1327-1377.
Richard II., 1377- 1399.

7.
HENRY II., son of Matilda, first king of Angevin or Plantagenet
line (1154) ; strong and energetic ; introduced reforms ; pulled down
castles and restored order ; substituted money payment for military
service; allowed small land-owners to carry arms. Established
regular assizes and juries.
Quarrel with Church.-Criminal clergymen were tried by church
courts and not properly punished. Henry wanted to have them
tried in ci;vil courts ; Archbishop Becket opposed this ; was accused
of embezzlement ; fled to France ; allowed to return, again offended
Henry; murdered by four knights ; this ied to a rebellion ; Remy
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did penance, satisfying the people; and gave up his claims over the
cler gy.
Conquest of Ireland begun. By inheritance and marriage Henry
ruled all the west of France. Succeeded by his son Richard, 1180.
RICHARD I. (1189) , bold and daring ; a good soldie1· ; a bad
king ; quarrelsome and overbearing to his equals.
Crusades.- Wars of the Cross ; undertaken to wrest Jerusalem
from Turks; began in time of William II. (1096), through preaching of Peter the Her1nit. Jerusalem captured by 1st crusade ;
retaken by Turks in time of Henry II. Richard joined King of
France and Duke of Austria in 3rd crusade, but quarrelled with
both of them ; defeated Turks, bnt failed to take Jerusalem. Taken
prisoner in Austria ; surrendered to Emperor Henry VI. ; 1·ansomed
by English. Killed during an attack on a castle in his own
dominions in France, 1199.

JOHN chosen king in preference to an elder brother's sonArthur ; John was wicked, selfish, mean, cruel, deceitful. Imprison ed and murdered Arthur ; called to account by Philip, King
of F r ance, he refused to attend ; Philip seized his Ji'rench lands
n0rth of the Loire.
Quarrel with Pope.-Against John's wishes, pope made Stephen
L angton Archbishop of Canterbury; John refused to admit him ;
pope laid England under an Interdict (church bells silent, dead un buried) ; then excommunicated and deposed John; as the French
were about to invade England and the English were turning against
him, J ohn submitted, and held his kingdom under the Pope.
Magna Carta.-Langton became champion of English liberties ;
was supported by barons; drew up a charter of liberties, and compelled John to sign it, 1215. Its main p'rovisions were (1) Free
and prompt justice to all; (2) Security of person and property
against illegal seizure ; (3) Control of taxation by the Great Council
of all the King-'s tenants in chief [except for th1·ee aids, namely,at knighting of king's eldest son, marriage of his eldest daughter,
or for r ansom of king's person].
\
Death of King.-John then got pope to annul charter, and hired
mer cenaries to make war on his subjects; they called in Louis, son
of King of France, to help ; but just then John died, 1216.

8.
HENRY III.- Eldest son of John, 1216 ; nine years old ; Earl of
Pembroke regent. Henry was mild but weak and extravagant; broke
. his promises ; promoted foreigners. Great Council began to be
called 'Parliament ; ' consisted at beginning of reign of barons,
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bishops, and abbots,-110 Commons. King's extravagance &c. provoked barons to resist. Simon de Montfort, king's brother-in-law,
their leader. Provisions of Oxfo1·d placed supreme power in hands
of Councils; barons jealous of Earl Simon ; great towns supported
him ; battle of Lewes (1264) . Capture of king and prince Edward;
Sim on ruler. Origin of Commons.-Earl Simon summoned to parliament two knights for each county (as had occasionally been done
earlier in the reign), and two 1·epresentatives for each borough; increased jealousy of barons ; escape of Prince Edward, battle of
Evesham (1265) and death of Simon ; king restored ; his death,
1272.
EDWARD I . (1272), a strong and wise ruler, a great law-giver;
controlled barons ; gave offices to Englishmen. In 1295 summoned
the first complete parliament, that of Simon not having been
summoned by a king.
Tried to bring all Britain under his government ; conquered and
annexed vVales; was acknowledged Lord-paramount of Scotland,
and made umpire to settle rival claims to crown ; declared for John
Balliol; required that Scotch law appeals should be heard before
him ; Scots rebelled and were defeated ; Balliol deposed ; insurrection und_e r Wallace, expulsion of English; Edward invaded Scotland, defeated Wallace ; vVallace betrayed and executed. Rebellion
under Robert Bruce, defeat of Scots ; Edward started for Scotland
but died at Burgh-on-Sands, near Carlisle, 1307.
EDWARD II. (1307), son of Edward I . ; weak, frivolous, devoted
to pleasure, left government to favourites.
Scotch War continued by Bruce, while king quarrelled with
barons; English driven out of all Scotland except Stirling Castle ;
king invaded Scotland, defeated at Bannockburn, 1314. I ndependence of Scotland.
Insurrection of Barons ; Piers Gave·s ton (king's favourite) beheaded ; king's wife joins barons; king deposed and mmdered.

9.
EDWARD Ill., eldest son of Edward II. (1327) .
Hundred Years' War.-King of France wanted Gascony from
English ; interfered in Scotch wars ; English feared he would stop
their wool trade with Flanders. Edward declared war, and claimed
French crown, on ground that his mother was sister of late king,
whilst present king (Philip VI.) was late king's cousin. French
said no man could rule by right of his mother. Battles of Sluy:::i
(Flanders, now part of Belgium), Crecy (1346). Siege of Calais;
Battle of Poitiers (1356), King John (son of Philip) taken prisoner.
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Peace of Bretigny,-Edward renounced claim to French throne, but
held large districts in France and was to receive large sums of
money.
The Labourers.-Two kinds, both harshly treated :(1) Villeins (or serfs), who paid for the land which they cultivated for themselves, by working for a lord without wages, and were
bound to the soil (could not leave their lord).
(2) F1·ee Labourers, who worked for wages and were not bound
to the soil. Wages were very low.
The Black Death.-Half the people perished; great demand for
labour ; labourers asked more wages ; landlords reduced · free
labourers to villeinage, and passed Statute of Labourers, making
demand for higher wages illegal ; insmrection of labourers under
John Ball.
New war with France, loss of French possessions. Death of
king, 1377.
RICHARD II. (1377), succeeded his grandfather, Edward III., his
father, the Black Prince, being dead.
Peasants ' Revolt.- French war went on unsuccessfully, cost
much money, involved new taxation, increased discontent of
labourers; insurrec~ion under Wat Tyler, for purpose of putting
down new taxes and villeinage ; king at first promised them
redress; some of them, not satisfied, committed murders &c.; king
met them at Smithfield; Tyler killed, rebels dispersed on promise
of freedom ; thousands of them were hanged, and the rest kept in
bondage.
John Wyclif, a learned priest, argued against authority of pope
in England, and against the luxury and laziness of clergy ; he
translated the Bible into English and wrote many tracts ; his
followers called Lollards. He died at Lutterworth in Leicestershire.
King absolute ; killed his uncle Gloucester and other nobles;
banished his cousin Hemy, Duke of Hereford (son of John of
Gaunt), and the Duke of Norfolk; when John of Gaunt, the Duke
of Lancaster, died, he seized his estates. Hereford, now Duke of
Lancaster, returned to demand his estates, was welcomed by
the nobles; Richard was dethroned, and Hereford (Bolingbroke)
made king as Henry IV., 1399.

10. THE HOUSE OF LANCASTER.
Henry VI., 1422- 1461.

Henry IV., 1399- 1413.
Henry V., 1413- 1422.

I

HENRY IV. (1399), first king of House of Lancaster, his title
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founded on Act of Parliament ; he therefore had to submit to
Parliament.
Burning of Lollards.-N obles feared Lollards because they
favomed freedom of serfs; tried to put them down, passed a law
onlering them to be burnt,-fi.rst such law in England.
Rebellion.-Nobles who placed Henry on throne were dissatisfied
with him; the Welsh, under Glendower, wanted independence.
Percy, Earl of Northumberland, made league with Scots and Welsh
to rise against king ; rebels defeated at Shrewsbury. Other rebellions followed, Henry died a worn-out man in 1413.
HENRY V. (1413), son of Henry IV., succeeded. Strong and
brave. French King, harles VI., mad. Henry V. revived claim
of Edward III. and made war on France. Captmed Harfleur; totally
routed French at Agincourt, 1415; conquered Normandy; the
Burgundians joined Henry in revenge for mmder of their duke by
a Frenchman in the presence of the eldest son of the King of
France. Treaty of Troyes,-Henry to be regent of France at
once; to marry Catherine, Charles's daughter; and to be king
when Charles VI. died. Henry's death, 1422.
HENRY VI. (1422), infant son of Henry V., succeeded. Gentle,
pious, without strength or wisdom. His uncle, the Duke of Bedforcl, regent in France; conquest continued, Orleans besieged;
siege mised by Joan Daro ; Charles VII. crowned at Rheims; Joan
<"1ptnred and burnt ; English driven out of France, Calais excepted ;
~rcn,t discontent in Engln.nd; Duke of Suffolk (king's minister)
murdered ; insmrection in Kent under Jack Cade, Cade executed ;
king mad ; Duke of York regent ; York displaced by king.
Wars of Roses.-Civil war; the Duke of York claimed crown;
York defeated and killed at Wakefield; his son Edward defeated
royalists at Towton, and became Edward IV. 1461.

11. HOUSE OF YORK.
other nobles ;
,n of John of
,unt, the Duke
now Duke of
welcomed by
(Bolingbroke)

~R.
22- 1461.

aster, his title

Edward IV., 1461- 1483.
Richard III., 1483-1485.
Edward V., 1483.
EDWARD IV. (1461), first king of House of York; a brave, able
soldier ; but too fond of pleasure. Wars of the Roses weakened
the barons and strengthened the king, so that he was able to protect the farmers, labourers, and shopkeepers from the barons ;
more popular with middle and lower classes than with barons;
king offended Warwick, the K ingniaker, the most powerful of
barons; who restored Henry VI.; Edward fled to Flanders; returned with an army, defeated and slew \V arwick at Barnet ; overcame Margaret at Tewkesbury (1471); sent Henry VI. to the
Tower, where he was mmdered.

I
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Benevolences.-Edward ruled almost without parliament; got
money by confiscating estates of those who had fought against
him, and by requiring rich men to give him benevolences.
Printing.-William Caxton set up a printing-press in Westminster, 1476.
EDWARD V. succeeded his father in 1483 ; his uncle, Richard
Duke of Gloucester, made protector; Richard put to death Lord
Rivers (king's mother's .brother) and Lord Hastings (minister to
Edward IV.) ; sent king and his brother to Tower; got parliament
to set them aside and make him king ; then had the princes
murdered.
RICHARD III., 1483; brave and warlike, but cruel; slightly

deformed; his cruelty made him unpopular ; Duke of Buckingham
(who had helped him to throne) formed plot to place Henry Earl
of Richmond on the throne (see Genealogical Table); plot defeated .and Buckingham executed. Richmond made a second at.
tempt, landed at Milford Haven ; defeated and slew Richard at
Bosworth in Leicestershire, 1485. Richmond crowned on the field
as Remy VII. It was arranged that he should marry Elizabeth,
daughter of Edward IV. This' Union of the Roses' put an end to
the civil war.

12. HOUSE OF TUDOR,
HENRY VII. (1485- 1509); cold and reserved, unpopular. A
strong ruler who gave peace and security; a lover of money and
power. Strengthened claim to throne by marrying Elizabeth,
daughter of Edward IV.
Insurrections.-(!) Lambert Simnel, a baker, professed to be
Earl of Warwick, son of Duke of Clarence. Supported by Irish ;
landed in Lancashire ; defeated at Stoke, taken prisoner and made
r oyal scullion. (2) Perkin Warbeck pretended to be Richard Duke
of York, son of Edward IV., was captured and executed.
King and Nobles.-Power of nobles greatly reduced and that of
king increased (a) by king's possession of artillery, (b) by his enforcement of Statute of Liveries (Edward IV.), (c) by his setting up
Court of Star Chamber.
King amassed wealth by reviving benevolences, inflicting fines,
levying heavy taxes on the rich, and being very economical. Discovery of America, 1492.
HENRY VIII. (1500-1547), son of Henry VII. Strong, active,
self-willed ; frank, jovial, and popular.
Condition of People.-Some scholars had begun to study Greek
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and Latin authors ; prin ting had greatly multiplied books. Lower
classes no longer serf: , but badly treated; much arable land turned
into pasture; many farm labourers thrown out of work ; they and
discharged soldiers had no resources but begging and stealing ;
convicted thieves were hanged.
Reformation begun by Luther in Germany; his followers called
'protestants.' King quarrelled with pope about divorce of Quee·n
Catherine ; fall of Wolsey.
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Boleyn; Statute of Appeals. forbidding appeals to Rome; Act of
Supremacy, declaring king supreme head of church; king burnt
protestants as heretics, and hanged or beheaded catholics as traitors;
execution of More as traitor, because he refnsed to acknowledge
lawfulness of king's second marriage. .
Translation of Bible : Thomas Cromwell minister; suppression
of smaller monasteries, and waste of their means. Pilgrimage of
Grace in northern counties ; destruction of images; dissolution of
larger monasteries ; new cathedrals.
Fall of Cromwell; Cromwell lost the King's favour and was
executed by Act of Parliament.
Statute of Six Articles,- ordering death of those who publicly
denied the .six leading catholic doctrines assailed by protestants.
(1. transubstantiation ; 2. communion in one kind (bread, but not
wine); 3. celibacy of clergy; 4. perpetual obligation of vows of
chastity; 5. private masses ; 6. auricular confession.]
Translation of Lord's Prayer, Creed, &c. Mass still said in
Latin. Death of king, 1547.
Wives of Henry VIII.
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1. Catherine of A1Tagon

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Anne Boleyn
Jane Seymour
Anne of Cleves .
Catherine Howard
Catherine Parr .

Children

Mary
Elizabeth
Edward
None

"
"

Fo.te of wife

Divorced
Beheaded
Died naturally
Divorced
Beheaded
Outlived Henry

EDWARD VI. (1547- 1553), only a boy; Edward Seymour, Duke
of Somerset, king's uncle, made p1·otector; war with Scotland to
compel Mary Queen of Scots to many Edward; battle of Pinkie;
Mary sent to France.

BRJ
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Reformation continued ; remaining images destroyed; new

Prayer Book in English; rebellion in Devon. Seizure of church
property ; building of Somerset House.
Somerset's fall; Ket's rebellion in Norfolk against inclosures;
put down by Dudley, Earl of Warwick, who then took protectorate
from Somerset, charged him with treason, and executed him.
Warwick made Duke of Northumberland and Head of Government ; issued a second and more protestant Prayer Book ; persuaded king to leave crown to Lady Jane Grey, king's cousin;
death of king.
MARY (1553- 1558), daughter of Henry VIII., acknowledged
queen by people; Lady Jane imprisoned, Northumberland beheaded. English Prayer Book suppressed; queen's marriage with
Philip of Spain; Sir Thomas Wyat and the men of Kent rose in
rebellion to prevent Mary from marrying Philip; Wyat was taken
and executed; Lady Jane beheaded; pope's authority restored;
protestants burned,-Rowland Taylor, Ridley, Latimer, Cranmer,
and others. War with France; loss of Calais. Death of Mary, 1558.

14. ELIZABETH'S REIGN.
ELIZABETH (1558- 1603), daughter of Anne Boleyn, and a

protestant ; second Pi-ayer Book of Edw1:trd VI. restored ; Catholic
bishops deprived ; uniformity of worship commanded, according to
rites of Church of England.
Mary Queen of Scots.- Scotch were protestants, Mary was a
Catholic; claimed crown of England ; being a great-gi·anddaughter
of Henry VII., and Elizabeth having been declared by Hemy
VIII. illegitimate, many (especially .Catholics) thought Mary lawful
Queen of England ; murder of Darnley her husband; rebellion of
Scotch ; Mary's flight to England and imprisonment; rising in
the north; plot to assassinate Elizabeth and put Mary on the
throne ; Norfolk executed.
National Prosperity made Elizabeth popular; increase of trade;
improvement of manufactures ; better food ; more comfortable
houses ; First Poor Law.
Hatred of Spain, the champion of Catholicism; contraband trade
of English in West Indies ; seizure of Spanish ships. Maritime
discoveries; Drake's voyage round the world, plundering Spaniards
at Valparaiso &c.; 'North-West Passage' sought,-Frobisher,
Davis, Gilbert.
ELIZABETH'S TRIUMPHS.
Catholic :Missions.-Increase of protestants; pope had declared
Elizabeth a usurper; Roman missionaries tried to reconvert
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English; Elizabeth afraid; fierce laws a.gainst missionaries;
Throgmorton's plot to murder Elizabeth and put Mary on throne
defeated; the 'Association.' Troops sent to help Dutch against
Philip ; death of Sydney; Drake plundered Spanish West Indies.
The Babington plot and execution of Mary Queen of Scots .
The Invincible Armada, 1588.-Philip determined to invade and
conquer England ; Catholics united with Protestants to defend
country; Philip's store ships destroyed by Drake at Cadiz.
8panish army in Flanders ready to embark; Fleet attacked in
English Channel and driven up North Sea; most of the ships
wrecked. English coinmanded by Lord Howard of Effingham,
a sisted by Drake, &c.

LAST . YEARS OF ELIZABETH.
War with Spain continued; Spanish ships and towns plundered ;

Jeath of Drake in West Indies ; Spanish fleet destroyed in Cadi~
harbom by Howard and Essex.
Conquest of Ireland.-Irish lands confiscated and given to
English; rebellion under Tyrone ; Essex failed to put it down, and
was executed for treason; Lord Mountjoy subdued Ireland.
The Monopolies.-Queen conferred on her favourites sole right of
selling certain articles ; people angry; House of Commons interposed, and queen cancelled monopolies. Elizabeth died, 1603.
'She found England divided and weak; she left it united and
strong.'

15. THE STUARTS.
James I., 1603- 1625.
I
Charles I., 1625-1649.
The Commonwealth and Protectorate, 1649-1660.J
Charles II., 1660--1685. I
James II., 1685- 1688.

r

JAMES I. (1603- 1625), son of Mary Queen of Scots, was James

VI. of Scotland, and united thrones of England and Scotland.
Hampton Court 0onference.- Puritans wanted revision of Prayer
Book, permission not to use surplices, the sign of cross in baptism,
and the ring in marriage. Nothing came of conference but revised
translation of Bible.
Gunpowder Plot, 1605.- Catholics were severely treated, and
James refused all concessions to them; some of them, headed by
CatP, by, decided to blow up king and parliament; plot discovered,
conspirators executed.
Colonisation of Ulster.-After conqne t of Irelancl by Elizabeth,
many chiefs were jealous of English influence; the Earl of Tyrone
refused to submit and fled to Spain; his estates confiscated, and
given to English and Scotch settlers,-the Irish owners being
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turned adrift ; this increased Irish discontent, and involved additional expense to keep order; James quarrelled with the Commons
about raising the money.
James's Favourites.-1. Robert Carr.-A Scotchman; created Earl
of Somerset. He and his wife were convicted of the murder of 8ir
Thomas Overbury.
2. George Villiers, J?uke of Buckingham.-James made him very
rich, and gave him more authority than any other person in the
kingdom.
Spanish Marriage Treaty.-J ames wanted to marry his son Charles
to Maria, daughter of Philip III. of Spain, expecting a large dowry.
English opposed to it as Philip was a Catholic, and the Armada
was not forgotten. Prince Charles and Buckingham went to Madrid
to see the Infanta; but the treaty was broken off, to the joy of the
English.
Raleigh's Voyage.-Raleigh had been committed -to the Tower.
He was set free to obtain for James a sum of gold from a mine
near the Orinoco in South America. Failing to discover the mine
his men attacked the Spaniards, against which James had cautioned him. He returned, and was executed on the former charge.
Monopolies.- King revived monopolies; Commons complained,
and king cancelled them.
Lord Chancellor Bacon impeachecl for corruption and sentenced
to loss of office, fine and imprisonment.
Marriage of Charles.- King married his son Charles to Henrietta
Maria, sister of King of France, secretly undertaking to grant
freedom of worship to Catholics, though he had promised Parliament he would not.

16. REIGN OF CHARLES I.
CHARLES I. (1625- 1649), son of James I., still under influence
of Buckingham.
His First Parliament.-Charles summoned parliament and asked
for money to carry on a war with Spain. The Commons granted
only a small amount, and refused 1J1ore as long as Charles retained
Buckingham for his chief adviser. Charles was angry anJ dissolved
parliament.
Unsuccessful expedition to Cadiz.
The Second Parliament.- Buckingham impeached. Charles dis,
solved parliament before the trial was concluded.
Forced Loans.- N ot able to obtain money from Parliament,
Charles ordered all persons with prnperty to grant him money as
a forced loan.
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Buckingham, sent with an army to help the Protestants of La
Rochelle, was unsuccessful.
The Third Parliament before granting money required Charles to
agree to the Petition of Right, which provided that :-(1) Neither
taxes nor forced loans should be levied without consent of Parliament ; (2) o man should be detainecl in prison without the cause
being shown, so that he might apply to a judge to be tried or bailed;
(3) Soldiers should not be billeted upon private persons; (4) No
martial law to be executed. Charles consenting, receive~ a arant
and fitted out an expedition to relieve Rochelle. Buckingham
murdered by John Felton. '
King's Disputes with Parliament.- (!) With Puritan members
about teaching certain doctrines. (2) About 'tonnage' and 'poundage,' i.e. payment of duties on goods exported and imported.
Charles dissolved Parliament 1629, and did not call another for
eleven years.
, Imprisonment of Members.- King imprisoned Eliot and other
members who had opposed him. Eliot died in prison.
Laud and the Church.- William Laud made Bishop of London,
afterwards Archbishop of Canterbury. (1) Compelled clergy to
read the whole of the Prayer Book service. (2) R emoved communion table to east end of churches. (3) Brought disobedient
clergy before the High Commission Court established by Elizabeth,
and deprived them of their benefices.
Court of Star Chamber (Ren. VII.) used by king to punish those
who complained violently of his government; no jury; court consisted of two judges and king's council, - both accusers and
judges.
Ship Money. - (1) Charles wanted to build fleet; ordered seaports
., to send him ships, or money instead. (2) He ordered all the
counties to do the same. John Hampden, a Buckinghamshire squire,
refused to pay; judges decided against Hampden.
Scottish Prayer l3ook.- (1) King had a new Prayer Book compiled, and ordered it to be read in Scotch churches. (2) The people
resisted; drew up the ' ational Covenant,' binding themselves to
stand up for their religion. (3) Charles marched an army to Scotland, but for want of money was obliged to agree to a peace.
,
The Short Parliament. assembled. Cha,rles dissolved it because
I it would not grant him money to fight the cotch. Havina
obtained some money by transactions in pepper, Charles marched
to York; Scots invaded England and defeated part of king's army;
King promised them money and summoned Parliament to grant it.
Long J>arliament (Nov. 1640), released men imprisoned by Star
F2
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Chamber ; Strafford and Laud sent to Tower, impeached and
executed for treason; to levy ship-money &c. without consent of
Parliament declared illegal ; Courts of High Commission and Star
Chamber abolished. Division in the House as to Church matters,Pym and Hampden wanted change in Prayer Book &c.; Hyde and
Falkland opposed it.
Rebellion in Ireland.-Irish of Ulster drove out English and
Scottish colonists established by James and killed many of them.
An army was sent over which treated the Irish very badly.
Grand Remonstrance, drawn up by the Commons, demanding(! ) That ministers should not be appointed unless approved of by
Parliament ; (2) That a number of clergymen should be named by
Parliament to consider alterations to be made in the Prayer Book.
Charles resisted, and marched to the House with 400 armed men
to seize five members whom he accused as traitors; but they
escaped him.

17. THE GREAT REBELLION.
The Commons now thought Charles meant to attack them with
soldiers, and demanded the appointment of the officers; Charles
refused, and collected an army at Nottingham; 'Cavaliers' and
' Roundheads.'
Battles and Results.-Edgehill- indecisive; the king entered
Oxford and wintered there.
Ohalgrove Field-Hampden mortally wounded.
Newbury-Falkland killed. The Scots, invited by Parliament,
entered England 1644.
Marston Moor-Cromwell gained great victory.
Self-denying Ordinance, passed by Parliament, ordered every
m ember of Parliament to resign his post as officer in the army.
The Parliamentary army was remodelled. Fairfax appointed
General, Cromwell Lieutenant-General.
Battle of Naseby. Fairfax defeated king, who surrendered to
Scots, and was delivered up to the Parliamentarians. End of the
first war.
Quarrel between t4e army and Parliament about pay and the
freedom of worship. The army seized the king and placed him in
H ampton Court. He afterwards escaped to the Isle of Wight, wn,s
captured, and lodged in Carisbrooke Castle.
Second Civil War.-Insurrections in favour of Charles broke out
in Wales, Kent, and Essex; quelled by Fafrfax and Cromwell.
Scotch army invaded England in behalf of the king; defeated by
Cromwell at Preston.
The army determined to bring Charles to trial, and to effect
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this, cleared the House of ninety unfavomable members; the remainder called the ' Rump.'
Charles was tried by a High Court of Justice appointed by the
Rump Parliament, condemned, and executed Jan. 1649.
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18. THE COMMONWEALTH (1649).
No king, no House ·of Lords ; only 80 members in Commons ;
country governed by a Council of State chosen by the Commons.
Ireland in anarchy; Cromwell sent to restore order; his severity;
he storms Drogheda and captures Wexford .
Scotland.- Prince Charles crowned by Scots; Cromwell defeats
Scots at Dunbar and at Worcester,-' a crowning mercy.'
Expulsion of Long :Parliament.-Cromwell expelled remnant of
Long Parliament, and called another,-the Barebones :Parliament,
which gave all power to him, and declared him Lord Protector.
Cromwell's Government.- (!) He called Parliament, it was troublesome, he dissolved it, and ruled without a Parliament. (2) He
allowed the Puritans to worship as they liked, but refused use of
Prayer Book to members of Church of England. (3) He joined
France in war against Spain, and received Dunkil:k. (4) He summoned a second Parliament, which requested him to talrn title of_
King, but he refused. He consented to create a new House of
Lords.
Cromwell died in 1658. Richard Cromwell, his eldest son,
succeeded. He assembled a Parliament, but it was dissolved
by the army, and the old members of the Long Parliament were
recalled.
The Restoration.-George Monk marched with an English army
from Scotland to London and declared for a free Parliament. The
Long Parliament dissolved itself; a new Parliament was chosen
which invited Charles to become king, 1660.
19. THE STUARTS.

CHARLES II.

CHARLES II. (1660- 1685); witty, fond of pleasure,-' the merry

monarch.' The army disbanded, except three regiments. Body of
Cromwell dug up and hanged ; those who had condemned Charles I.
executed.
Cavalier :Parlia.ment.-Bishops restored, and services of Church
of England used in all churches.
Acts against :Puritans.-(!) Act of Uniformity,-all clergymen to
approve everything in the Prayer Book. (2) Conventicle Act,-forbidding meetings of more than five persons (in addition to the
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household) for any worship save that of Prayer Book. (3) Five Mile
Act,-no Nonconformist minister to come within five miles of a
corporate town, or of a place where he had been a clergyman.
John Bunyan, imprisoned for nonconformity, wrote the 'Pil.
grim's Progress.'
Rewards to Royalists.-Monk made Duke of Albemarle, and Hyde
made Earl of Clarendon and Lord Chancellor.
First Dutch War.-Rivalry of the English and Dutch; king
spent on his own pleasures money voted for 1,h e war. Peace being
almost concluded at Breda, Charles dismissed the sailors. The
!Dutch, taking advantage of this, sailed up the Thames and burnt
'several English ships. A peace favourable to the Dutch was concluded at Breda.
·
The Cabal Ministry,-formed after the fall · of Clarendon; composed of Clifford, Arlington, Buckingham, Ashley, Lauderdale;
favoured toleration.
The Triple Alliance (English, Dutch, and Swedes), to prevent
Louis of France from making any further conquests.
Treaty of Dover, concluded secretly between Charles and Louis
XIV. of France; Charles promised (1) to join Louis against the
Dutch, and (2) to declare himself a Catholic.
ChaTles declared war against Dutch, and issued Declaration of
Indulgence ordering that the laws against Catholics and Dissenters
should not be put into execution; Parliament was furious and he
withdrew Declaration.

20. · LAST YEARS OF CHARLES II.
A Test Act passed against Catholics. It required every person
appointed to office, (1) to 1·eceive the Sacrament, (2) to declare his

disbelief in Transubstantiation.
Result.-(1) The Cabal Ministry destroyed,-Clifford and Arlington refused to take the test. (2) Danby's Ministry formed, whose
policy was' No-Toleration,'' No support to Fr1.1,nce.' It furthered
the marriage between William of Orange and the Princess Mary.
Alleged Popish Plot.- Titus Oates declared that he had discovered a Catholic plot against the king. He was believed at first,
and many people were put to death, but afterwards his assertions
were found to be false.
Shaftesbury tried to pass an' E:x:clusion Bill,' to prevent succession of James Duke of York; king dissolved Parliament.
The Habeas Corpus Act was passed to prevent the indefinite im•
prisonment of persons charged with treasou.
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The Forfeiture of the London Charter because the grand jury
acquitted Shaftesbury of a charge brought against him by the

king.
The Rye House Plot, formed by some Whigs of note to murder
the king. It was discovered, and Russell and Sydney, who had
been agitating for another Parliament, were accused of taking part
in plot and executed.
King's Last Days.-Charles had long been a pensioner on the
King of France, who kept him so well supplied with money that be
could do without summoning a Parliament. On his deathbed he
professed himself a Roman Catholic.

JAMES II. (1685-1688), brother of Charles II.
Monmouth's Rebellion.-The Whigs in time of Charles II. had

tried to pass a bill excluding James from succession, with a view to
conferring crown on Duke of Monmouth, illegitimate son of Charles:
Failing, they fled to Holland. They now returned headed by Mon,
mouth, and landed at Lyme in Dorset ; defeated at Sedgemoor.
Monmouth executed.
Bloody Assizes.-After the rebellion, Jeffreys, a cl'Uel judge, was
sent down to the west of England to hold . an assize; 320 persons
put to death; 841 sold into slavery.
The Test Act.- (1) James appointecl Catholic officers in the army
and excused them from taking the test. Parliament remonstrated,
and was dissolved. (2) James got the judges to declare he had a
right to dispense with the test. (3) King then issued a Declaration
of Indulgence, allowing Dissenters and Catholics to worship as they
pleased, and to hold offices without taking the test. (4) Expulsion
of the Fellows of Magdalen College for not electing a Catholic
president ; James ordered the Declaration to be read in all the
churches. (5) Seven bishops presented a petition to James, praying him not to compel the clergy to read the Declaration. They
were accused of libel, but acquitted by the jury,
In~itation to the Prince of 0range.-(1) William was invited by
seven noblemen to come to England to save the laws and liberties
of the nation. (2) The immediate cause of the invitation was the
birth of J ames's son, who, the people knew, would be brought up a
Catholic, and would be heir to the throne. (3) William landed at
Torbay and marched towards London. J ames's officers deserted
and joined William. The king fled to F1·ance, and wa.s received at
the court of Louis XIV., 1688. William and his wife Mary declared
king and q,ueen, 1689._
· ·· ·
·
- '
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21. WILLIAM III. AND MARY II.
WILLIAM AND MARY (1689- 1694).-William, son of William,
Prince of Orange, and of Mary, daughter of Charles I. ; Ma1·y,
daughter of J ames II.

The Revolution.-Parliament declar2d that (1) James, by misgovernment and leaving the kingdom, had given up the tlll'one.
(2) Mary and William were to be joint sovereigns. (3) At death
of either the survivor should reign ; at death of both, unless Mary
left issue, the crown should descend to Mary's sister, the Princess
Anne.
Toleration Act was passed, allowing Dissenters (but not Catholics)
to worship in theu- own chapels.

War with Scotland.-Viscount Dundee took up the cause of
J ames in the Highlands, and defeated William's forces at Killiecrankie, but was shot himself.
Massacre of Glencoe.-William concluded a peace with Scotland;
H ighland chiefs to swear tc, live peaceably ; oath to be taken by a
certain day. Mac Ian, of GlencM, was not punctual, and the
chief minister of Scotland (the Master of Stair) caused his clan
to be m assacred.

War in Ireland.- Throughout the Commonwealth, and the reign
of Charles II., the I rish had been badly treated. James II. allowed
them their own way, and they drove out the English.
Siega of Londonderry (1689).-Londonderry still held by English.
J ames besieged it ; it was bravely defended by Walker, a clergyman, and after great hardships was relieved. General Kirke raised
the siege.
:Battle of the :Boyne.-William crossed over to I reland and de-

feated J ames, who fled to France.
The Irish again defeated at Aghrim ; Limerick captured.
War with France.- L ouis, King of France, wanted to invade

E ngland and restore James. The English and Dutch fleets defeated
by French off Beachy Head. The F1·ench prepared to invade England ; but their fleet was destroyed by Admiral Russell off La
H ogue.
Liberty of the Press.- U p to this reign no book was allowed to

be published until an officer, called the 'licenser,' had given his
leave. Now this r ule was abolished.
Death of Mary from small -pox, 1694.
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22. WILLIAM III.
WILLIAM III. as sole monarch, 1694- 1702.
Continuation of the War with France.-William besieged and
captured Namur,- the first town lost by Louis. Peace of Ryswick.
William acknowledged by Louis King of England. Dutch gu.1rds
dismissed.
Assassination Plot. - Forty Jacobites plotted to assassinate
William; plot discoyered; some conspirators executed.
Spanish Succession.-Charles II., King of Spain, was an invalid
and not likely to live long. Louis, King of France, had married
Charles's eldest sister, and claimed the crown of Spain for his son.
William objeched to the descendants of Louis being Kings of Spain.
fSpain then held great part of Italy, the Southern Netherlands and
West Indies.]
Partition Treaties.-First. Most of the Spanish lands were to be
given to a young Bavarian prince ; this prince, however, soon died.
Second. Southern Italy and Lorraine were to be given to Louis'
grandson Philip ; the rest, including Spain, to the Archduke Charles,
the younger son of the Emperor .
Charles, dying, left his dominions to Philip. William wanted
to compel Louis to carry out the Partition Treaty, but Parliament
at first refused money. Louis, on the death of James II., aclrnowledged the Old. Pretender as James III. . Parliament at once granted
William money and forces to carry on a war against Louis.
Act of Settlement.-(1) If William died without children, the
crown to go to Anne, sister of Mary, and daughter of James II.
(2) After Anne, to the Electress Sophia, the grand-daughter of
James I., the next heir who was a Protestant.
Death of William, 1702.

23. REIGN OF ANNE.
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ANNE (1702- 1714), second daughter of James II.
War of Spanish Succession.-Causes.-(1) The determination of

Louis to put his grandson Philip in possession of the Spanish
dominions as Philip V., in violation of the Partition Treaty; and
(2) his recognition of the Pretender as James III.
Armies engaged.- English, Dutch, and Germans, commanded
by Duke of Marlborough, against the French and Spaniards.
Engagements.-Sir - George Rooke captured Gibraltar. Marlborough totally defeated French at Blenheim in Bavaria, 1704.; at
Ramilies in Flanders, 1706 ; at Oudenarde in Flanders, 1708 ; and at
Malplaquet in North France, 1709.
Th'3 Union with Scotland.-English Parliament had passed an
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Act oettling the crown on the Electress Sophia ; Scotch Parliament
refused to do the like ; to avoid risk of separation of crowns, English
offered Scotch free trade with England, and the exercise of their
own laws, and the presbyterian form of worship, if they would consent to a union of Parliaments. The Act of Union passed 1707.
The Whig and Tory Ministries.-The Whigs.-(1) All through the
reign were in favour of the' War of Spanish Succession.' (2) After
the unsuccessful trial of Sachev'erell, for preaching' non-resistance,'
the Whigs were dismissed.
The Tories were eager for peace. They made a treaty, which
was signed at Utrecht. The chief Tory ministers were Harley
(Earl of Oxford) and St. John (Viscount Bolingbroke).
Treaty of Utrecht.-Terms.-(1) France engaged to acknowledge
Anne and the protestant succession. (2) Philip, grandson of-Louis,
retained Spain and the Spanish colonies, but the crowns of France
and Spain were not to be united. (3) Spanish lands in Italy and
Netherlands given to Archduke Charles, now emperor.
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24. GEORGE I. (1714-1727),
Son of Elector of Hanover, and of Sophia, grand-daughter of
James I.
Events in Early Part of Reign.-The Tory Ministers were removed and the Whigs put in power.
The rebellion in favour of the Old Pretender, James Francis
Edward, the son of James II. The Pretender landed in Scotland,
but the rebellion was put down and he retired to the Continent.
The South Sea Bubble.- Owing to the increase of trade, people
began to invest their money rashly. Many trading companies
started; one of the most popular was the South Sea Company,
formed to carry on trade with South Africa and Spanish America.
People formed such exaggerated expectations of profit that 100l.
shares were sold for l,000l. After a time, the shares fell to a low
price. Thousands of families were ruined. Sir Robert Walpole,
the first Prime Minister of England, and a Whig, by his wise acts
somewhat remedied the disaster.
Parliamentary corruption; wholesale bribery at elections and
in the House.
·
25. REIGN OF GEORGE II.
GEORGE II. (1727-1760), son of George I.
Walpole's Administration.-(1) He attempted to put an end to
smuggling by an Excise Bill; but it was rejected. (2) Against his
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own judgment he was led to declare war against Spain to avenge
the ill-treatment of British smugglers and prevent the searching of
English vessels by Spaniards. (3) Defeat of English, and resignation of Walpole.
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Broad-Bottomed Ministry formed by Henry Pelham (Prime Minister) and his brother the Duke of Newcastle.
Rebellion under Young Pretender, Charles Edwa,rd, son of James
Francis, the Old Pretender, and grandson of James II. He landed
in Scotland; was joined by the Highlanders; marched to Edinburgh; obtained many followers, and defeated the Royal forces at
Preston Pans. He then invaded England; marched to Derby; but
found little support and was obliged to retreat. At Falkirk, near
Stirling, he defeated the Royal forces under General Hawley; but
was routed at Culloden (17 46), in Inverness, by the Duke of
Cumberland. Charles escaped to the Continent ; lived a dissipated
life.
Spread of the English.-Thirteen colonies along Atlantic coast of
N. America; collisions with French of Lower Canada.
Seven Years' War~-Loss of Minorca; execution of Byng;
William Pitt' the Great Commoner' made War Minister. Wolfe's
expedition to Canada ; capture of Quebec 17 59 ; conquest of Canada.
Hawke's victory over French near Quiberon.
·

French and English in lndia.-The English bad forts and factories
at Madras, Bombay, and Calcutta ; the French bad a settlement at
Pondicherry; the rest of India was under native princes. Dupleix,
the French governor, secured friendship of some native princes, and
intrigued to expel the English. Arcot captured by British under
Clive. Calcutta seized by Surajah Dowlah; the 'Black Hole'
avenged at Plassey by Olive, 1757, and the foundation of our"
Indian Empire laid.

26. REIGN OF GEORGE III.
GEORGE III. (1760- 1820), grandson of George II.
End of the Seven Years' War.-Pitt resigned office, and peace

was made with France by the Treaty of Paris. England regained
Minorca, and kept Canada.
Events which led to the American War.-Grenville, Prime Minister; Stamp Act passed, requiring Americans to pay for stamps on
law papers, as we de in England now. The Americans refused to
pay, and Grenville was obliged to resign office. Lord Rockingham,
Premier; repeal of Stamp Act. Rockingham succeeded by Pitt,
now Earl of Chatham.
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Chatham became seriously ill; during his absence duties were
imposed on tea &c. going to America. Chatham advised the repeal
of the duties, and was dismissed by king. Grafton and then L ord
North succeeded. A car.go of tea shipped to Boston, thrown overboard by the colonists. The English Parliament then passed an Act
forbidding ships to unload at Boston, and another declaring that
lVIassachusetts should be ruled by men appointed by the king.
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The American War of Independence.- Election of a Congress ;

George \Vashington appointed leader of the American forces.
Stubborn fight, and defeat of Americans, at Bunker's Hill, near
Boston. Americans issued D eclaration of Independence, declaring
they were a free nation and would submit to George no longer.
New York seized and held till the end of the war. English, under
General Burgoyne, forced to surrender at Saratoga. The French
and t hen the Spaniards declared war against England, and helped
the Americans. Surrender of English army under Lord Cornwallis
at Yorktown, 1781. Resignation of North, 1782. Rockingham
Prime Minister, and after his death, Shelburne. A peace arranged,
and signed at Paris, acknowledging independence of the United
States, 1783. The defeat of the French and Spanish fleets by Lord
Rodney, and the successful defence of Gibraltar, sn.ved British
interests in Europe and India.

27. REIGN OF GEORGE III. (continued) 1788-1789.
Ministerial Changes.- Shelburne was turned out of office through
a quarrel with Charles James Fox, who voted with the Tories, and
then formed with Lord North a Coalition Ministry. After a short
time, the king dismissed the Coalition Ministry, and 1~ade William
Pitt, son of Chatham, Prime Minister, though only twenty-four
years old. He held the office from 1784 to 1801, and again from
1804 to 1806.
There was less corruption in Parliament than formerly, and
people outside took more interest in politics.

Commercial Treaty with France.-Adam Smith's book, the' ·wealth
of Nations,' had shown that regulations which restricted commercial
intercourse were pernicious; Pitt made a treaty with France to
lower duties so as to encourage trade and friendliness.
The Slave Trade.-The horrors of the slave tra,de having been
revealed by Thomas Clarkson, Pitt and Wilberforce tried to induce
Parliament to abolish it, but failed. Wilberforce and others continued the agitation, and the trade was abolished in 1807.
Improvements.-About this time, great improvements were macle
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in far~ing and the rearing of cattle ; James Brindley constructed
the_ Bndgwat~r C~nal; Hargreaves invented the spinning-jenny,
w1!-ic~ Arkwng~t rmproved; and Crompton invented a still better
spinnmg machine called the mule; Watt and others greatly improved the steam-engine, which led to the building of factories on
the northern coal-fields.
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·2 8. REIGN OF GEORGE III. (continued) 1789- 1802.
Causes of the French Revolution.-For a great many years the
lower classes had been cruelly treated by Government and nobles,
the Government taxed them unjustly,-the nobles plundered and
ill-used them.
Its History : Wai· declared.-(!) 'National Assembly ' abolished
payments by peasants to country gentlemen, and detained Louis
xyr. a pri~oner in Paris: (2) As Lo:u,is was found to be plotting
with Prussia and Austna, a Republic was established and Louis
executed. (3) Pitt tried to avert war, but the Enalish were in a
panic, the French were irritated by plots and inv~sion, and war
~roke out. (4) In France hundreds of persons suspected of favourmg the enemy were executed; others fled the country. (5) In
England and Scotland persons who spoke in favour of reforms were
accused of seditiori, and some were unjustly punished. (6) rrhe
French jo~ned by Spaniards and Dutch.
Progress of War.-By land, French were everywhere victorious.
At sea, Lord Howe defeated them in ' Battle of 1st June· ' Admiral
Jervis defeated _Spaniards at St. Vincent (where Nelson 'won great
renown); Admiral Duncan defeated Dutch at Camperdown · and
Nelson the French at the Nile.
'
Meantime, British Fleets at Spitheaa and the Nore mutinied
on account of ill-pay and ill-treatment, but rnturned to duty on
promise of redress.
Irish Rebellion of 1798 ,-The Irish had long been cruelly treated,
an_d though th~y had a separate Parliament, it did not represent the
Irish people, smce none but protestants could sit in it; and, until
now, none but protestants had votes. George III. defeated Pitt's
plans for redressing Irish grievances. At length the Irish rose in
rebellion; great atrocities on both sides; rebellion suppressed with
great severity. The members of the Irish Parliament were then
bribed to vote for union with British Parliament, which accordingly
took place.
War continued by England alone.-Admiral Parker, with Nelson,
defeated the Danes at Copenhagen. Abercrombie won a great
victory over the French army at Alexandria. The defeated troops
returned to Europe, and a Peace was agreed to at Amiens, 1802,
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29. REIGN OF GEOR GE III. (continited) 1802-1808.
Renewal of War.- By Peace of Amiens Engbnd was to give up
Malta ; but Bonaparte seized part of Italy and sent troops into
Switzerland, and then England refused to give up Malta. War
renewed; 10,000 English travellers imprisoned in France ; preparations to invade England. France joined by Spain.
Pitt, who had resigned in 1801, again made Prime Minister,
1804. Bonaparte, the 'Emperor Napoleon,' combined French and
Spanish fleets for invasion of England ; fleets destroyed by Nelson
?ff C':l'pe Trafalgar ; death of Nelson, 1805. England saved from
mvas10n.
Ministerial changes.-Death of Pitt; formation of 'Ministry of
all the Talents ' under Lord Grenville; abolition of slave trade,
1807 ; ministry dismissed by George for proposing to admit catholics
to offices in the army and navy. The Portland ministry ; Canning
F or eign Secretary.
The War continued.-Scheme of Napoleon to use Danish fleet
against England, foiled by the bombardment of Copenhagen and
capture of Danish fleet by English.

30. REIGN OF GE~RGE III. (continued) 1808-1820.
Napoleon seized Lisbon, and then compelled Charles IV., King
of Spain, to surrender his crown. Napoleon gave it to his own
brother Joseph.
Spain applied to England for help, which was given by Canning.
Sir Arthur Wellesley, afterwards Duke of Wellington, sent with
English forces, defeated the French at Vimie'ro. Sir John Moore
marched into Spain hoping to be joined by the Spaniards; was
disappointed, and compelled to retreat ; the French following, were
defeated at Corun'na. Moore was killed during the battle.
Wellesley's victory at Talave'ra, and retirement to the' Lines of
Tor'res Ve'dras' in Portugal. Failure of the French. Fc,rmation
of' gueril 'las.'
Failure of the Walcheren e}._1>edition.
Wellington captured the two fortresses, Ciudad Hodrigo and
Badajoz, which opened his way into Spain. H e defeated the French
at Salaman' ca, and entered Madrid, but was obliged again to retreat
t o Portugal.
Russian Oampaign.- N apoleon captured Moscow ; the inhabitants
set fire to the city; the French were compelled to retreat in the
depth of winter . Out of 400,000 only 20,000 survived.
Wellington's victory at Vittoria, and capture of St. Sebastian.
Napoleon defeated at Leipzig by combined armies of Russia,
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Prussia, and Austria, which then marched on Paris. · Wellington
invaded France on south, and won a victory at Toulouse. Paris
was seized by the allies. Napoleon abdicated and was sent to
Elba, and peace was signed at Paris, where Louis XVIII. be::ame
king.
Waterloo.-Within a year Napoleon escaped from Elba, r Jturncd
to France, and was again made Emperor, 1815.
Eno-land
and Prnssia at once sent armies into the Netherlands.
0
Napole on defeated the Prussians un~er Blucher, and then attacked
Wellington at Waterloo. The Engµsh def~nd~d themselves stubbornly; in the afternoon the Prussians arr1v9u to help them; the
French were routed; Napoleon was deposed and sent to St. Helena,
a rocky island in the South Atlantic, where he died.
General Distress.-The war had involved very heavy taxation
and left a debt of 800,000,000Z. The country was impoverished;
many manufactur rs and formers were ruined, and the labourers
and artisans were almost starving. Hence there were riots and
tumults, and demands for reform. The Manchester Massacre, and
'The Six Acts.' Death of George III., 1820.
31. REIGN OF GEORGE IV.
George III.
suft ring, and the refusal

GEORGE IV. (1820- 1 80), oldest son of
Cato Street Conspiracy.- The continu d

of the Governm nt to grant reforms, lod Thistl wood and others to
form a plot for killing the ministers. It was discovered and the
leaders wero executed.
Changes in the Government.-•(Lord Liverpool, Premier.) George
Canning became Foreign Secretary, and Sir Robert Peel, Home
Secretary, 1822. Oannvng, without going to war, saved Portugal
from the interference of Spain, and acknowledged the independence
of Mexico, Peru, Chili, aud other South American states. Peel carried some reforms in the criminal law, greatly reducing the number
of crimes punishable with death. Huskisson, another minister,
considerably reduced the customs duties levied on imports,-the
first step towards free flrade.
Catholic Association.- The catholics were still excluded from
office. An association was formed under Daniel O'Connell to get
this reformed.
Parliamentary Reform.- The urgent need for this seen by Lord
John Russell, who proposed to take members from boroughs which
had disappeared or become unimportant, and to give them to the
great centres of trade which had been growing up lately; but he
was for the pi·esent defeated.
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Relief of Dissenters and Catholics,_._Whilst the Duke of Wellington
was Prime Minister, Lord John Russell succeeded in carrying a
bill, which enabled dissenters to hold municipal or Government
offices. At last, through fear of civil war -in Ireland, similar relief
was given to catholics by the Catholic Emancipation Bill, 1829.
Improvements.- N ew Police introduced by Peel; improved system
of road-making by Macadam ; railways and locomotins1 s by George
Stephenson.

32. REIGN OF WILLIAM IV.
WILLIAM IV, (1830- 1837), son of George III.
Reform Bill.- Wellington defeated and succeeded by Lord Grey.
The first Reform Bill failed in the Commons ; after a dissolution,
a second was carried through the Commons by Lord John Russell,
but rejected by the Lords; indignation of the country, riots and
bloodshed; the king was at last frightened, and undertook to make
new Peers to pass the bill through the Lords. The Lords then
gave way, and the bill, being introduced a third time, passed in
1832. The bill disfranchised many small boroughs, and gave
members to populous districts in counties, and to large towns.
Whigs now began to be known as Liberals, and Tories as Conservatives.
Other Reforms.- The reformed Parliament quickly abolished
slavery in the British possessions, and paid the slaYe owners
t wenty million pounds as compensation. It also passed a new
poor law, intended to check people living on the rates when they
were able to work.

33, REIGN OF VICTORIA.
1837- 1841.
VICTORIA (1837), daughter of Duke of Kent, fourth son of

George I II.
The People's Charter.- Great distress amongst lower classes,
wages low, food dear. Corn Law placed a heavy duty on foreign
corn imported,- this made bread dear. The P eople's Cha,r ter was
a document intended to set forth the political changes necessary to
bring about better times ; those who acc~pted it were called
Charti sts. It demanded (1) Manhood Suffrage; (2) Equal Electoral Districts; (3) Vote by Ballot; (4) Annual Pa1·liaments ; (5)
Abolition of Property Qualification for Members of Parliament;
(6) Payment of Members. The third and the fifth of these have
since been granted. Rowland Hill introduced penny postage,
1839.
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The Eastern Question.- Turkey in a wretched condition; menaced
by Russia in the north, attacked in Syria by Mehemet Ali, ruler
of Egypt; Lord Palmerston persuaded Russia, Austria, and Prussia
to join England in driving Mehemet out of Syria, which was
done.
1841- 1846.
The Afghan War.- Cause.-It was thought that the Russians, who
had made advances in Central Asia, intended to invade India ;
and Dost Mahomed, the ruler of Afghan1istan 1 , was friendly to
them.
The British invaded Afghanistan, and occupied Cabul.
The country rose against the English, and compelled them to
retreat to India. Out of 4,000 who left Cabul only one reached the
English garrison at J ellalabad.
General Pollock advanced from J ellalabad to Cabul and recovered the British prisoners. Dost Mahomed restored.
The Anti-Corn-Law League established by Richard Cobden and
John Bright. Its objects were to instruct the people in the evils
of the corn laws, and to obtain Free Trade in corn.
Repeal of Corn Laws.-Hastened by the famine in Ireland which
resulted from failure of the potato crop. Peel, though he hau
formerly supported the corn laws, carried their repeal; for which
his followers deserted him; Lord John Russell became Premier.
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1846- 1856.
Popular Movements.-In 1848 most of the countries of Europe
were disturbed by popular movements. The French got rid of their
king, and established a Republic 1mder the presidency of Louis
Napoleon. In Italy, Austria, and Prussia, Parliaments were established. The 'Chartists in England again agitated for their six
reforms; but the greater part of the working classes remained
peaceable and orderly. After a time, Napoleon succeeded in suppressing the Republic and making himself Emperor; and in some
other countries the Parliaments were abolished and the people's
hopes crushed out.
The Crimean War.-The Emperor Nicholas of Russia wished the
Christians in Turkey to be placed under his protection. Neither·
England nor Turkey would agree to this. Nicholas insisted, and
Turkey, supported by England and France, declared war against
Russia ; destruction of Turkish fleet. Invasion of the Crimea.
Battle of the Alma, and defeat of the Russians. Siege of Sebastopol, lasting a year; Russian attacks on English at Balaklava and
Inkerman repulsed. Great sufferings of troops from want of food
and shelter during the winter. Hospital founded at Scutari, and
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1857-1858.
THE INDIAN MUTINY.-'11he religion of the Hindoos teaches
them that it is a sin to eat any part of a cow. A rifle (the Enfield)
'was introduced which required the use of greased cartridges. A
report was circulated that the grease used was the fat of cows.
Some native princes incited the people to rebellion. The Sepoys at
Meerut murdered their English officers, massacred all the English
they could. find, arid seizing Delhi,' proclaimed a descendant of the
Great Mogul emperor. Mutiny spread to Lucknow; garrison besieged ; fearful massacre at Cawnpore. Relief of Lucknow by
Havelock : his de3!th; reconquest of Northern India by Sir Colin
Campbell, commander-in-chief, and Sir Hugh Rose.
1858 -1867.
England and France.-The English being alarmed as to the in-

tentions of Napoleon, commenced in 1859 the formation of volunteer
corps,-a movement which has steadily grown.
In 1860, Mr. Cobden, on behalf of the Government, arranged a
Commercial Treaty with France, which greatly lowered the
customs duties between the two countries, increased their trade,
and promoted more friendly relations.
Civil War in America (1861) between the Northern (free) and
, Southerh (slave-holding) States, caused by the desire of the latter to
•introduce slavery into new States further west. The Northern
States having a navy were able to blockade Southern ports. But
. English merchants fitted out quick steamers to ' run the blockade,'
· carrying stores to the Confederates and bringing away cotton. The
. Confederates also got war-ships built in England, which preyed on
the shipping of the United States. [For this England afterwards
-paid nearly ·3,500,000Z. damages.] In 1862 the Northern States
: decreed the abolition of slavery, and in 1865 the rebellion was
crushed ancl the Union restored.

Cotton F a.mine.-The scarcity of cotton during the war caused
what is known as the 'Cotton Famine.' Many thousands of
operatives in Lancashite·were thrown out of work for a long time,
, and suffered very great hardships with wonderful patience.
1867-1880.
REFORMS IN IRELAND.-The Fenian movement for the in,
· dependence of Ireland; armed insurrection soon put down. Mr.
· Gladstone (now -Premier) tried to remo-ve· Irish grievances,-
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disestablished the Irish Protestant Episcopal Church, depriving it and
the Catholic and Presbyterian churches of State endowments, and
putting them on same footing ; passed a Land Act to improve the
relations between landlords and tenants.
REFORMS IN ENGLAND.- Education Act establishing School
Boards, and authorising them to levy rates for building and supporting schools, and to draw up by-laws to enforce the attendance
of children.
Ballot Act, providing that at municipal and parliamentary elections votes should be given in such a way that none but the voter
need know how he had voted.
Third Reform Bill.-Before the second Gladstone ministry left
office a third reform bill was passed, which gave votes to the working men in the country as well as in the towns, and which increased the number of members for populous places.
Franco-German War.-The Prussian victories over Austria
roused the jealousy of France and led to a great war. The French
were totally defeated, the Emperor -and his armies were captured,
and, after a terrible siege, Paris was occupied by the Germans. At
the peace France gave up Alsace and part of Lorraine, and paid
200,000,000Z. The war led to the unification of Germany (at the
head of which William, King of Prussin., was placed, with the title
of German Emperor), and the downfall of the Empire in France,
where the Republic was re-established. Louis Napoleon died in
exile in England.
Russo-Turkish War caused by the atrocities perpetrated on the
Christian inhabitants of Turkey. The Turks, after a struggle which
lasted about a year, were totally defeated.
The Treaty of Berlin.-A conference of the European Powers
was held at Berlin, and a treaty was drawn up, by which the
territory of Montenegro was increased, Servia and Roumania were
· freed from tribute to the Sultan, and Bulgaria was given a prince
of its own choosing, anq made into a separate state though tributary to Turkey.
War with the Zulus in South Africa. After several British reverses the Zulus were beaten, and their country divided amongst
several chiefs and ultimately put under British rule.
From 1874 to 1880 we had a Conservative government under
Mr. Disraeli (Earl Beaconsfield) ; but the general election of 1880
restored Mr. Gladstone to office.
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NORMAN LINE.
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I
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Alfred
Edward the Elder
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Edwy
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I

Edward, Duke of Keut

I
VICTORIA (1837)

1016- 1035
1035- 1040
1040- 1042

Canute .
Harold .
Hardicanute

SAXON KINGS.
1042-1066
1066

Ed ward th·e c'onfessor
Harold
· '

NORMAN LINE.
William I. ' The Conqueror ' .
.
,
William II. second son of William L , •·
Henry I, third son of William I. ,•
·stephen 1 son of Adela, daughter of, William I.

1066-1087
1087- 1100
1100- 1135
1135- 1154·

ANGEVIN, OR PLANTAGENET LINE.
Henry 11. grandson of Henry I.
Richard I. son of Henry II.
John, son of Henry II. •

. 1154- 1189
. 1189- 1199
1199- 1216
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Henry III. son of John .
Edward I. son of Henry III.
Edward II. son of Edward I. .
Edward III. son of Edward II.
.
Richard II. grandson of Edward III.

1216-1272
1272-1307
1307- 1327
1327- 1377
1377- 1399
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HOUSE OF LANCASTER.
Henry IV. grandson of Edward III.
Henry V. son of Henry IV. .
_Henry VI. son of Henry V. .

1399- 1413
1418- 1422
1422-1461

HOUSE OF YORK.
Edward IV. son of Richard, Duke of York
Edward V. son of Edward IV.
.
Richard III. brother of Edward IV.

1461- 1483
1483
1483- 5

HOUSE OF TUDOR.
Henry VII. descended from John of Gaunt
Henry VIII. son of Henry VII.
Edward VI. son of Henry VIII.
ltary, daughter of Henry VIII. .
Elizabeth, daughter of Henry VIII.

1485- 1509
1509- 1547
1547- 1553
1553- 1558
1558-1603

HOUSE OF STUART.
James I. grettt-great-grandson of Henry VII.
Charles I. son of James I.
(The Commonwealth)
.
.
Charles II. son of Charles I. .
J a.mes II. son of Charles I. .
.
.
.·
William III. and Mary II. daughter of James II.
William III. grandson of Charles I.
Anne, daughter of James II. .

1603- 1625
1625- 1649
1649- 1660
1660- 1685
1685- 1689
1689- 1694
• 1694- 1702
. 1702- 1714

HOUSE OF HANOVER.
I. great-grandson of James I. .
II. son of George I. .
.
III. grandson of George II.
IV. son of George III.
William IV. son of George III.
.
.
Victoria, granddaughter of George III. .
George
George
George
George

1714-1727
1727- 1760
1760-1820
1820- 1830
1830- 1837
1837

Cresar landed in Brita
Clau dius invaded Brit!
B oadicea defeated
R omans left Britain .
Arrival of English ab,
Arrival of Augustine
E gbert, King of W esE
Treaty of W edmore .
Canute, King of all
land
Ed ward the Conf•
King .
Battle of Senlac· . .
Doom sday-Book fin
First Cruaade (Willia1
Charter
of
Lib
(Henry I.)
Battle of the Standa:
Constitutions of Clari
Murder of Thomas E
Conquest of Ireland
John a vassal of Ror
The Great Charter

THE BARONS

B attle of L ewes
B attle of Evesham
First admission of be
m embers to P arfa
Conqu est of Wales
T empor ary Conqu1
Scotland
.
Confirmation of 01
(Edward I.) .
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1216- 1272
1272- 1307
1307-1327
1327- 1377
1377-1399

REFERENCE TABLE OF IMPORTANT DATES.

3TER.
1399-1413
1413- 1422
1422-1461
,K.

1461- 1483
1483
1483- 5
OR.
1485- 1509
1509- 1547
1547-1553
1553- 1558
1558-1603
.RT.
[.

s

II.

1603-1625
1625- 1649
1649- 1660
1660-1685
1685-1689
1689-1694
1694-1702
1702-1714

•VER.
1714-1727
1727-1760
1760-1820
1820-1830
1830-1837
1837

Cresar landed in Britain, B.c. 55 Battle of Bannockburn . 1314
Claudius invaded Britain, A.D. 4.3 Cloth-weaving at Norwich 1331
Boadicea defeated .
61
Romans left Britain .
. 410
HUNDRED YEARS'
Arrival of English about . 449
WAR
Arrival of Augustine
. 597
Egbert, King of Wessex . 802
(1337- 1453).
Treaty of W edmore .
. 878
Canute, King of all EngBattle. of Sluys .
. 1340
land
.
. 1016- 1035 Battle of Crecy
. 1346
Edward the Confessor,
Siege of Calais .
. 1347
King .
.
. 1042-1066 Battle of Poitiers
.
. 1356
Battle of Senlac· . . Oct. 1066 Peasant Revolt (Wat Tyler) 1381
Doomsday-Book finished 1086 John Wyclif, Reformer
1324-1384
First Cruaade (William II.) 1096
Charter
of
Liberties
Geoffrey Chaucer, Poet
1328- 1400
(Henry I.) .
.
. 1100
Battle of the Standard . 1138 Battle of Shrewsbury . . 1403
Constitutions of Clarendon 1164 Battle of Agincourt .
. 1415
Murder of Thomas Becket 1170 J a.ck Cade's Insurrection . 1450
Conquest of Ireland .
. 1172 English expelled from
John a vassal of Rome . 1213
France .
. 1453
The Great Charter .
. 1215

THE BARONS' WAR.
Battle of Lewes
.
. 1264
Battle of Evesham .
. 1265
First admission of borough
members to Parliament
Conquest of Wales .
.
Temporary· Conquest of
Scotland
.
.
.
Confirmation of Charters
(Edward I.) •
.

1265
1282
1296
·

1297

WARS OF THE ROSES
(1455-1485).
Battle of St. Albans.
.
Battle of Wakefield .
.
Battle of Mortimer's Cross
Batble of St. Albans.
.
Battle of Towton
.
Battle of Barnet
.
Battle of Tewkesbury
.
Battle of Bosworth .
.

1455
1460
1461
14(31
14(31
1471
1471
1485
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Prvnting introduced by
Caxton .
.
•
. 1476
Richard III. killed at the
Battle of Bosworth Field 1485
Cape of Good Hope discovered.
.
.
. 1486
America discovered (Columbus)
. 1492
Henry VIII. divorces
Catherine
. 1533
Act of Supremacy (Henry
VIII.) .
.
.
. 1534
Monasteries dissolved 1536- 1539
Statute of Six Articles
1539
Pins introduced
.
. 1540
Telescopes invented about 1549
Coaches introduced •
. 1553
Reconciliation with Rome 1554
Calais taken by the French 1558
Act of Supremacy (Elizabeth) .
.
.
. 1559
Needles introduced .
. 1566
Pocket Watches introduced 1577
Potatoes and tobacco about 1586
Spanish Armada defeated 1588
Stocking Frame invented. 1589
Paper Mills erected .
. 1590
East India Company established •
.
.
. 1600
Union of England and
Scotland
•
.
. 1603
Hampton Court Conference
•
•
•
. 1604
Silk manufacture introduced •
.
.
. 1604
Cape Horn discovered
. 1616
Circulation of blood discovered
•
•
. 1619
Ffrst Weekly Paper published . •
•
.
1622
Hackney Coaches used . 1625
Petition of Right (Charles
I.) .
.
.
. 1628
Hampden's Ship-money
case
.
.
•
. 1637
The Long Parliament 1640- 53

Strafford executed
Coffee introduced

.
.

. 1641
. 1841
CIVIL WAR
.
. 1642- 1651
Battle of Edgehill
. 1642
Skirmish of Chalgrove
Field.
•
•
. 1643
Battle of Newbury
. 1643
Battle of Marston Moor 1644
Battle of N aseby •
1645
Charles beheaded .
1649
Battle of Dunbar .
1650
Battle of Worcester
1651
Barometer invented .
. 1643
Commonwealth and Protectorate •
1649- 60
Jamaica taken .
1655
Restoration
.
1660
Great Plague .
1665
Great Fire
.
1666
Tea came into use
1666
Habeas Corpus Act .
. 1679
Trial of the Seven Bishops 1688
Revolution
•
.
. 1688
The Crown offered to William and Mary
;
. 1689
The Toleration Act .
. 1689
Battle of Killiecrankie
. 1689
Battle of the Boyne .
. 1690
Peace of Ryswick
. 1697
Act of Settlement •
. 1701
Act of Union with Scotland
. 1707
War of Spanish Succession

.

. 1702- 13

Gibraltar taken .
Battle of Blenheim
Battle of Ramilies
Battle of Oudenarde
Battle of Malplaquet
Peace of Utrecht .
First Jacobite Rebellion
South Sea Bubble .
2nd Jacobite Rebellion
Battle of Plassey
.
Capture of Quebec .
American War began

.
.
.
.

1704
1704
1706
1708
1709
1713
1715
1720
1745
1757
. 1759
. 1775

REFEREN
American De
Independen
End of the AJ
French Revol
War between
France .
Battle of Tra1
Peninsular 'W
Battle of Wa1
Catholic Emf
Reform Bill
Abolition of f
Repeal of 001

rTED SOCIALLY
xecuted
oduced

. 1641
. 1641
a .
. 1642- 1651
f Edgehill
. 1642
1 of Chalgrove
·
•
,
. 1643
f Newbury
. 1643
f Marston Moor 1644
f N aseby .
. 1645
beheaded .
. 1649
f Dunbar .
. 1650
f Worcester
. 1651
invented .
. 1643
ealth and Pro1649- 60
,ken ·
. 1655
1
1660
:ue
. 1665
. 1666
into use
. 1666
,rpus Act .
. 1679
~ Seven Bishops 1688
l
'
•
, 1688
1 offered to Will Mary ;
. 1689
Ltion Act .
. 1689
(illiecrankie
. 1689
b.e Boyne .
. 1690
,yswick
. 1697
ilement •
. 1701
on with Scot. 1707

REFERENCE TABLE OF IMPORTANT DATES 251
American Declaration of
Independence
•
. 1776
End of the American War 1783
French Revolution •
. 1789
War between England and
France .
.
.
. 1793
Battle of Trafalgar .
. 1805
Peninsular War
. ·1808-14
Battle of Waterloo .
1815
Catholic Emancipation . 1829
Reform Bill
.
.
. 1832
Abolition of Slavery .
. 1833
Repeal of Com Law
. 1846

1854-56
Crimean War .
. 1857
The Indian Mutiny
18G7- G8
Second Reform Bill
. 18G9
Suez Canal opened .
Irish Church Disesta. 18G9
blished •
.
. 1870
First Irish Land Act
. 1870
Education Act .
. 1872
Ballot Act
. 1874
Ashantee War .
.
1881
Second Irish Land Act
. 1884
Third Reform Bill .

n.ish Succes-

.1702- 13
r taken .
. 1704
f Blenheim
. 1704
f Ramilies
. 1706
f Oudenarde
. 1708
f Malplaquet . 1709
· Utrecht .
. 1713
:>ite Rebellion . 1715
Bubble .
. 1720
te Rebellion . 1745
'lassey
.
. 1757
Quebec .
1759
. 1775
War began
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LONGMANS' NEW READERS.
Specially adapted to the 1·eqwirements of tlie New Code, and in aocortlanoe
mitli, tlie Inst1'Uotions to H.llf. Inspectors.
1

READING SHEETS for I FANT CLASSES. Reprinted
from the First Primer. Printed in large type, on strong and specially-prepared
linen, 36 in. x 34 in. in size, and each sheet affixed to a la.th. Eight sheets printed
on both Bides, price 15s. per set; or 171, Gd. per set with re.ck specially designed to
carry a. whole set of sheets.

FIRST PRIMER: a Combination of the Alphabetic and Look
and Say Methods of Teaching Reading. With 27 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. pp.
32, 3d. cloth limp.

SECOND PRIMER: a Combination of the Alphabetic and
Look and Say Methods of Teaching Reading. With a Writing Copy (White on
Black), Spelling Lessons, and 14 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. pp. 32, 3d. cloth Ump.

INFANT READER : an Introductory Book to Standard I.
With 6 full-page Writing Copieil (White on Black), Spelling Lessons, and 23
Illustrations. Crown 8vo. pp. 64, Gd.

FIRST READER for STA DARD I.

With 5 full-page

Writing Copies (White on Black) of the hardest words in the book, Spelling
Lelilsons, Poetry suitable for Recitation, and 35 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. pp. 128, 9d.

SECOND READER for STA DARD II. With 35 Illustra~ions, 15 Dictation and 17 Grammar Le sons, and Poetry suitable for Recitation.
C1·own 8vo. pp. 128, 10d.

THIRD READER for STA DARD III.

With 35 Illustra-

tions, 18 Spelling ·and Word-making Lessons, 20 Grammar Lessons, and Poetry
suitable for Recitation. Crown 8vo. pp. 176, ls.

FOURTH READER for STANDARD IV. With 39 Illustion , Grammar, Woru-B ullding,and Spelling Lessons. Crown 8vo. pp. 208, l s. 4d.

FIFTH READER for STANDARD V.

With 30 Illustra-

tions, 25 Grammar end 24 Word-Building Lefsons. Poetry suitable for Recitation.
150 pa ges of Reading. Appendix of Prefixes and Suffixes, showing bow Nonu•,
Verbs, and Adjectives may be formed from each other. Crown 8vo. pp. 224, ls. 6d.

SIXTH READER for STA DARD VI.

With 24 Illustra-

·tions. Grammar and Word-Builcling Exercises, and an Appendix of the WordBuilding for Standards VL and VII. Crown 8vo. pp. 240. Is. 6d.

LONGMANS' HAN DBOOKS OF ENGLISH.
Hmne Lesson Books to Long1nans' Nc1v Readers.
Book I. Spelling, Scrip~, Poetry for Recitation, and Tables, 3d.
Book II. pelling, Dictation Exercises, Grammar, and Poetry for Recitation, 3d.
Book III. Spelling and Word-Building, Grammar, and Poetry for Recitation, 3cl.
Book IV. Spelling and Word-Building, Grammar, and Poetry for Recitation, 3d.
Book V. Spelling, Grammar, and Word-Building, and Poetry for Recitation, 4d.
Book VI. Spelling, Grammar, Saxon, Latin, and Greek Prefixes, Word-Building Exercises, and Poetry for Recitation, 4~.

London: LONG MANS, GREEN, & CO.
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LONG MANS'

ENGLISH HISTORY READING BOOKS.
JJesigned to impart a kno1Vledge of English History i1i accordance 1vith
the 1novisions of the Gove1·n1nent Oode by nieans of Reading L essons·.

ALFRED the GREAT and WILLIAM the CONQUEROR.
By F. YORK POWELL.

With 10 Woodcuts and l\faps, 8d.

FIRST SERIES.

STANDARD III.
TORY.

OLD STORIES from BRITISH HIS-

By F. YORK POWELL, M..A.

STANDARD IV.

OUTLINE of ENGLISH HISTORY,

from B.C. 55 to A.D. 1603.
Woodcuts and Maps, ls.

STANDARD V.

With 27 Woodcuts, l s.

By s. R. GARDINER.

With 47

OUTLINE of ENGLISH HISTORY,

Second Period, from 1603- 1880.
40 Woodcuts and Maps, ls. 6d.

By S. R. GARDINER.

With

STANDARD VI. HISTORICAL BIOGRAPHIES: Simon
de Montfort- The Black Prince- Sir Thomas More-Sir ]'raocis
Drake-Oliver Cromwell-William III. By S. R. GARDINER.
With 40 Portraits and other Illustrations, ls. 6d.
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ALTERNATIVE SERI ES.

STANDARD III.
TORY.

OLD STORIES from BRITISH HIS-

By F . YORK POWELL, M..A.

STANDARD IV.

With 27 Woodcuts, l s.

ILLUSTRATED ENGLISH HISTORY.

PART I. From B.C. 55 to A.D. 1485. With Vocabularies, .Annotations, and .Analyses. By S. R. GARDINER. h .

STANDARD V.

ILLUSTRATED ENGLISH HISTORY.

PART II. From 1485 to 1689. With Vocabularies, Annotations,
and Analyses. Bys. R. GARDINER. ls. 3d.

STANDARD VI.

ILLUSTRATED ENGLISH HISTORY.

PART III. Fr om 1689 to 1880. With Vocabularies, Annotations,
and .Analyses. By S. R. GARDINER. ls. 6d.

HISTORY of the ESTABLISHMENT of BRITISH RULE
in INDIA.

By the Rev. Sir G. W. Cox, Bart.

With Map, 2s.

London: L ONGMANS, GREEN, & CO.
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DING BOOKS.

NEW GEOGRAPHICAL READING BOOKS.

~istory in accordance ?Vitli
~ans of Reading Lessons~

JJesigned to irnpart a Kno1Vledge of Gengrapliy in accordance with t lie
provisions of the Mundella Code by means of Reading Lessons.

[ the CONQUEROR.

STANDARD

,uts and l\faps, Sd.

~om BRITISH HISVith 27 Woodcuts, ls.

WLISH HISTORY,
t. GARDL: ER.

With 47
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10mas More-Sir ]'ranci.·
By S. R. G.A.RDINl!JR.
s, ls. 6d.
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GLISH HISTORY.
Vith Vocabularies, Anno~ER.

l.~.

WLISH HISTORY.
)cabularies, Annotations,
:. 3d.

~GLISH HISTORY .
ocabularies, Annotation ,
·. 6d.

of BRITISH RULE
Bart.

With Map, 2s.

EN, & CO.
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CO VERSATIO AL

LESSONS

on

PL.A.NS, the Four Cardinal Points, the meaning and use of a
Map, and on the Men, Animals, and Plants of the Far North,
East, South, and West. Spelling Lists, Summaries in Script;
about 50 lllustratfons. Crown 8vo. 9d.

STANDARD II.

The DEFINITIONS of GEOGRAPHY

EXPLAI JED in an EASY MAN ER by RE.A.DI G LESSONS.
Summaries of Lessons, Spelling Lists, &c. Relief Map of England,
and folding-out Map of England, illustrating the Lessons. 49
Illustrations, with Picture and Plan of Definitions. Cr. 8vo. ls.

STANDARD III. The GE OGRAPHY of E GLAND and
WALES. Summaries of each Lesson, Spelling Lists, &c. 12
Maps of Counties, according to river basins. Maps showing
Water-parting and Relief; also 2 folding-out Maps of England
and Wales on vegetable vellum. 40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.
ls. 3d.

STA DARD IV.

SCOTLAND, IRELAND, BRITISH

OR'rH .AMERICA, .AU TRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, and
'fASMA IA. Summaries of the Lessons, Spelling Lists, &c.
With 40 Illustrations, and folding-out Maps, on vegetable vellum,
of Scotland, Ireland, Canada, and Australia. Crown 8vo. ls. 4d.

STA DARD V.

EUROPE : LATITUDE and LONGI -

TUDE, DAY and NIGHT, the SEA O S, CLIMATE. Summaries of the Les ons, Spelling Li ts, &c. With 40 Illustration ,
10 Map of Countries, and Phy ical and Political Maps of Europe,
on vegetable vellum, to fold out. Crown Svo. ls. 6d.

STANDARD

VI.

ASIA,

AFRICA,

and AMERICA:

I TERCHANGE of PRODUCTIONS, CLIMATE. Summariei:;
of the Lessons, Spelling Lists, &c. With 50 Illustrations, Map
of Countries, and folding-out Maps of Asia, Africa, and America.
Crown 8vo. ls. 9d.

STA DARD VII.

The OCEAN, CURRENTS, TIDES,

the PLANETARY SYSTEM, and PHASES of the MOON.
Summaries of the Lessons, Spelling Lists, &c. With 85 Illustrations and Maps, and folding-out Map of the World showing
Currents. Crown 8vo. ls. 9d.

London: LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO.

LONGMANS' HANDBOOKS oF GEOGRAPHY.
Eacli Book is a 0eograpliy and .Atlas combined. St1·ongly sewn, clotli
lim,J.J, 3d. each.

BOOK 3. England and Wales: Maps showing Relief, Political Division.,,
River Basins, Coal Fields, and Railways; also 15 Maps of Counties and River Ba&ins.
BOOK 4. Scotland, Ireland, British North America, Australia, and
New Zealand. With 6 Maps.
BOOK 5. Europe : Latitude and Longitude, Day and Night, The Seasons.
With 11 Maps and 4 Diagrams.
BooK 6. Asia, Africa, America: Interchange of Productions, Climate.
,,rith 9 Maps and 1 Diagram.
BOOK 7. The Oceans, Tides and Currents, Winds, The Solar System,
'l'he Sun, The Planets, Phases of the Moon. 9 Maps and
Diagram.

LONGMANS' GEOGRAPHICAL STUDIES.
Consisting of Maps Colowred in 01ttline (selected frmn tlie Public Sclwols
Atlases), Outline 11faps, and P1·ojection Maps, ld. eacli sheet.

The World-Europe-Asia-Africa-N. America-S.America-England
and Wales - Scotland - Ireland - France - German Empire Russia - Ita.ly -Turkey in Europe-Turkey in Asia-IndiaEgypt--Palestine-Australia-Ancient Greece.

LONGMANS.' MEMORY MAPS.
P1'ice 6d. per doze,n .
:E'lRST SERIES. - England, Scotland, Ireland, Australia, Yorkshire,
Lancashire, Wales, The Thames, Northern England, New Zealand, British North America, St. Lawrence.
SECOND SERIES. British Isles, France, Spain, Italy, Germany, Holland
and Belgium, Balkan Peninsula, Scandinavia, Russia, 'rhe Danube,
The River Rhone, The Rhine, The Baltic Sea, The North Sea,
The Mediterranean Sea, Europe.
THIRD SERIES. Africa, South Africa, South America, The Nile and
Amazon (on one card), India, China and Japan, Asiatic Russia,
United States, Asiatic Turkey, Cape Colony, The Murray, The
Seasons, Further India, West Indies and Central America, North
America,
FOURTII SERIES. The Atlantic Ocean, The Pacific Ocean, The Indian
Ocean (the Currents are shown in each), Diagram of Phases of
t he Moon and Tides, Arctic Ocean.

London : LONG MANS, GREEN, & CO.
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